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The Deep Security Manager Console



Alerts

The Alerts page displays all active Alerts. Alerts can be displayed in a Summary View which will group similar Alerts together,or in List View which lists all Alerts individually. To switch between the two views, use the drop-down menu next to "Alerts" inthe page's title.

In Summary View, expanding an Alert panel (by clicking Show Details) displays all the computers (and/or Users) that havegenerated that particular Alert. (Clicking the computer will display the computer's Details window.)In Summary View if the list of computers is longer than five, an ellipsis ("...") appears after the fifth computer. Clicking theellipsis displays the full list. Once you have taken the appropriate action to deal with the Alert, you can dismiss the Alert byselecting the checkbox next to the target of the Alert and clicking the Dismiss link. (In List View, right-click the Alert to see thelist of options in the context menu.)Alerts that can't be dismissed (like "Relay Update Service Not Available") will be dismissed automatically when the conditionno longer exists.In cases where an Alert condition occurs multiple times on the same computer, the Alert will show the timestamp of the firstoccurrence of the condition. If the Alert is dismissed and the condition reoccurs, the timestamp of the first reoccurrence will bedisplayed.Alerts can be of two types: system and security. System Alerts are triggered by System Events (Agent Offline, Clock Change onComputer, etc.) Security Alerts are triggered by Intrusion Prevention, Firewall, Integrity, and Log Inspection Rules. Alerts canbe configured by clicking Configure Alerts... ( ).
Use the computers filtering bar to view only Alerts for computers in a particular computer group, with a particular
Policy, etc.

Note:

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Alerts
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Events and Reports

The following pages are available in the Events and Reports section:• System Events (page 10)• Anti-Malware Events (page 12)
◦ Quarantined Files (page 15)• Web Reputation Events (page 18)• Firewall Events (page 20)• Intrusion Prevention Events (page 23)• Integrity Monitoring Events (page 26)• Log Inspection Events (page 28)• Generate Reports (page 31)

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Events and Reports
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System Events

The System Event log is a record of system-related events (as opposed to security-related events). From the main page you can:
• View ( ) the details (properties) of a system event• Search ( ) for a particular system event• Export ( ) currently displayed system events to a CSV file• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.

Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting Event Tags
View

Selecting an event and clicking View ( ) displays the Event Viewer Properties window.
General

General Information

• Time: The time according to the system clock on the computer hosting the Deep Security Manager.• Level: The severity level of event that occurred. Event levels include Info, Warning, and Error.• Event ID: The event type's unique identifier.• Event: The name of the event (associated with the event ID.)• Tag(s): Any tags attached iwth the Event.• Event Origin: The Deep Security component from which the event originated.• Target: The system object associated with the event will be identified here. Clicking the object's identification willdisplay the object's properties sheet.• Action Performed By: If the event was initiated by a User, that User's username will be displayed here. Clicking theusername will display the User Properties window.• Manager: The hostname of the Deep Security Manager computer.
Description

If appropriate, the specific details of what action was performed to trigger this entry in the system event log will be displayedhere.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface System Events
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Tags

The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies >
Common Objects > Other > Tags, and More About Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help in the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.Clicking Advanced Search toggles the display of the search bar.

Pressing the "Add Search Bar" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can applymultiple parameters to your search. When you are ready, press the "Submit Request" button (at the right of the toolbars withthe right-arrow on it).Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Export

You can export displayed events to a CSV file. (Paging is ignored, all pages will be exported.) You have the option of displayingthe displayed list or the selected items.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing System Event Auto-Tagging Rules.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface System Events
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Anti-Malware Events

By default, the Deep Security Manager collects Anti-Malware Event logs from the Agents/Appliances at every heartbeat. TheEvent data is used to populate the various reports, graphs, and charts in the Deep Security Manager.Once collected by the Deep Security Manager, Events are kept for a period of time which can be set from Storage tab in the
Administration > System Settings page.From the main page you can:

• View ( ) the properties of an individual event.• Filter the list. Use the Period and Computer toolbars to filter the list of events.• Export ( ) the event list data to a CSV file.• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.• Search ( ) for a particular event.
Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s) to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.)• Remove Tag(s) from this event.• View the Computer Details window of the computer that generated the log entry.• View Quarantined File Details of the file associated with this event. (Only available if the action associated with thisevent was quarantined.)
Columns for the Anti-Malware Events display:• Time: Time the event took place on the computer.• Computer: The computer on which this event was logged. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)• Infected File: The location and name of the infected file.• Tag(s): Event tags associated with this event.• Malware: The name of the malware that was found.• Scan Type: The type of scan that found the malware (Real-Time, Scheduled, or Manual).• Major Virus Type: The type of malware detected. Possible values are: Joke, Trojan, Virus, Test, Spyware, Packer,Generic, or Other. For information on these types of malware, see the Anit-Malware event details or see Anti-

Malware in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.• Result: Displays the results of the actions specified in the Malware Scan Configuration associated with event.
◦ Cleaned: Deep Security successfully terminated processes or deleted registries, files, cookies, orshortcuts, depending on the type of malware.
◦ Clean Failed: Malware could not be cleaned for a variety of possible reasons.
◦ Deleted: An infected file was deleted.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Anti-Malware Events
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◦ Delete Failed: An infected file could not be deleted for a variety of possible reasons. For example, the filemay be locked by another application, is on a CD, or is in use. If possible, Deep Security will delete theinfected file once it is released.
◦ Quarantined: An infected file was moved to the quarantine folder.
◦ Quarantine Failed: An infected file could not be quarantined for a variety of possible reasons. Forexample, the file may be locked by another application, is on a CD, or is in use. If possible, Deep Securitywill quarantine the infected file once it is released. It is also possible that the "Maximum disk space usedto store quarantined files" (specified on the Policy/Computer Editor > Anti-Malware > Advanced tab)has been exceeded.
◦ Access Denied: Deep Security has prevented the infected file from being accessed without removing thefile from the system.
◦ Passed: Deep Security did not take any action but logged the detection of the malware.• Event Origin: Indicates from which part of the Deep Security System the event originated.• Reason: The Malware Scan Configuration that was in effect when the malware was detected.

View Event Properties

Double-clicking an event (or selecting View from the context menu) displays the Properties window for that entry whichdisplays all the information about the event on one page. The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. ForMore information on Event tagging, see Policies > Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in the Deep SecurityManager Administrator's Guide or the online help in the Reference section.
Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

Selecting "Open Advanced Search" from the "Search" drop-down menu toggles the display of the advanced search options.The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.

Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Anti-Malware Events
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Pressing the "plus" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can apply multipleparameters to your search. When you are ready, press the submit button (at the right of the toolbars with the right-arrow onit).
Export

Clicking Export... exports all or selected events to a CSV file.
Auto-Tagging...

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing Anti-Malware Auto-Tagging Rules.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Anti-Malware Events
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Quarantined Files

A Quarantined File is a file that has been found to be or to contain malware and has therefore been encrypted and moved to aspecial folder. ("Quarantine" is a scan action that you can specify when creating a Malware Scan Configuration.) Once the filehas been identified and quarantined, you can choose to download it to your computer in an encrypted and compressed format.Whether or not an infected file is quarantined depends on the Anti-Malware Configuration that was in effect when the file wasscanned.
After the quarantined file has been downloaded to your computer, the Quarantined File wizard will display a link
to an Administration Utility which you can use to decrypt, examine, and restore the file.

A limited amount of disk space is set aside for storing quarantined files. The amount of space can be configured in Policy/
Computer Editor > Anti-Malware > Advanced > Quarantined Files. Alerts are raised when there is not enough disk space toquarantine a suspicious file.If you are using a Deep Security Virtual Appliance to provide protection to virtual machines, all quarantined files from theAgentless VMs will be stored on the Virtual Appliance. As a result, you should increase the amount of disk space for quarantinedfiles on the Virtual Appliance.Quarantined files will be automatically deleted from a Virtual Appliance under the following circumstances:• If a VM undergoes vMotion, quarantined files associated with that VM will be deleted from the Virtual Appliance.• If a VM is deactivated from the Deep Security Manager, quarantined files associated with that VM will be deleted fromthe Virtual Appliance.• If a Virtual Appliance is deactivated from the Deep Security Manager, all the quarantined files stored on that VirtualAppliance will be deleted.• If a Virtual Appliance is deleted from the vCenter, all the quarantined files stored on that Virtual Appliance will alsobe deleted.
The Anti-Malware Quarantined Files page allows you to manage quarantine tasks. Using the menu bar or the right-clickcontext menu, you can:

• Restore... ( ) Restore quarantined files back to their original location and condition.• Download... ( ) Move quarantined files from the computer or Virtual Appliance to a location of your choice.• Delete... ( ) Delete one or more quarantined files from the computer or Virtual Appliance.• Export ( ) information about the quarantined file(s) (not the file itself) to a CSV file.• View the details ( ) of a quarantined file.• View the Computer Details ( ) screen of the computer on which the malware was detected.• View Anti-Malware Event...( ) displays the anti-Malware event assicuated with this quarantined file.• Add or Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove.• Search ( ) for a particular quarantined file.

Note:

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Quarantined Files
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Details

The Quarantined File Details window displays more information about the file and lets you download the quarantined file toyour computer or delete it where it is.• Detection Time: Date/Time (on the infected computer) that the infection was detected.• Infected File(s): The name of the infected file.• Malware: The name of the malware that was found.• Scan Type: Indicates whether the malware was detected by a Real-time, Scheduled, or Manual scan.• Scan Result: The result of the action taken by Deep Security when the malware was detected.• Computer: The computer on which this file was found. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)
Filter the List and/or Search for a Quarantined File

The Period tool bar allows you to filter the list to display only those files quarantined within a specific time frame.The Computers tool bar allows you to organize the display of quarantined file entries by Computer Groups or ComputerPolicies.Selecting "Open Advanced Search" from the "Search" drop-down menu toggles the display of the advanced search options:

Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string.• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string.• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string.• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string.• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries.• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries.
Pressing the "plus" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can apply multipleparameters to your search. When you are ready, press the submit button (at the right of the tool bars with the right-arrow onit). • Infected File: Shows the name of the infected file and the specific security risk.• Malware: Names the malware infection.• Computer: Indicates the name of the computer with the suspected infection.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Quarantined Files
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Manually Restoring Quarantined Files

To manually restore a quarantined file, you must use the quarantined file decryption utility to decrypt the file and then move itback to its original location. The decryption utility is in a zip file, QFAdminUtil_win32.zip, located in the "util" folder under theDeep Security Manager root directory. The zipped file contains two utilities which perform the same function: QDecrypt.exeand QDecrypt.com. Running QDecrypt.exe invokes an open file dialog that lets you select the file for decryption.
QDecrypt.com is a command-line utility with the following options:• /h, --help: show this help message• --verbose: generate verbose log messages• /i, --in=<str>: quarantined file to be decrypted, where <str> is the name of the quarantined file• /o, --out=<str>: decrypted file output, where <str> is the name given to the resulting decrypted file

This utility is supported only on Windows 32-bit systems.Note:

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Quarantined Files
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Web Reputation Events

By default, the Deep Security Manager collects Web Reputation Event logs from the Deep Security Agents/Appliances at everyheartbeat. The data from the logs is used to populate the various reports, graphs, and charts in the Deep Security Manager.Once collected by the Deep Security Manager, Event logs are kept for a period of time which can be set Administration >
System Settings > Storage.From the main page you can:

• View ( ) the properties of an individual event• Filter the list: Use the Period and Computer toolbars to filter the list of events• Export ( ) the event list data to a CSV file• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.• Search ( ) for a particular event
Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting event Tags• Add to Allow List ( ): Add the URL that triggered this Event to the list of Allowed URLs. (To view or Edit the

Allowed and Blocked lists, go to the Exceptions tab on the main Web Reputation page.)• Computer Details: View the Details window of the computer that generated the log entry
Columns for the Web Reputation Events display:• Time: Time the event took place on the computer.• Computer: The computer on which this event was logged. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)• URL: The URL that triggered this event.• Tag(s): Event tags associated with this event.• Risk: What was the risk level of the URL that triggered the event ("Suspicious", "Highly Suspicious", "Dangerous","Untested", or "Blocked by Administrator").• Rank:• Event Origin: Indicates from which part of the Deep Security System the event originated.

View Event Properties

Double-clicking an event displays the Properties window for that entry which displays all the information about the event onone page.
Reclassify: If you feel that site safety ratings or the classification of a particular site is incorrect, please send feedback to TrendMicro through the Site Safety Center at http://sitesafety.trendmicro.com.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Web Reputation Events
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Add to Allow List...: Use the Add to Allow List... button to add this URL to the Allowed URLs list. (To view or Edit the Allowedand Blocked lists, go to the Exceptions tab on the main Web Reputation page.)The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies >
Common Objects > Other > Tags, and More About Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help in the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

Selecting "Open Advanced Search" from the "Search" drop-down menu toggles the display of the advanced search options.The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.

Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Pressing the "plus" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can apply multipleparameters to your search. When you are ready, press the submit button (at the right of the toolbars with the right-arrow onit).

Export

Clicking the Export... button exports all or selected events to a CSV file.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing Web Reputation Auto-Tagging Rules.

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Web Reputation Events
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Firewall Events

By default, the Deep Security Manager collects Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Event logs from the Deep SecurityAgents/Appliances at every heartbeat. The data from the logs is used to populate the various reports, graphs, and charts in theDeep Security Manager.Once collected by the Deep Security Manager, Event logs are kept for a period of time which can be set in Administration >
System Settings > Storage.Firewall Event icons:• Single Event• Single Event with data• Folded Event• Folded Event with data

Event folding occurs when multiple events of the same type occur in succession. This saves disk space and protects
against DoS attacks that may attempt to overload the logging mechanism.

From the main page you can:
• View ( ) the properties of an individual event• Filter the list: Use the Period and Computer toolbars to filter the list of events• Export ( ) the event list data to a CSV file• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.• Add or remove Columns ( ) from the Events list view.• Search ( ) for a particular event

Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting event Tags• Computer Details: View the Details window of the computer that generated the log entry
Columns for the Firewall Events display:• Time: Time the event took place on the computer.• Computer: The computer on which this event was logged. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)• Reason: Log entries on this page are generated either by Firewall Rules or by Firewall Stateful Configurationsettings. If an entry is generated by a Firewall Rule, the column entry will be prefaced by "Firewall Rule:" followedby the name of the Firewall Rule. Otherwise the column entry will display the Firewall Stateful Configuration setting

Note:

Deep Security Manager 9.5 SP1 User Interface Firewall Events
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that generated the log entry. (For a listing of possible packet rejection reasons, see "Packet Rejection Reasons" in the
Reference section.)• Tag(s): Event tags that are applied to this Event.• Action: The action taken by the Firewall Rule or Firewall Stateful Configuration. Possible actions are: Allow, Deny,Force Allow, and Log Only.• Rank: The Ranking system provides a way to quantify the importance of Intrusion Prevention and Firewall Events.By assigning "asset values" to computers, and assigning "severity values" to Intrusion Prevention Rules and FirewallRules, the importance ("Rank") of an Event is calculated by multiplying the two values together. This allows you tosort Events by Rank when viewing Intrusion Prevention or Firewall Events.• Direction: The direction of the affected packet (incoming or outgoing).• Interface: The MAC address of the interface through which the packet was traveling.• Frame Type: The frame type of the packet in question. Possible values are "IPV4", "IPV6", "ARP", "REVARP", and"Other: XXXX" where XXXX represents the four digit hex code of the frame type.• Protocol: Possible values are "ICMP", "ICMPV6", "IGMP", "GGP", "TCP", "PUP", "UDP", "IDP", "ND", "RAW","TCP+UDP", AND "Other: nnn" where nnn represents a three digit decimal value.• Flags: Flags set in the packet.• Source IP: The packet's source IP.• Source MAC: The packet's source MAC address.• Source Port: The packet's source port.• Destination IP: The packet's destination IP address.• Destination MAC: The packet's destination MAC address.• Destination Port: The packet's destination port.• Packet Size: The size of the packet in bytes.• Repeat Count: The number of times the event was sequentially repeated.• Event Origin: The Deep Security component from which the event originated.

Log-only rules will only generate a log entry if the packet in question is not subsequently stopped either by a deny
rule, or an allow rule that excludes it. If the packet is stopped by one of those two rules, those rules will generate a
log entry and not the log-only rule. If no subsequent rules stop the packet, the log-only rule will generate an entry.

View Event Properties

Double-clicking an event displays the Properties window for that entry which displays all the information about the event onone page. The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies
> Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online helpin the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

Selecting "Open Advanced Search" from the "Search" drop-down menu toggles the display of the advanced search options.The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.

Note:
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Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Pressing the "plus" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can apply multipleparameters to your search. When you are ready, press the submit button (at the right of the toolbars with the right-arrow onit).

Export

Clicking the Export... button exports all or selected events to a CSV file.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing Firewall Auto-Tagging Rules.
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Intrusion Prevention Events

By default, the Deep Security Manager collects Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Event logs from the Deep SecurityAgents/Appliances at every heartbeat.Once collected by the Deep Security Manager, Event logs are kept for a period of time which can be set Administration >
System Settings > Storage. The default setting is one week.From the main page you can:

• View ( ) the properties of an individual event• Filter the list: Use the Period and Computer toolbars to filter the list of events• Export ( ) the event log data to a CSV file• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.• Add or remove Columns ( ) from the Events list view.• Search ( ) for a particular event
Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Select All: Select all of the displayed events, up to a maximum of 100 events• Exported Selected to CSV: Create a comma-separated file that lists details for the selected events. You can then openthe CSV file in a spreadsheet.• View: Display details about the event• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting event Tags• Computer Details: View the Details window of the computer that generated the log entry
Columns for the Intrusion Prevention Events display:• Time: Time the event took place on the computer.• Computer: The computer on which this event was logged. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)• Reason: The Intrusion Prevention Rule associated with this event.• Tag(s): Any tags attached with the Event.• Application Type: The Application Type associated with the Intrusion Prevention Rule which caused this event.• Action: What action the Intrusion Prevention Rule took (Block, Delete, Insert, Replace, Reset. If the rule is in Detect

Only mode, the action is prefaced with "Detect Only:").• Rank: The Ranking system provides a way to quantify the importance of Intrusion Prevention and Firewall Events.By assigning "asset values" to computers, and assigning "severity values" to Intrusion Prevention Rules and FirewallRules, the importance ("Rank") of an Event is calculated by multiplying the two values together. This allows you tosort Events by Rank when viewing Intrusion Prevention or Firewall Events.• Severity: The Intrusion Prevention Rule's severity value.
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• Direction: The direction of the packet (incoming or outgoing)• Flow: whether the packets(s) that triggered this event was travelling with ("Connection Flow") or against ("ReverseFlow") the direction of traffic being monitored by the Intrusion Prevention Rule.• Interface: The MAC address of the interface through which the packet was passing.• Frame Type: The frame type of the packet in question. Possible values are "IPV4", "IPV6", "ARP", "REVARP", and"Other: XXXX" where XXXX represents the four digit hex code of the frame type.• Protocol: Possible values are "ICMP", "ICMPV6", "IGMP", "GGP", "TCP", "PUP", "UDP", "IDP", "ND", "RAW","TCP+UDP", AND "Other: nnn" where nnn represents a three digit decimal value.• Flags: Flags set in the packet.• Source IP: The packet's source IP.• Source MAC: The packet's source MAC address.• Source Port: The packet's source port.• Destination IP: The packet's destination IP address.• Destination MAC: The packet's destination MAC address.• Destination Port: The packet's destination port.• Packet Size: The size of the packet in bytes.• Repeat Count: The number of times the event was sequentially repeated.• Event Origin: The Deep Security component from which the event originated.
View Event Properties

Double-clicking an event displays the Properties window for that entry. The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached tothis Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies > Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in theDeep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help in the Reference section.
Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

Selecting "Open Advanced Search" from the "Search" drop-down menu toggles the display of the advanced search options.The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.

Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):
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• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Pressing the "plus" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can apply multipleparameters to your search. When you are ready, press the submit button (at the right of the toolbars with the right-arrow onit).

Export

Clicking the Export... button exports all event log entries to a CSV file.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing Intrusion Prevention Auto-Tagging Rules.
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Integrity Monitoring Events

Deep Security Manager collects Integrity Monitoring Events from the Deep Security Agents at every heartbeat. The data fromthe logs is used to populate the various reports, graphs, and charts in the Deep Security Manager.Once collected by the Deep Security Manager, Event logs are kept for a period of time which can be set Administration >
System Settings > Storage. The default setting is one week.From the main page you can:

• View ( ) the properties of an individual event• Filter the list: Use the Period and Computer toolbars to filter the list of events• Export ( ) the event list data to a CSV file• Add an Auto-Tagging Rule• Add or remove Columns ( ) from the Events list view.• Search ( ) for a particular event
Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting event Tags• Computer Details: View the Details window of the computer that generated the log entry• Integrity Monitoring Rule Properties: View the properties of the Integrity Monitoring Rule associated with thisevent
Columns for the Integrity Monitoring Events display:• Time: Time the event took place on the computer.• Computer: The computer on which this event was logged. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)• Reason: The Integrity Monitoring rule associated with this event.• Tag(s): Event tags that are applied to this Event.• Change: The change detected by the integrity rule. Can be: Created, Updated, Detected, or Renamed.• Rank: The Ranking system provides a way to quantify the importance of Intrusion Prevention and Firewall Events.By assigning "asset values" to computers, and assigning "severity values" to Intrusion Prevention Rules and FirewallRules, the importance ("Rank") of an Event is calculated by multiplying the two values together. This allows you tosort Events by Rank when viewing Intrusion Prevention or Firewall Events.• Severity: The Integrity Monitoring Rule's severity value• Type: Type of entity from which the event originated• Key: Path and file name or registry key from which the event originated• User: User ID of the file owner• Process: Process from which the event originated
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• Event Origin: The Deep Security component from which the event originated
View Event Properties

Double-clicking an event displays the Properties window for that entry which displays all the information about the event onone page. The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies
> Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online helpin the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.Use the "Search" or "Advanced Search" options to search, sort, or filter displayed events.

Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Export

Clicking the Export... button exports all or selected events to a CSV file.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing Integrity Monitoring Auto-Tagging Rules.
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Log Inspection Events

Deep Security Manager collects Log Inspection Events from the Deep Security Agents at every heartbeat. The data from the logsis used to populate the various reports, graphs, and charts in the Deep Security Manager.Once collected by the Deep Security Manager, Event logs are kept for a period of time which can be set in Administration >
System Settings > Storage. The default setting is one week.From the main page you can:

• View ( ) the properties of an individual event• Search ( ) for a particular event• Filter the list: Use the Period and Computer toolbars to filter the list of events• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.• Add or remove Columns ( ) from the Events list view.• Export ( ) the event list data to a CSV file
Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting event Tags• Computer Details: View the Details window of the computer that generated the log entry• Log Inspection Rule Properties: View the properties of the Log Inspection Rule associated with this event
Columns for the Log Inspection Events display:• Time: Time the event took place on the computer.• Computer: The computer on which this event was logged. (If the computer has been removed, this entry will read"Unknown Computer".)• Reason: The Log Inspection Rule associated with this event.• Tag(s): Any tags attached with the Event.• Description: Description of the rule.• Rank: The Ranking system provides a way to quantify the importance of events. By assigning "asset values" tocomputers, and assigning "severity values" to Log Inspection rules, the importance ("Rank") of an event is calculatedby multiplying the two values together. This allows you to sort Events by Rank.• Severity: The Log Inspection rule's severity value.• Groups: Group that the rule belongs to.• Program Name: Program name. This is obtained from the syslog header of the event.• Event: The name of the event.• Location: Where the log came from.• Source IP: The packet's source IP.
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• Source Port: The packet's source port.• Destination IP: The packet's destination IP address.• Destination Port: The packet's destination port.• Protocol: Possible values are "ICMP", "ICMPV6", "IGMP", "GGP", "TCP", "PUP", "UDP", "IDP", "ND", "RAW","TCP+UDP", AND "Other: nnn" where nnn represents a three digit decimal value.• Action: The action taken within the event• Source User: Originating user within the event.• Destination User: Destination user within the event.• Event HostName: Hostname of the event source.• Original Event:• ID: Any ID decoded as the ID from the event.• Status: The decoded status within the event.• Command: The command being called within the event.• URL: The URL within the event.• Data: Any additional data extracted from the event.• System Name: The system name within the event.• Rule Matched: Rule number that was matched.• Event Origin: The Deep Security component from which the event originated.
View Event Properties

Double-clicking an event displays the Properties window for that entry which displays all the information about the event onone page. The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies
> Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online helpin the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.Use the "Search" or "Advanced Search" options to search, sort, or filter displayed events.

Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):
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• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Export

Clicking the Export... button exports all event log entries to a CSV file.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing Log Inspection Auto-Tagging Rules.You can use Auto-tagging to automatically apply tags for the Log Inspection groups. LI rules have groups associated with themin the rules. For example:<rule id="18126" level="3"><if_sid>18101</if_sid><id>^20158</id><description>Remote access login success</description>
<group>authentication_success,</group></rule>
<rule id="18127" level="8"><if_sid>18104</if_sid><id>^646|^647</id><description>Computer account changed/deleted</description>
<group>account_changed,</group></rule>Each group name has a "friendly" name string associated with it. In the above example, "authentication_success" would be"Authentication Success", "account_changed" would be "Account Changed". When this checkbox is set, the friendly names areautomatically added as a tag for that event. If multiple rules trigger, multiple tags will be attached to the event.
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Generate Reports

Deep Security Manager produces reports in PDF, or RTF formats. Most of the reports generated by the Generate Reportspage have configurable parameters such as date range or reporting by computer group. Parameter options will be disabled forreports to which they don't apply.
Single Report

Report

The various reports can be output to PDF or RTF format, with the exception of the "Security Module Usage Report", which isoutput as a CSV file. Depending on which protection modules you are using, these reports may be available:• User and Contact Report: Content and activity detail for Users and Contacts• Alert Report: List of the most common alerts• Anti-Malware Report: List of the top 25 infected computers• Attack Report: Summary table with analysis activity, divided by mode• Firewall Report: Record of Firewall Rule and Stateful Configuration activity• Forensic Computer Audit Report: Configuration of an Agent on a computer• Computer Report: Summary of each computer listed on the Computers tab• Security Module Usage Report: Current computer usage of protection modules• Integrity Monitoring Baseline Report: Baseline of the host(s) at a particular time, showing Type, Key, andFingerprinted Date.• Integrity Monitoring Detailed Change Report: Details about the changes detected• Integrity Monitoring Report: Summary of the changes detected• Intrusion Prevention Report: Record of Intrusion Prevention rule activity• Log Inspection Report: Summary of log data that has been collected• Log Inspection Detailed Report: Details of log data that has been collected• Recommendation Report: Record of recommendation scan activity• Summary Report: Consolidated summary of Deep Security activity• Suspicious Application Activity Report: Information about suspected malicious activity• System Event Report: Record of system (non-security) activity• System Report: Overview of Computers, Contacts, and Users• Web Reputation Report: List of computers with the most web reputation events
Tag Filter

When you select a report that contains event data, you have the option to filter the report data using Event Tags. Select All forall events, Untagged for only untagged events, or select Tag(s) and specify one or more tags to include only those events withyour selected tag(s).
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Time Filter

You can set the time filter for any period for which records exist. This is useful for security audits.Time filter options:• Last 24 Hours: Includes events from the past 24 hours, starting and ending at the top of the hour. For example if yougenerate a report on December 5th at 10:14am, you will get a report for events that occured between December 4that 10:00am and December 5th at 10:00am.• Last 7 Days: Includes events from the past week, ending at midnight of the current day. For example if you generate areport on December 5th at 10:14am, you will get a report for events that occured between November 28th at 0:00amand December 5th at 0:00am.• Previous Month: Includes events from the last full calendar month, starting and ending at midnight (00:00). Forexample, if you select this option on November 15, you will receive a report for events that occurred betweenmidnight October 1 to midnight November 1.• Custom Range: Enables you to specify your own date and time range for the report. In the report, the start time maychanged to midnight if the start date is more than two days ago.
Reports use data stored in counters. Counters are data aggregated periodically from Events. Counter data is
aggregated on an hourly basis for the most recent three days. Data from the current hour is not included in reports.
Data older than three days is stored in counters that are aggregated on a daily basis. For this reason, the time period
covered by reports for the last three days can be specified at an hourly level of granularity, but beyond three days,
the time period can only be specified on a daily level of granularity.

Computer Filter

Set the computers whose data will be included in the report. You can include any computer for which you have viewing rights.Viewing rights are specified on the Computer Rights tab for a Role. (see Roles (page 196) for more information.)Computer filter options:• All Computers: If your viewing rights allow you to see all computers managed by Deep Security, you can select thisoption to include all computers in the report.• My Computers: If your viewing rights allow you to see only certain computers, you can select this option to includeall of the computers that you can view.• In Group: Enables you to limit the report to computers that belong to a selected Group (and optionally, its sub-Groups).• Using Policy: Enables you to limit the report to computers that are using a selected Policy (and optionally, its sub-Policies).• Computer: Enables you to limit the report to just one selected computer.
To generate a report on specific computers from multiple computer groups, create a User who has viewing rights
only to the computers in question and then either create a Scheduled Task to regularly generate an "All Computers"
report for that User or sign in as that User and run an "All Computers" report. Only the computers to which that
User has viewing rights will be included in the report.

Note:

Note:
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Encryption

You can protect the report with a password.Encryption options:• Disable Report Password: The report will not be password-protected.• Use Current User's Report Password: The report will be protected with the password of the currently signed in User.This option is not available if your role is Full Access.• Use custom Report Password: The report will be protected with the password that you enter in the Use custom
Report Password and Confirm Password boxes.

Recurring Reports

Recurring Reports are simply Scheduled Tasks that periodically generate and distribute Reports to any number of Users andContacts. Most of the options are identical to those for single reports, with the exception of Time Filter, which looks like this:

• Last [N] Hour(s): When [N] is less than 60, the start and end times will be at the top of the specified hour. When [N]is more than 60, hourly data is not available for the beginning of the time range, so the start time in the report will bechanged to midnight (00:00) of the start day.• Last [N] Day(s): Includes data from midnight [N] days ago to midnight of the current day.• Last [N] Week(s): Includes events from the last [N] weeks, starting and ending at midnight (00:00).• Last [N] Month(s): Includes events from the last [N] full calendar month, starting and ending at midnight (00:00).For example, if you select "Last 1 Month(s)" on November 15, you will receive a report for events that occurredbetween midnight October 1 to midnight November 1.
Reports use data stored in counters. Counters are data aggregated periodically from Events. Counter data is
aggregated on an hourly basis for the most recent three days. Data from the current hour is not included in reports.
Data older than three days is stored in counters that are aggregated on a daily basis. For this reason, the time period
covered by reports for the last three days can be specified at an hourly level of granularity, but beyond three days,
the time period can only be specified on a daily level of granularity.

For more information on Scheduled Tasks, go to Administration > Scheduled Tasks.

Note:
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Computers

The Computers section of the Deep Security Manager is where you to manage and monitor the computers on your network.This page regularly refreshes itself to display the most current information. (You can modify the refresh rate on a per-Userbasis. Go to Administration > User Management > Users and double-click on a User to open the User Properties window.The Computer List refresh rate can be set in the Refresh Rate area on the Settings tab.)Computer icons:
• Ordinary computer (a physical computer or a virtual machine being managed as a physical computer)• Deep Security Relay• ESXi server• Virtual computer (a virtual machine managed by VMware vCenter)• Virtual computer (started)• Virtual computer (stopped)• Virtual computer (suspended)• Virtual Appliance• Virtual Appliance (started)• Virtual Appliance (stopped)• Virtual Appliance (suspended)

Preview Panes

Clicking the Preview icon ( ) next to a listed computer expands a display area beneath it. The information displayed in thepreview depends on the type of computer.
Ordinary Computer

The preview pane for an ordinary computer displays the presence of an Agent, its status, and the status of the ProtectionModules. (Note that the Log Inspection module is off and the plug-in is not installed.)
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Protection Module Status

Deep Security Relay

The preview pane for a Deep Security Relay displays its status, the number of Security Update components it has available fordistribution, and the status of the Protection modules provided by its embedded Deep Security Agent.

ESXi server

The preview pane for an ESXi server displays its status, the version numbers of the ESXi software and the Deep SecurityFilter Driver. It also displays the status of vShield Endpoint on this server (vShield Endpoint must be Installed to provideAnti-Malware protection). In the Guests area are displayed the presence of a Deep Security Virtual Appliance, and the virtualmachines running on this host.

Virtual Appliance

The preview pane for a Virtual Appliance displays its status, the version number of the Appliance and the status of the vShieldEndpoint on this Appliance (vShield Endpoint must be Registered to provide Anti-Malware protection). In the Protected
Guests On area the protected virtual machines are displayed.
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Virtual Machine with Agentless Protection

The preview pane for a virtual machine displays whether it is being protected by a Virtual Appliance, an in-guest Agent, or both.It displays details about the components running on the virtual machine. Since the Appliance is not capable of providing LogInspection protection at this time, it will appear as "Not Capable". Firewall and Intrusion Prevention configuration will alwaysbe the same for both the Appliance and the in-guest Agent.

Remember that a virtual machine can run an Agent as though it were an ordinary computer managed by the Deep
Security Manager. It does not need to be "imported" into the Manager by way of a vCenter integration. For more
information on VMware integration, see the Installation Guide.

Adding Computers to the Deep Security Manager

For more detailed instructions on adding computers to the Deep Security Manager see Adding Computers in the Deep SecurityManager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
After being installed on a computer, an Agent must be "activated" by the Deep Security Manager. During this
process, the Deep Security Manager sends a "fingerprint" to the Agent. From that point on, the Agent will only accept
instructions from a Manager with that unique fingerprint.

If you install an Agent on a virtual machine that was previously being protected agentlessly by a Deep Security
Virtual Appliance, the virtual machine will have to be activated again from the Manager to register the presence of
the Agent on the computer.

Define a New Computer

Clicking New in the toolbar displays a computer creation wizard. Type the hostname or IP address of the new computer andoptionally select a Policy to be applied to the new computer from the drop-down list. Clicking Next will tell the Manager to findthe computer on the network.• If the computer you specified is not found, the Manager will still create an entry for it in the Computers page, butyou will have to ensure that the Manager can reach this computer and that the Agent is installed and activated. Thenyou can apply the appropriate Policy to it.• If the computer is found but no Agent is identified, the Manager will create an entry for the computer on the
Computers page. You will have to install an Agent on the computer and activate it.• If the computer is found and an Agent is detected, the Manager will create an entry in the Computers page. Assoon as you exit the wizard (by clicking Finish), the Manager will activate the Agent on the computer and apply thePolicy you selected.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Discover Computers

Clicking Discover... in the toolbar displays the Discover Computers dialog. During discovery, the Manager searches thenetwork for any visible computers that are not already listed. When a new computer is found, the Manager attempts to detectwhether an Agent is present. When discovery is complete, the Manager displays all the computers it has detected and displaystheir status in the Status column. After discovery operations, a computer can be in one of the following states:• Discovered (No Agent/Appliance): The computer has been detected but no Agent/Appliance is present. Thecomputer may also be in this state if an Agent/Appliance is installed but has been previously activated and isconfigured for Agent/Appliance initiated communications. Because of the one-way communication from theAgent/Appliance, the Manager will not know the status of the Agent/Appliance. In this case, you will have todeactivate the Agent/Appliance on the computer and reactivate it from the Manager.• Discovered (Activation Required): The Agent is installed and listening for communication from the Manager, buthas not been activated. This status may also indicate that the Agent/Appliance is installed and listening, and has beenactivated, but is not yet being managed by the Manager. This could occur if this Manager was at one point managingthe Agent/Appliance, but the Agent/Appliance's public certificate is no longer in the Manager's database. This maybe the case if the if the computer was removed from the Manager and then discovered again. To begin managing theAgent/Appliance on this computer, right-click the computer and select "Activate/Reactivate". Once reactivated, thestatus will change to "Online".• Discovered (Deactivation Required): The Agent/Appliance is installed and listening, but it has already beenactivated by another Manager. In this case the Agent/Appliance must be deactivated prior to activation by thisManager.• Discovered (Unknown): The computer has been detected but the presence or absence of an Agent/Appliancecannot be ascertained.
The Discovery operation will only check the status of newly discovered computers. To update the status of already
listed computers, right-click the selected computer(s) and select Actions > Check Status.

When discovering computers you can specify a computer group to which they should be added. Depending on
how you have chosen to organize your computer groups, it may be convenient to create a computer group called
"Newly Discovered Computers", or "Newly Discovered Computers on Network Segment X" if you will be scanning
multiple network segments. You can then move your discovered computers to other computer groups based on their
properties and activate them.

When running a Discovery operation with the Automatically Resolve IPs to hostnames option enabled, it is
possible that the discovery operation will find hostnames where Deep Security Manager can not. Discovery is able
to fall back to using a WINS query or NetBIOS broadcast to resolve the hostname in addition to DNS. Deep Security
Manager only supports hostname lookup via DNS.

The Discovery operation will not discover computers running as virtual machines in a vCenter. The Discovery
operation will not discover computers in a Microsoft Active Directory.

Add Directory

Deep Security Manager can connect to and synchronize with a Microsoft Active Directory. For detailed instructions onimporting a list of computers from an Active Directory, see Active Directory in the Deep Security Manager Administrator'sGuide or the online help.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Add VMware vCenter

Deep Security Manager supports a tight integration with VMware vCenter and ESXi server. You can import the organizationaland operational information from vCenter and ESXi nodes and allow detailed application of security to an enterprise's VMwareinfrastructure. For detailed instructions on importing virtual computers from a VMware system, see VMware vCenter in theDeep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
Add Cloud Account

Deep Security can connect to and manage computers (virtual or physical) provided by Amazon EC2, VMware vCloud, andMicrosoft Azure services. For detailed instructions on adding computers from a Cloud Provider, see Cloud Account in the DeepSecurity Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
Search for a Computer

Use the Search textbox to search for a particular computer among already discovered (i.e. listed) computers. For moresophisticated search options, use the "Advanced Search" option below it.Advanced Search functions (searches are not case sensitive):• Contains: The entry in the selected column contains the search string• Does Not Contain: The entry in the selected column does not contain the search string• Equals: The entry in the selected column exactly matches the search string• Does Not Equal: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match the search string• In: The entry in the selected column exactly matches one of the comma-separated search string entries• Not In: The entry in the selected column does not exactly match any of the comma-separated search string entries
Export Selected Computers

Export your computers list to an XML or CSV file. You may wish to do this to backup your computer information, integrate itwith other reporting systems, or if you are migrating computers to another Deep Security Manager. (This will save you thetrouble of re-discovering and scanning computers from the new Manager.)
The exported computers file does not include any assigned Policies, Firewall Rules, Firewall Stateful Configurations
or Intrusion Prevention Rules. In order to export this configuration information use the Policy export option in the
Policies page.

Activate/Reactivate the Agent/Appliance on a Computer

When a computer is unmanaged the Agent/Appliance must be activated to move the computer into a managed state. Prior toactivation the Agent/Appliance will be one of the following states: On the Computers page, right-click the computer whoseAgent/Appliance you wish to Activate/Reactivate and select "Activate/Reactivate" from the Actions menu. (Alternatively, youcan click the Activate or Reactivate button in the computer's Details window.)• No Agent/Appliance: Indicates there is no Agent/Appliance running or listening on the default port. The "NoAgent/Appliance" status can also mean that an Agent/Appliance is installed and running but is working with anotherManager and communications are configured as "Agent/Appliance Initiated", and so the Agent/Appliance is not

Note:
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listening for this Manager. (If you wish to correct the latter situation, you will have to deactivate the Agent from thecomputer).• Activation Required: The Agent/Appliance is installed and listening, and is ready to be activated by the Manager.• Reactivation Required: The Agent/Appliance is installed and listening and is waiting to be reactivated by theManager.• Deactivation Required: The Agent/Appliance is installed and listening, but has already been activated by anotherManager.• Unknown: The computer has been imported (as part of an imported computer list) without state information, orhas been added by way of an LDAP directory discovery process.
After a successful activation the Agent/Appliance state will change to "Online". If the activation failed the computer status willdisplay "Activation Failed" with the reason for the failure in brackets. Click this link to display the system event for more detailson the reason for the activation failure.

Although IPv6 traffic is supported by Deep Security 8 and earlier Agents and Appliances, it is blocked by default. To
allow IPv6 traffic on Deep Security 8 Agents and Appliances, go to the Advanced Network Engine Settings area
of the Settings > Network Engine tab in a Policy or Computer editor and set the Block IPv6 for 8.0 and Above
Agents and Appliances option to No.

Check the Status of a Computer

This command checks the status of a computer without performing a scan or activation attempt.
Deactivate the Agent/Appliance on a Computer

You may want to transfer control of a computer from one Deep Security Manager installation to another. If so, theAgent/Appliance has to be deactivated and then activated again by the new Manager. Deactivating the Agent/Appliance can bedone from the Manager currently managing the Agent. Deactivating an Agent may also be done directly on the computer from the
command line. Deactivating an Appliance may also be done directly on the ESXi server console by selecting Reset Appliance

Send an Updated Policy to a Computer

When you change the configuration of an Agent/Appliance on a computer using the Deep Security Manager (apply a newIntrusion Prevention Rule, change logging settings, etc.) the Deep Security Manager has to send the new information to theAgent/Appliance. This is a "Send Policy" instruction. Policy updates usually happen immediately but you can force an updateby clicking Send Policy.
Download a Security Update

This command downloads the latest Security Update from the configured Relay to the Agent/Appliance.
Get Events

Override the normal event retrieval schedule (usually every heartbeat) and retrieve the Event logs from the computer(s) now.

Note:
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Clear Warnings/Errors

Use this command to clear all warnings and errors for the computer. This command is useful in these situations:• If the Agent for the computer has been reset locally• If the computer has been removed from the network before you had a chance to deactivate or delete it from the listof computers
Upgrade the Agent/Appliance Software on a Computer

To upgrade an Agent or Appliance, you first need to import a newer version of the Agent or Appliance software package intothe Deep Security Manager. You can import an Agent or Appliance software package from the Trend Micro Download Center (asdescribed below) or you can manually import the software to the Manager from a local directory (see Local Software (page
212)).
To import a software package to Deep Security from the Download Center:1. Go to Administration > Updates > Software > Download Center. This page lists all of the software packagesavailable on the Trend Micro Download Center. Packages that you have already imported into Deep Security Managerhave a green checkmark ( ) in the Imported column. They are also listed on the Administration > Updates >

Software > Local tab. Packages that are out-of-date have in the Imported column.2. To update a package that is out of date, right-click the package name and click Import.
Once a package has been imported, you can use it to upgrade one or more Agents or Appliances.
To upgrade the Agent/Appliance:1. On the Computers page, right-click the computers whose Agents or Appliances you wish to upgrade and select

Actions > Upgrade Agent/Appliance Software.2. If there are no installers of an appropriate platform and version (the version must be higher than theAgent/Appliance's) the following message will be displayed: "There are no authenticated Agent/Appliance SoftwareInstall Programs available for the selected computer(s) platform or version. Please add an appropriateAgent/Appliance Software Install Program using the Download Center or Local panel in Administration >
Updates > Software before upgrading the Deep Security Agents/Appliances." Otherwise, the UpgradeAgent/Appliance Software dialog appears. In that dialog box, select the version of the Agent/Appliance that youwant to install and specify when the upgrade will occur. You can choose to upgrade the Agent/Appliance now, orselect Use a Schedule for Upgrade and specify how often you want Deep Security to check for and install upgradedAgent/Appliance software.

In rare circumstances, the computer may require a reboot to complete the upgrade. If this is the case, an Alert will
be triggered. To find out right away whether a reboot is required, check the text of the "Agent Software Upgraded"
or "Virtual Appliance Upgraded" event to see if the platform installer indicated that a reboot is required.

The "Reboot Required" Alert must be dismissed manually, it will not be dismissed automatically.

The Deep Security Virtual Appliance uses the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (64 bit) package. When you import the
Virtual Appliance into Deep Security Manager, the Red Hat Agent will be imported as well. When you activate a
Virtual Appliance on a computer, Deep Security upgrades the Red Hat Agent to the latest version available in Deep
Security Manager. You cannot delete the latest Red Hat Agent unless you first remove all Virtual Appliance software
packages. You can delete older versions of the Red Hat Agent only if they are not in use.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Scan for Recommendations

Deep Security Manager can scan computers and then make recommendations for Security Rules. The results of aRecommendation Scan can be seen in the computer's Details window in the various Rules pages. See the documentation forthe Computer Details window for more information.
Clear Recommendations

Clear Rule recommendations resulting from a Recommendation Scan on this computer. This will also remove the computerfrom those listed in an Alert produced as a result of a Recommendation Scan.
This action will not un-assign any rules that were assigned because of past recommendations.

Full Scan for Malware

Performs a Full Malware Scan on the selected computers. The actions taken by a Full Scan depend on the Malware Manual
Scan Configuration in effect on this computer. See Malware Scan Configurations (page 66) for more information.

Quick Scan for Malware

Scans critical system areas for currently active threats. Quick Scan will look for currently active malware but it will not performdeep file scans to look for dormant or stored infected files. On larger drives it is significantly faster than a Full Scan.
Quick Scan is only available on-demand. You cannot schedule a Quick Scan as part of a Scheduled Task.

Scan Computers for Open Ports

Scan for Open Ports performs a port scan on all selected computers and checks the Agent installed on the computer todetermine whether its state is either "Deactivation Required", "Activation Required", "Agent Reactivate Required", or "Online".(The scan operation, by default, scans ports 1-1024. This range can be changed in Policy/Computer Editor > Settings >
Scanning.)

Port 4118 is always scanned regardless of port range settings. It is the port on the computer to which Manager
initiated communications are sent. If communication direction is set to "Agent/Appliance Initiated" for a computer
(Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Computer > Communication Direction), port 4118 is closed.

New computers on the network will not be detected. To find new computers you must use the Discover tool.

Cancel any Currently Executing Port Scans

If you have initiated a set of port scans to a large number of computers and/or over a large range of ports and the scan is takingtoo long, use this option to cancel the scans.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Scan for Integrity

Integrity Monitoring tracks changes to a computer's system and files. It does by creating a baseline and then performingperiodic scans to compare the current state of the computer to the baseline. For more information see the documentation forthe Integrity Monitoring page.
Rebuild Integrity Baseline

Rebuild a baseline for Integrity Monitoring on this computer.
Move a Computer to a Computer Group

To move a computer to new computer group, right-click the computer and choose Actions > Move to Group...

Assign a Policy to a Computer

This opens a window with a drop-down list allowing you to assign a Policy to the computer. The name of the Policy assigned tothe computer will appear in the Policy column on the Computers page.
If you apply other settings to a computer (for example, adding additional Firewall Rules, or modifying Firewall
Stateful Configuration settings), the name of the Policy will be in bold indicating that the default settings have been
changed.

Assign an Asset Value

Asset values allow you to sort computers and events by importance. The various Security Rules have a severity value. Whenrules are triggered on a computer, the severity values of the rules are multiplied by the asset value of the computer. This valueis used to rank events in order of importance. For more information see Administration > System Settings > Ranking.
Assign a Relay Group

To select a Relay Group for this computer to Download Updates from, right-click the computer and choose Actions > Assign a
Relay Group....

Delete a Computer

If you delete a computer, all information pertaining to that computer is deleted along with it. If you re-discover the computer,you will have to re-assign a Policy and whatever rules were assigned previously.
Examine Events Associated with a Computer

Examine system and security-related Events associated with the computer.

Note:
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Add a New Computer Group

Creating computer groups is useful from an organizational point of view and it speeds up the process of applying and managingPolicies. Right-click the computer group under which you want to create the new computer group and select Add Group.
Add Computers and Computer Groups Imported from a Microsoft Active Directory
structure

Discover computers by importing from an LDAP-based directory (such as Microsoft Active Directory). Computers are imported,and synchronized according to the structure in the directory. For more information, see Adding Computers in the DeepSecurity Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
Remove a Group

You can only remove a computer group if it contains no computers and has no sub-groups.
Move Computers from the Current Group to Another

You can move a computer from one computer group to another but keep in mind that Policies are applied at the computer level,not the computer group level. Moving a computer from one computer group to another has no effect on the Policy assigned tothat computer.
View or Edit the Properties of a Computer Group

The properties of groups include their name and description.
Some of the features described on this page will appear only after the corresponding modules are enabled. For
example, when you click Actions on the Computers page, Full Scan for Malware and Scan for Integrity Changes
are displayed only if the Anti-Malware and Integrity Monitoring modules are enabled.

Note:
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Policies

Policies

The Policies page displays your existing Policies showing their parent/child relationship in a hierarchical tree structure.• Policies (page 45)

Common Objects

The Common Objects pages list objects that can be shared by many constructs like Policies and Rules throughout Deep Security.This can be considered the root repository for shared objects. The Policy and Computer editor windows display the same listof objects but the properties of these common objects can be overridden for the Policy or the specific computer. For moreinformation on how Common Object properties can be inherited and overridden at the Policy or computer level, see Policies,
Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.

Rules

The Rules pages list existing protection module Rules (for those modules that make use of Rules).• Firewall Rules (page 73)• Intrusion Prevention Rules (page 77)• Integrity Monitoring Rules (page 83)• Log Inspection Rules (page 87)

Lists

• Directory Lists (page 48)• File Extension Lists (page 51)• File Lists (page 52)• IP Lists (page 55)• MAC Lists (page 56)• Port Lists (page 57)

Other

• Contexts (page 60)• Firewall Stateful Configurations (page 62)• Malware Scan Configurations (page 66)• Schedules (page 58)• Tags (page 59)
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Policies

Policies allow collections of Rules and configuration settings to be saved for easier assignment to multiple computers.The Policies page shows your existing Policies in their hierarchical tree structure. From the Policies page you can:
• Create New Policies from scratch ( )• Import Policies from an XML file ( ) (located under the New menu.)

When importing policies, ensure that the system where you created the policies and the system that will receive
them both have the latest security updates. If the system that is receiving the policies is running an older security
update, it may not have some of the rules referenced in the policies from the up-to-date system.

• Examine or modify the Details of an existing Policy ( )• Duplicate (and then modify and rename) an existing Policy ( )• Delete a Policy ( )• Export a Policy to an XML file ( )
When you export a selected Policy to XML, any child Policies the Policy may have are included in the
exported package. The export package contains all the actual objects associated with the policy except:
Intrusion Prevention Rules, Log Inspection Rules, Integrity Monitoring Rules, and Application Types.

Clicking New ( ) opens the Policies wizard which will prompt you for the name of the new Policy and then give you theoption of opening the Policy Details window . Clicking Details ( ) displays the Policy Details window.
You can create a new Policy based on a Recommendation Scan of a computer. To do so, select a computer and
run a Recommendation Scan. (Right-click the computer on the Computers page and select Actions > Scan for
Recommendations). When the scan is complete, return to the Policies page and click New to display the New
Policy wizard. When prompted, choose to base the new Policy on "an existing computer's current configuration".
Then select "Recommended Application Types and Intrusion Prevention Rules", "Recommended Integrity
Monitoring Rules", and "Recommended Log Inspection Rules" from among the computer's properties.

The Policy will consist only of recommended elements on the computer, regardless of what Rules are currently
assigned to that computer.

To assign a Policy to a computer:1. In the Deep Security Manager, go to Computers.2. Select your computer from the computers list, right click and choose Actions > Assign Policy.3. Select the Policy from the hierarchy tree and click OK.
For more information on how to use Policies to protect your computers, see Quick Start: Protecting a Server in the DeepSecurity Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.For more information on how child Policies in a hierarchy tree can inherit or override the settings and rules of parent Policies,see Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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After assigning a Policy to a computer, you should still run periodic Recommendation Scans on your to make sure that allvulnerabilities on the computer are protected. See Recommendation Scans in the Deep Security Manager Administrator'sGuide or the online help for more information.
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Common Objects

Common Objects include:• Directory Lists (page 48)• File Lists (page 52)• File Extension Lists (page 51)• IP Lists (page 55)• MAC Lists (page 56)• Port Lists (page 57)• Contexts (page 60)• Firewall Stateful Configurations (page 62)• Schedules (page 58)• Tags (page 59)• Firewall Rules (page 73)• Intrusions Prevention Rules (page 77)
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Directory Lists

Directory Lists are reusable lists of directories.From the main page you can:
• Create a New Directory List ( ) from scratch• Import from File ( ) imports scan directory lists from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing directory list ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing directory lists ( )• Delete a directory list ( )• Export ( ) one or more directory list(s) to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export...button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Directory List Properties window.
Directory List Properties

General Information

The name and description of the directory list.
Directory(s)

Type the directory(s) that are going to be on your list. Only put one directory per line.
Supported Formats

The inclusion directory settings accept either forward slash "/" or backslash "\" to support both Windows and Linux
conventions.

The following table describes the syntax available for defining Directory Lists:
Directory Format Description Examples

Directory DIRECTORY Includes all files in the specified directory and all files in all subdirectories.
C:\Program Files\Includes all files in the "ProgramFiles" directory and allsubdirectories.

Note:
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Directory Format Description Examples

NetworkResource \\NETWORKRESOURCE Includes files on a computer included as a network resource on a targeted computer.

\\12.34.56.78\

\\some-comp-name\Includes all files on a networkresource identified using an IP or ahostname.
\\12.34.56.78\somefolder\

\\some-comp-name\somefolder\Includes all files in the folder"somefolder" on a network resourceidentified using an IP or a hostname.

Directorywithwildcard (*) DIRECTORY\*\ Includes any subdirectories with any subdirectory name, but does not include the files in thespecified directory.

C:\abc\*\Includes all files in all subdirectoriesof "abc" but does not include the filesin the "abc" directory.
C:\abc\wx*z\

Matches:C:\abc\wxz\C:\abc\wx123z\
Does not match:C:\abc\wxzC:\abc\wx123z
C:\abc\*wx\

Matches:C:\abc\wx\C:\abc\123wx\
Does not match:C:\abc\wxC:\abc\123wx

Directorywithwildcard (*) DIRECTORY\* Includes any subdirectories with the a matching name, but does not include the files in thatdirectory and any subdirectories.

C:\abc\*

Matches:C:\abc\C:\abc\1C:\abc\123
Does not match:C:\abcC:\abx\C:\xyz\
C:\abc\*wx

Matches:C:\abc\wxC:\abc\123wx
Does not match:C:\abc\wx\C:\abc\123wx\
C:\abc\wx*z

Matches:C:\abc\wxzC:\abc\wx123z
Does not match:
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Directory Format Description ExamplesC:\abc\wxz\C:\abc\wx123z\
C:\abc\wx*

Matches:C:\abc\wxC:\abc\wx\C:\abc\wx12C:\abc\wx12\345\C:\abc\wxz\
Does not match:C:\abc\wx123z\

Environmentvariable ${ENV VAR} Includes all files and subdirectories defined by an environment variable with the format ${ENVVAR}. For a Virtual Appliance, the value pairs for the environment variable must be defined in
System Setting > Computers Tab > Environment Variable Overrides.

${windir}If the variable resolves to"c:\windows", Includes all the files in"c:\windows" and all itssubdirectories.
Comments DIRECTORY#Comment Allows you to add comments to your inclusion definitions. c:\abc #Include the abc directory

Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the rules making use of this directory list. Clicking the names of the rules displays their Propertieswindow.
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File Extension Lists

The File Extension Lists page contains a list of file extensions that are used by Malware Scan Configurations. For example,one list of file extensions can be used by multiple Malware Scan Configurations as files to include in a scan. Another list of fileextensions can be used by multiple Malware Scan Configurations as files to exclude from a scan.From the main page you can:
• Create a New File Extension List ( ) from scratch• Import from File ( ) imports scan file extensions from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing file extension list ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing file extension lists ( )• Delete a file extension list ( )• Export ( ) one or more file extension list(s) to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export...button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the File Extension Lists Properties window.
File Extension List Properties

General Information

The name and description of the file extension list.
File Extensions(s)

Type the file extension(s) that are going to be on your list. Only put one extension per line.
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the rules making use of this file extension list. Clicking the names of the rules displays their
Properties window.
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File Lists

File Lists are reusable lists of files.
General

Use the File Lists section to create a reusable list of valid files. From the main page you can:
• Create a New File List ( ) from scratch• Import from File ( ) imports scan files from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing file list ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing file lists ( )• Delete a file list ( )• Export ( ) one or more file list(s) to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export... button, orchoose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the File List Properties window.
File List Properties

General Information

The name and description of the file list.
File(s)

Type the file(s) that are going to be on your list. Only put one filename per line.
Supported Formats

The inclusion settings accept either forward slash "/" or backslash "\" to support both Windows and Linux
conventions.

The following table describes the syntax available for defining File List inclusions:
Note:
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Inclusion Format Description Example

File FILE Includes all files with the specified file name regardless of its location or directory. abc.docIncludes all files named "abc.doc" in alldirectories. Does not include "abc.exe".
File path FILEPATH Includes the specific file specified by the file path. C:\Documents\abc.docIncludes only the file named "abc.doc"in the "Documents" directory.

File with

wildcard (*)
FILE* Includes all files with a matching pattern in the file name.

abc*.exeIncludes any file that has prefix of"abc" and extension of ".exe".
*.db

Matches:123.dbabc.db
Does not match:123db123.abdcbc.dba
*db

Matches:123.db123dbac.dbacdbdb
Does not match:db123
wxy*.db

Matches:wxy.dbwxy123.db
Does not match:wxydb

File withwildcard (*) FILE.EXT* Includes all files with a matching pattern in the file extension.

abc.v*Includes any file that has file name of"abc" and extension beginning with".v".
abc.*pp

Matches:abc.ppabc.app
Does not match:wxy.app
abc.a*p

Matches:abc.apabc.a123p
Does not match:
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Inclusion Format Description Exampleabc.pp
abc.*

Matches:abc.123abc.xyz
Does not match:wxy.123

File withwildcard (*) FILE*.EXT* Includes all files with a matching pattern in the file name and in the extension.
a*c.a*p

Matches:ac.apa123c.apac.a456pa123c.a456p
Does not match:ad.aa

Environmentvariable ${ENVVAR}
Includes files specified by an environment variable with the format ${ENV VAR}. These can bedefined or overridden using System Setting > Computers Tab > Environment Variable

Overrides.

${myDBFile}Includes the file "myDBFile".
Comments FILEPATH#Comment Allows you to add comments to your inclusion definitions. C:\Documents\abc.doc #This a

comment

Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the names of the files making use of this file list. Clicking the names of the file lists displays their
Properties windows.
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IP Lists

Use the IP Lists page to create reusable lists of IP addresses for use by multiple Firewall Rules.From the main page you can:
• Create New IP Lists from scratch ( )• Import ( ) IP Lists from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing IP List ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing IP Lists ( )• Delete an IP List ( )• Export ( ) one or more IP lists to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export... button, orchoose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the IP List Properties window.
IP List Properties

General Information

The name and description of the IP list.
IPs

Type the IP addresses, masked IP addresses, and IP address ranges that are going to be on your list. Only put one of these perline.
Supported Formats

As well as individual addresses, you can enter IP ranges and masked IPs. Use these examples to properly format your entries.(You can insert comments into your IP list by preceding the text with a hash sign ("#").)
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the rules making use of this IP List. Clicking the names of the rules displays their Properties window.
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MAC Lists

Use the MAC Lists section to create reusable lists of MAC addresses.From the main page you can:
• Create New ( ) MAC lists from scratch• Import ( ) MAC lists from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing MAC list ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing MAC lists ( )• Delete a MAC list ( )• Export ( ) one or more MAC lists to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export... button, orchoose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the MAC List Properties window.
MAC List Properties

General Information

The name and description of the list.
MAC(s)

Type the MAC addresses that are going to be on your list. Only put one of these per line.
Supported Formats

The MAC(s) list supports MAC addresses in both hyphen- and colon-separated formats. Use these examples to properly formatyour entries. (You can insert comments into your MAC list by preceding the text with a pound sign ("#").)
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the rules making use of this MAC list. Clicking the names of the rules displays their Propertieswindow.
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Port Lists

Use the Port Lists page to create reusable lists of ports.From the main page you can:
• Create New port lists from scratch ( )• Import ( ) port lists from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing port list ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing port lists ( )• Delete a port list ( )• Export ( ) one or more port lists to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all using the Export... button, orchoose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Port List properties window.

Port List Properties

General Information

The name and description of the list.
Port(s)

Enter the ports that are going to be on your list. Only put one of these per line.
For a listing commonly accepted port assignments, see the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)

Supported Formats

Individual ports and port ranges can be included on the list. Use these examples to properly format your entries. (You can insertcomments into your port list by preceding the text with a pound sign ("#").)
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the rules making use of this port list. Clicking the names of the rules displays their Propertieswindow.

Note:
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Schedules

Schedules are reusable timetables.From the toolbar or the right-click shortcut menu you can:
• Create New schedules from scratch ( )• Import ( ) schedules from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing schedule ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing schedules ( )• Delete a schedule ( )• Export ( ) one or more schedules to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export... button, orchoose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Schedule properties window.
Schedule Properties

Schedule periods are defined by hour-long time blocks. Clicking a time block selects it, and shift-clicking de-selects it.
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab displays a list of the rules making use of this schedule.
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Tags

Event Tagging allows administrators to manually tag events with predefined labels ("attack", "suspicious", "patch", "acceptablechange", "false positive", "high priority", etc.) and the ability to define custom labels ("Assigned to Tom for review", etc.).In addition to the manual tagging of events, automated event tagging can be accomplished via the use of a "Trusted Computer"which is particularly useful for managing Integrity Monitoring events. For example, a planned rollout of a patch can be appliedto the trusted computer, the events associated with the application of the patch can be tagged as "Patch X", similar events raisedon other systems can automatically be tagged as "acceptable changes" thereby reducing the number of events that need toanalyzed by an administrator.Event tagging enables specialized views of events, dashboards, and reports and can be applied to a single event, similar events,or even to all future similar events.
Tags

All currently defined tags are displayed in the Policies > Common Objects > Other > Tags page. This includes predefined aswell as custom tags. (Only tags that are currently in use are displayed.)
Delete Tags: Deleting a tag removes the tag from all events to which it is attached.

Auto-Tag Rules

Auto-Tag Rules are created by selecting events and choosing to tag similar items.For information on Event Tagging procedures, see Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help.
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Contexts

Contexts are a powerful way of implementing different security policies depending on the computer's network environment.Contexts are designed to be associated with Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Rules. If the conditions defined in the Contextassociated with a Rule are met, the Rule is applied. (To link a Security Rule to a Context, go to the Options tab in the SecurityRule's Properties window and select the Context from the "Context" drop-down menu.)Contexts can be used to provide Agents with "location awareness". To determine a computer's location, Contexts examine thenature of the computer's connection to its domain controller and connectivity to the Internet. Select the Context applies when
Domain Controller connection is option and choose from the following:• Locally Connected to Domain: true only if the computer can connect to its domain controller directly• Remotely Connected to Domain: true if the computer can only connect to its domain controller via VPN• Not Connected to Domain: true if the computer cannot connect to its domain controller• Not Connected to Domain, No Internet Connectivity: true if the computer cannot connect to its domain controllerby any means and the host has no Internet connectivity. (The test for Internet connectivity can be configured in

Administration > System Settings > Contexts.)
By assessing the ability of the computer to connect with its domain controller or the Internet, the Agent can then implementrules such as restricting HTTP traffic to non-routable ("private") IP addresses only.

For an example of a Policy that implements Firewall Rules using Contexts, examine the properties of the "Location
Aware - High" Policy.

From the toolbar or the right-click shortcut menu on the Contexts page, you can:
• Create New ( ) Contexts from scratch• Import ( ) Contexts from an XML file (located under the New menu.)• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Context ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Contexts ( )• Delete a Context ( )• Export ( ) one or more Contexts to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export... button, orchoose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties( ) displays the Context Properties window.

Note:
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Context Properties

General Information

The name and description of the Context Rule as well as the earliest version of the Deep Security Agent the rule is compatiblewith.
Options

Context applies when Domain Controller connection is

Specifying an option here will determine whether or not the Firewall Rule is in effect depending on the ability of the computerto connect to its Domain Controller or its Internet Connectivity. (Conditions for testing Internet Connectivity can be configuredin Administration > System Settings > Contexts.)If the Domain Controller can be contacted directly (via ICMP), the connection is "Local". If it can be contacted via VPN only, thenthe connection is "Remote (VPN) ".The time interval between Domain Controller connectivity tests is the same as the Internet Connectivity Test interval which isalso configurable in Administration > System Settings > Contexts.
The Internet Connectivity Test is only performed if the computer is unable to connect to its Domain Controller.

Context Applies to Interface Isolation Restricted Interfaces

This context will apply to network interfaces on which traffic has been restricted through the use of Interface Isolation.(Primarily used for Allow or Force Allow Firewall Rules.)
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab displays a list of the rules making use of this Context.

Note:
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Firewall Stateful Configurations

Deep Security's Firewall Stateful Configuration mechanism analyzes each packet in the context of traffic history, correctnessof TCP and IP header values, and TCP connection state transitions. In the case of stateless protocols like UDP and ICMP, apseudo-stateful mechanism is implemented based on historical traffic analysis. Packets are handled by the stateful mechanismas follows:1. A packet is passed to the stateful routine if it has been allowed through by the static Firewall Rule conditions,2. The packet is examined to determine whether it belongs to an existing connection, and3. The TCP header is examined for correctness (e.g. sequence numbers, flag combinations, etc.).
ICMP stateful filtering is only available in Deep Security Agent versions 8 or earlier.

The Firewall Stateful Configurations page lets you define multiple stateful inspection configurations which you can theninclude in your Policies. From the toolbar or shortcut menu you can:
• Create New ( ) Firewall Stateful Configurations from scratch• Import ( ) Firewall Configuration from an XML file (located under the New menu.)• Examine or modify the Properties ( ) of an existing Firewall Stateful Configuration• Duplicate ( ) (and then modify) existing Firewall Stateful Configurations• Delete a Firewall Stateful Configuration ( )• Export ( ) one or more Firewall Stateful Configurations to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all using the

Export... button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.
Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Firewall Stateful Configuration properties window..

Firewall Stateful Configuration Properties

General Information

• Name: The name of the Firewall Stateful Configuration.• Description: Type a description of the Firewall Stateful Configuration. This description will only appear here.
IP Packet Inspection

• Deny all incoming fragmented packets: If this option is enabled, all fragmented packets are dropped with thefollowing log entry: "IP fragmented packet". The one exception to this rule is the presence of packets with a totallength smaller than the IP header length. Such packets are dropped silently.Attackers sometimes create and send fragmented packets in an attempt to bypass Firewall Rules.

Note:
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The Firewall Engine, by default, performs a series of checks on fragmented packets. This is default
behavior and cannot be reconfigured. Packets with the following characteristics are dropped:

◦ Invalid fragmentation flags/offset: A packet is dropped when either the DF and MF flags
in the IP header are set to 1, or the header contains the DF flag set to 1 and an Offset value
different than 0.

◦ First fragment too small: A packet is dropped if its MF flag is set to 1, its Offset value is at 0,
and it has total length of less than 120 bytes (the maximum combined header length).

◦ IP fragment out of boundary: A packet is dropped if its Offset flag value combined with the
total packet length exceeds the maximum datagram length of 65535 bytes.

◦ IP fragment offset too small: A packet is dropped if it has a non-zero Offset flag with a value
that is smaller than 60 bytes.

TCP

TCP Packet Inspection

• Deny TCP packets containing CWR, ECE flags: These flags are set when there is network congestion.
RFC 3168 defines two of the six bits from the Reserved field to be used for ECN (Explicit Congestion
Notification), as follows:

◦ Bits 8 to 15: CWR-ECE-URG-ACK-PSH-RST-SYN-FIN

◦ TCP Header Flags Bit Name Reference:
▪ Bit 8: CWR (Congestion Window Reduced) [RFC3168]

▪ Bit 9: ECE (ECN-Echo) [RFC3168]

Automated packet transmission (such as that generated by a denial of service attack, among other things) will oftenproduce packets in which these flags are set.
• Enable TCP stateful inspection: Enable stateful inspection at the TCP level. If you enable stateful TCP inspection,the following options become available:

◦ Enable TCP stateful logging: TCP stateful inspection events will be logged.
◦ Limit the number of incoming connections from a single computer to: Limiting the number ofconnections from a single computer can lessen the effect of a denial of service attack.

Incoming connection limits are only available on Deep Security Agent 8 and earlier.

◦ Limit the number of outgoing connections to a single computer to: Limiting the number of outgoingconnections to a single computer can significantly reduce the effects of Nimda-like worms.
Outgoing connection limits are only available on Deep Security Agent 8 and earlier.

◦ Limit the number of half-open connections from a single computer to: Setting a limit here can protectyou from DoS attacks like SYN Flood. Although most servers have timeout settings for closing half-openconnections, setting a value here can prevent half-open connections from becoming a significant problem.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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If the specified limit for SYN-SENT(remote) entries is reached, subsequent TCP packets from that specificcomputer will be dropped.
Half-open connection limits are only available on Deep Security Agent 8 and earlier.

When deciding on how many open connections from a single computer to allow, choose your
number from somewhere between what you would consider a reasonable number of half-
open connections from a single computer for the type of protocol being used, and how many
half-open connections from a single computer your system can maintain without getting
congested.

◦ Enable ACK Storm protection when the number of already acknowledged packets exceeds: Set thisoption to log an event that an ACK Storm attack has occurred.
▪ Drop Connection when ACK Storm detected: Set this option to drop the connection if such anattack is detected.

ACK Storm protection options are only available on Deep Security Agent 8 and earlier.

FTP Options

The following FTP options are only available on Deep Security Agent 8 and earlier.• Active FTP
◦ Allow Incoming: Allow Active FTP when this computer is acting as a server.
◦ Allow Outgoing: Allow Active FTP when this computer is acting as client.• Passive FTP
◦ Allow Incoming: Allow Passive FTP when this computer is acting as a server.
◦ Allow Outgoing: Allow Passive FTP when this computer is acting as a client.

UDP

• Enable UDP stateful inspection: Check to enable stateful inspection of UDP traffic.
The UDP stateful mechanism drops unsolicited incoming UDP packets. For every outgoing UDP packet,
the rule will update its UDP "stateful" table and will then only allow a UDP response if it occurs within 60
seconds of the request. If you wish to allow specific incoming UDP traffic, you will have to create a Force
Allow rule. For example, if you are running a DNS server, you will have to create a Force Allow rule to
allow incoming UDP packets to destination port 53.

Without stateful inspection of UDP traffic, an attacker could masquerade as a DNS server and send unsolicited UDP"replies" from source port 53 to computers behind a firewall.
◦ Enable UDP stateful logging: Checking this option will enable the logging of UDP stateful inspectionevents.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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ICMP

ICMP stateful inspection is only available on Deep Security Agent versions 8 or earlier.• Enable ICMP stateful inspection: Check to enable stateful inspection of ICMP traffic.
The ICMP (pseudo-)stateful mechanism drops incoming unsolicited ICMP packets. For every outgoing
ICMP packet, the rule will create or update its ICMP "stateful" table and will then only allow a ICMP
response if it occurs within 60 seconds of the request. (ICMP pair types supported: Type 0 & 8, 13 & 14,
15 & 16, 17 & 18.)

With stateful ICMP inspection enabled, you can, for example, only allow an ICMP echo-reply in if an echo-request hasbeen sent out. Unrequested echo-replies could be a sign of several kinds of attack including a Smurf amplificationattack, a Tribe Flood Network communication between master and daemon, or a Loki 2 back-door.
◦ Enable ICMP stateful logging: Checking this option will enable the logging of ICMP stateful inspectionevents.

Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the Policies and computers that are making use of this stateful inspection configuration.

Note:

Note:
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Malware Scan Configurations

Deep Security allows you to create a variety of Malware Scan Configurations to automatically handle the way the detectionof malware is processed. Configuration options include what files to scan, whether the scanning is done in real time oron a scheduled basis, and what actions to carry out if malware is detected. This page lets you define global Malware ScanConfigurations. How, in what combination, and when these configurations are in effect on a computer is set at the Policy andat the computer levels. Also, as with most elements in Deep Security, many global settings can be overridden at the Policy andcomputer levels. (See Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the onlinehelp for more information.)There are two kinds of Malware Scan Configurations: Real-time Scan and Manual/Scheduled Scan. While most actions areavailable to both types of scans, some actions, like Deny Access are available to Real-time Scans only, and other options, like
CPU Usage are available to Manual/Scheduled Scans only.From the global Malware Scan Configuration page you can:

• Create New ( ) Real-time or Manual/Scheduled Scan configurations• Import ( ) an existing Scan Configuration from an XML file. (located under the New menu.)• View the Properties( ) of a Malware Scan Configuration.• Duplicate ( ) (and then modify) existing file configurations.• Delete ( ) the highlighted configuration file from the configuration list.• Export ( ) the displayed or selected configuration to a XML or CSV file.• Add or Remove Columns ( ) from the display.• Search ( ) for a particular configuration file.
Properties

General

General Information

• Name and description of the Malware Scan Configuration, and whether this is a Real-Time or a Manual/Scheduledscan type.
Scan Settings

• Directories to scan: Specify which directories to scan for malware. You can scan All directories or select from adefined Directory List.• Files to scan: Specify which files to scan for malware. Choose between All files, File types scanned by IntelliScan,or choose from a defined File Extension List (which will scan all files with the extensions defined in the list).
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IntelliScan only scans file types that are vulnerable to infection (for example, .zip or .exe). IntelliScan
does not rely on file extensions to determine file type but instead reads the header and/or content of a
file to determine whether it should be scanned. Compared to scanning all files, using IntelliScan provides
a performance boost by reducing the total number of files to scan.

Exclusions

Allows you to exclude specific directories, files, and file extensions from being scanned. For example, if you are creating aMalware Scan Configuration for a Microsoft Exchange server, you should exclude the SMEX quarantine folder to avoid re-scanning files that have already been confirmed to be malware.
The scan exclusion directory settings accept either forward slash "/" or backslash "\" to support both Windows and
Linux conventions.

The following table describes the syntax available for defining Directory List exclusions:
Exclusion Format Description Examples

Directory DIRECTORY Excludes all files in the specified directory and all files in all subdirectories.
C:\Program Files\Excludes all files in the "ProgramFiles" directory and allsubdirectories.

Directorywithwildcard (*) DIRECTORY\*\ Excludes any subdirectories with any subdirectory name, but does not exclude the files in thespecified directory.

C:\abc\*\Excludes all files in allsubdirectories of "abc" but does notexclude the files in the "abc"directory.
C:\abc\wx*z\

Matches:C:\abc\wxz\C:\abc\wx123z\
Does not match:C:\abc\wxzC:\abc\wx123z
C:\abc\*wx\

Matches:C:\abc\wx\C:\abc\123wx\
Does not match:C:\abc\wxC:\abc\123wx

Directorywithwildcard (*) DIRECTORY\* Excludes any subdirectories with the a matching name, but does not exclude the files in thatdirectory and any subdirectories.

C:\abc\*

Matches:C:\abc\C:\abc\1C:\abc\123
Does not match:C:\abcC:\abx\C:\xyz\

Note:

Note:
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Exclusion Format Description Examples

C:\abc\*wx

Matches:C:\abc\wxC:\abc\123wx
Does not match:C:\abc\wx\C:\abc\123wx\
C:\abc\wx*z

Matches:C:\abc\wxzC:\abc\wx123z
Does not match:C:\abc\wxz\C:\abc\wx123z\
C:\abc\wx*

Matches:C:\abc\wxC:\abc\wx\C:\abc\wx12C:\abc\wx12\345\C:\abc\wxz\
Does not match:C:\abc\wx123z\

Environmentvariable ${ENV VAR} Excludes all files and subdirectories defined by an environment variable with the format ${ENVVAR}. For a Virtual Appliance, the value pairs for the environment variable must be defined in
Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Computer > Environment Variable Overrides.

${windir}If the variable resolves to"c:\windows", excludes all the filesin "c:\windows" and all itssubdirectories.
Comments DIRECTORY#Comment Allows you to add comments to your exclusion definitions. c:\abc #Exclude the abc directory

The following table describes the syntax available for defining File List exclusions:
Exclusion Format Description Example

File FILE Excludes all files with the specified file name regardless of its location or directory. abc.docExcludes all files named "abc.doc" in alldirectories. Does not exclude "abc.exe".
File path FILEPATH Excludes the specific file specified by the file path. C:\Documents\abc.docExcludes only the file named "abc.doc"in the "Documents" directory.

File with

wildcard (*)
FILE* Excludes all files with a matching pattern in the file name.

abc*.exeExcludes any file that has prefix of"abc" and extension of ".exe".
*.db

Matches:123.dbabc.db
Does not match:123db
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Exclusion Format Description Example123.abdcbc.dba
*db

Matches:123.db123dbac.dbacdbdb
Does not match:db123
wxy*.db

Matches:wxy.dbwxy123.db
Does not match:wxydb

File withwildcard (*) FILE.EXT* Excludes all files with a matching pattern in the file extension.

abc.v*Excludes any file that has file name of"abc" and extension beginning with".v".
abc.*pp

Matches:abc.ppabc.app
Does not match:wxy.app
abc.a*p

Matches:abc.apabc.a123p
Does not match:abc.pp
abc.*

Matches:abc.123abc.xyz
Does not match:wxy.123

File withwildcard (*) FILE*.EXT* Excludes all files with a matching pattern in the file name and in the extension.
a*c.a*p

Matches:ac.apa123c.apac.a456pa123c.a456p
Does not match:ad.aa
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Exclusion Format Description Example

Environmentvariable ${ENVVAR}
Excludes files specified by an environment variable with the format ${ENV VAR}. These can bedefined or overridden using System Setting > Computers Tab > Environment Variable

Overrides.

${myDBFile}Excludes the file "myDBFile".
Comments FILEPATH#Comment Allows you to add comments to your exclusion definitions. C:\Documents\abc.doc #This a

commentThe following table describes the syntax available for defining File Extension List exclusions:
Exclusion Format Description Example

File Extension EXT Excludes all files with a matching file extension. docExcludes all files with a ".doc" extension in all directories.Comments EXT #Comment Allows you to add comments to your exclusion definitions. doc #This a commentThe following table describes the syntax available for defining Process Image File List exclusions (Real-Time Scans only):
Exclusion Format Description Example

File path FILEPATH Excludes the specific Process Image file specified by the file path. C:\abc\file.exeExcludes only the file named "file.exe" in the "abc" directory.
Actions

Recognized Malware

Upon detection

You can instruct Deep Security to automatically decide which actions to take upon detecting malware by selecting the Use
action determined by ActiveAction option.

ActiveAction is a predefined set of cleanup actions that are optimized for each malware category. Trend Micro
continually adjusts the actions in ActiveAction to ensure that individual detections are handled properly.
ActiveAction scan actions are updated along with virus pattern updates.

The following table lists the actions taken when ActiveAction is selected:
Malware

Type

Real-

Time
Scan

Manual/

Scheduled
Scan

Notes

Virus Clean Clean Viruses are able to infect normal files by inserting malicious code. Typically, whenever an infected file is opened, the maliciouscode automatically runs and delivers a payload in addition to infecting other files. Some of the more common types of virusesinclude COM and EXE infectors, macro viruses, and boot sector viruses.
Trojan Quarantine Quarantine Trojans are non-infecting executable malware files that do not have file infection capabilities.
Packer Quarantine Quarantine Packers are compressed and/or encrypted executable programs. To evade detection, malware authors often pack existingmalware under several layers of compression and encryption. Anti-malware checks executable files for compression patternsassociated with malware.
Spyware

(Grayware)
Quarantine Quarantine Although possibly legitimate, grayware exhibit spyware-like behavior and may be unwanted.

Possible

malware
Pass Pass Files detected as possible malware are typically unknown malware components. By default, these detections are logged andfiles are anonymously sent back to Trend Micro for analysis.

Note:
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Malware
Type

Real-
Time
Scan

Manual/
Scheduled
Scan

Notes

Cookies N/A Delete Cookies are text files stored by a Web browser. Cookies contain site-related data such as authentication information and sitepreferences. Cookies are not executable and cannot be infected; however, they can be used as spyware. Even cookies sent fromlegitimate websites can be used for malicious purposes.
Other

Threats
Clean Clean The Other Threats category includes joke programs, which display false notifications or manipulate screen behavior, but aregenerally harmless.Alternatively, you can manually specify the actions you want Deep Security to take upon detecting malware. There are fivepossible actions that Deep Security can take when it encounters an infected file:1. Pass: Allows full access to the infected file without doing anything to the file. (An Anti-Malware Event will still berecorded.)2. Clean: Cleans a cleanable file before allowing full access to the file. (Not available for Possible Malware.)3. Delete: Deletes the infected file.4. Deny Access: This scan action can only be performed during Real-time scans. When Deep Security detects anattempt to open or execute an infected file, it immediately blocks the operation. If a Malware Scan Configuration withthe "Deny Access" option selected is applied during a Manual or Scheduled scan, a "Pass" action will be applied andan Anti-Malware Event will be recorded.5. Quarantine: Moves the file to the quarantine directory on the computer or Virtual Appliance. (Once quarantined,you can download the file to a location of your choice. See Anti-Malware > Quarantined Files for moreinformation.)

Possible malware

Select an action to take if a file is identified as possible malware. Possible malware is a file that appears suspicious but cannotbe classified as a specific malware variant. If you leave this option set to "Default", the action will be what was selected in Upon
Detection, above. When possible malware is detected, Trend Micro recommends that you contact your support provider forassistance in further analysis of the file.

Options

General Options

• Enable Spyware/Grayware Scan: The Spyware Scan Engine scans for Spyware/Grayware and performs the actionsspecified on the Actions tab.• Scan Compressed Files: Specify under what conditions to scan a file and whether to scan compressed files.
◦ Maximum levels of compression from which to extract files: A file or group of files can undergo morethan one round of compression. This option lets you specify through how many levels of compression youwant Deep Security to scan.
◦ Maximum size of individual extracted files: The maximum size of the individual files in a compressedarchive to scan.

Scanning large files with multiple layers of compression can affect performance.

◦ Maximum number of files to extract: The maximum number of files to extract from a compressedarchive and scan.
Note:
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• Scan Embedded Microsoft Office Objects: Certain versions of Microsoft Office use Object Linking and Embedding(OLE) to insert files and other objects into Office files. These embedded objects can contain malicious code. Becauseembedded objects can contain other objects, there can be multiple layers of embedding within a single Office file. Toreduce the impact on performance, you can select to scan only a few layers of embedded objects within each file.
◦ Scan for exploit code in Microsoft Office Objects: Exploit Detection heuristically identifies malware bychecking Microsoft Office files for exploit code.

The specified number of layers is applicable to both OLE objects and Scan for exploit options.

• Enable IntelliTrap (Real-Time only): Virus writers often attempt to circumvent virus filtering by using real-timecompression algorithms. IntelliTrap helps reduce the risk of such viruses entering your network by blocking real-time compressed executable files and pairing them with other malware characteristics. (IntelliTrap only works inReal-Time mode.)
Because IntelliTrap identifies such files as security risks and may incorrectly block safe files, consider
quarantining (not deleting or cleaning) files when you enable IntelliTrap. If users regularly exchange
real-time compressed executable files, disable IntelliTrap. IntelliTrap uses the following Anti-Malware
components: Virus Scan Engine, IntelliTrap Pattern, IntelliTrap Exception Pattern.

• Enable Network Directory Scan (Real-Time only): To scan files and folders in network shares and mappednetwork drives, enable this option.
Resources accessed in "~/.gvfs" via GVFS, a virtual filesystem available for the GNOME desktop, will be
treated as local resources, not network drives.

• Scan files when (Real-Time only): Choose between scanning files only when they are opened for reading, or whenthey are opened for both reading and writing.• CPU Usage (Manual/Scheduled Scan only): Specifies the CPU resources allocated to scanning.
◦ High: Scans files one after another without pausing
◦ Medium: Recommended; pauses when overall CPU usage exceeds 50%
◦ Low: Pauses when overall CPU usage exceeds 20%

Alert

Select whether an Alert is raised if this Malware Scan Configuration triggers an event.
Assigned To

Indicates which Policy(s) and computer(s) are using this particular Malware Scan Configuration.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Firewall Rules

Firewall Rules examine the control information in individual packets. The Rules either block or allow those packets based onrules that are defined on these pages. Firewall Rules are assigned directly to computers or to Policies which are in turn assignedto a computer or collection of computers.
Solaris Agents will only examine packets with an IP frame type, and Linux Agents will only examine packets with
IP or ARP frame types. Packets with other frame types will be allowed through. Note that the Virtual Appliance
does not have these restrictions and can examine all frame types, regardless of the operating system of the virtual
machine it is protecting.

Firewall Rule icons:
• Normal Firewall Rules• Firewall Rules that operate according to a schedule

From the main page you can:
• Create New ( ) Firewall Rules from scratch• Import ( ) Firewall Rules from an XML file (located under the New menu.)• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Firewall Rule ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Firewall Rules ( )• Delete a Firewall Rule ( )• Export ( ) one or more Firewall Rules to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export...button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.

Firewall Rules that are assigned to one or more computers or that are part of a Policy cannot be deleted.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Firewall Rules Properties window.
Firewall Rule Properties

General Information

• Name: The name of the Firewall Rule.• Description: A detailed description of the Firewall Rule.• Action: Your Firewall Rule can behave in four different ways. These are described here in order of precedence:1. The traffic can bypass the firewall completely. This is a special rule that can cause the packets to bypassthe Firewall and Intrusion Prevention engine entirely. Use this setting for media intensive protocols where

Note:

Note:
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filtering may not be desired. To find out more about the bypass rule, see "Bypass Rule" in the Referencesection.2. It can log only. This means it will only make an entry in the logs and not interfere with the traffic.3. It can force allow defined traffic (it will allow traffic defined by this rule without excluding any othertraffic.)4. It can deny traffic (it will deny traffic defined by this rule.)5. It can allow traffic (it will exclusively allow traffic defined by this rule.)
If you have no Allow rules in effect on a computer, all traffic is permitted unless it is specifically
blocked by a Deny rule. Once you create a single Allow rule, all other traffic is blocked unless
it meets the requirements of the Allow rule. There is one exception to this: ICMPv6 traffic is
always permitted unless it is specifically blocked by a Deny rule.

Only one rule action is applied to any particular packet, and rules (of the same priority) are applied in
the order listed above.

• Priority: If you have selected "force allow", "deny", or "log only" as your rule action, you can set a priority here of 0(low) to 4 (highest). Setting a priority allows you to combine the actions of rules to achieve a cascading rule effect.
Log only rules can only have a priority of 4, and Allow rules can only have a priority of 0.

The priority determines the order in which rules are applied. High priority rules get applied before low
priority rules. For example, a port 80 incoming deny rule with a priority of 3 will drop a packet before a
port 80 incoming force allow rule with a priority of 2 ever gets applied to it.

• Packet Direction: Select whether this rule will be applied to incoming or outgoing traffic.• Frame Type: Select a frame type. Use the Not checkbox to specify whether you will be filtering for this frame type or
anything but this frame type.

You can exclusively select IPv4 or IPv6. To specify either (both), select IP.

For a list of frame types, see the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) Web site.

• Protocol: Select or specify the protocol your rule will be looking for. Use the checkbox to specify whether you will befiltering for this protocol or anything but this protocol.
You can choose from the drop down list of predefined common protocols, or you can select "Other" and
enter the protocol code yourself (a three digit decimal value from 0 to 255).

Packet Source

The following options apply to the packet header's source information:• IP: Specify an IP address, a masked IP address, an IP range, or select an IP list from one you defined in the IP Listspage.• MAC: Specify a MAC address or select a MAC list from one you defined in the MAC Lists page.• Port: You can specify a comma separated list of ports or a dash separated port range in the port(s) option as well asjust a single port (e.g., 80, 443, 1-100) or select a Port list from one you defined in the Port Lists page.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Packet Destination

The following options apply to the packet header's destination information:• IP: Specify an IP address, a masked IP address, an IP range, or select an IP list from one you defined in the IP Listspage.• MAC: Specify a MAC address or select a MAC list from one you defined in the MAC Lists page.• Port: You can specify a comma separated list of ports or a dash separated port range in the port(s) option as well asjust a single port (e.g., 80, 443, 1-100) or select a Port list from one you defined in the Port Lists page.
Specific Flags

If you have selected TCP, ICMP, or TCP+UDP as your protocol in the General Information section above, you can direct yourFirewall Rule to watch for specific flags.
Events

Select whether to enable or disable logging Events because of this Rule. If event logging is enabled, you can record the packetdata with the Event.
Note that any form of allow Rule (Allow, Force Allow, Bypass) will not log any events because they would overwhelm
the database.

Options

Alert

Select whether or not this Firewall Rule should trigger an Alert when it is triggered. If you only wish this rule to be active duringspecific periods, assign a schedule from the drop-down list.
Only Firewall Rules whose "Action" is set to "Deny" or "Log Only" can be configured to trigger an Alert. (This is
because Alerts are triggered by counters which are incremented with data from log files.)

Schedule

Select whether the Firewall Rule should only be active during a scheduled time.
Firewall Rules that are active only at scheduled times are displayed in the Firewall Rules page with a small clock

over their icon ( ).

With Agent-based protection, schedules use the same time zone as the endpoint operating system. With Agentless
protection, schedules use the same time zone as the Deep Security Virtual Appliance.

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Context

Rule Contexts are a powerful way of implementing different security policies depending on the computer's networkenvironment. You will most often use Contexts to create Policies which apply different Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Rulesto computers (usually mobile laptops) depending on whether that computer is in or away from the office.Contexts are designed to be associated with Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Rules. If the conditions defined in the Contextassociated with a Rule are met, the Rule is applied.To determine a computer's location, Contexts examine the nature of the computer's connection to its domain controller. Formore information on Contexts, see Policies > Common Objects > Other > Contexts.
For an example of a Policy that implements Firewall Rules using Contexts, look at the properties of the "Windows
Mobile Laptop" Policy.

Assigned To

This tab displays a list of Policies which include this Firewall Rule as well as any computers to which this Firewall Rule has beenassigned directly. Firewall Rules can be assigned to Policies in the Policies page and to computers in the Computers page.

Note:
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Intrusion Prevention Rules

Whereas Firewall Rules and Firewall Stateful Configurations examine a packet's control information (data that describesthe packet), Intrusion Prevention Rules examine the actual content of the packet (and sequences of packets). Based on theconditions set within the Intrusion Prevention Rule, various actions are then carried out on these packets: from replacingspecifically defined or suspicious byte sequences, to completely dropping packets and resetting the connection.Intrusion Prevention Rule icons:
• Normal Intrusion Prevention Rules• Intrusion Prevention Rules that operate according to a schedule• Intrusion Prevention Rules that have configuration options

The Intrusion Prevention Rules page lets you create and manage Intrusion Prevention Rules. From the toolbar or the right-click shortcut menu you can:
• Create New Intrusion Prevention Rules from scratch ( )• Import ( ) Intrusion Prevention Rules from an XML file (located under the New menu.)• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Intrusion Prevention Rule ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Intrusion Prevention Rules ( )• Delete a Intrusion Prevention Rule ( )• Export ( ) one or more Intrusion Prevention Rules to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all using the

Export... button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.
Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Intrusion Prevention Rule Properties window.

Note the Configuration tab. Intrusion Prevention Rules from Trend Micro are not directly editable through Deep
Security Manager. Instead, if the Intrusion Prevention Rule requires (or allows) configuration, those configuration
options will be available on the Configuration tab. Custom Intrusion Prevention Rules that you write yourself will
be editable, in which case the Rules tab will be visible.

Intrusion Prevention Rule Properties

General Information

• Name: The name of the Intrusion Prevention Rule.• Description: The description of the Intrusion Prevention Rule.

Note:
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• Minimum Agent/Appliance Version: The minimum version of the Deep Security Agent/Appliance required toimplement this Intrusion Prevention Rule.
Details

• Application Type: The Application Type this Intrusion Prevention Rule will be grouped under. You can select anexisting type, or create a new one.
You can also edit existing types from this panel. Remember that if you edit an existing Application Type
from here, the changes will be applied to all security elements making use of it.

• Priority: The priority level of the Intrusion Prevention Rule. Higher priority rules are applied before lower priorityrules.• Severity: Setting the severity of a rule has no effect on how the rule is implemented or applied. Severity levels canbe useful as sorting criteria when viewing a list of Intrusion Prevention Rules. More importantly, each severity levelis associated with a severity value; this value is multiplied by a computer's Asset Value to determine the Ranking ofan Event. (See Administration > System Settings > Ranking.)• CVSS Score: A measure of the severity of the vulnerability according the National Vulnerability Database.• Detect Only: Use this checkbox when testing new rules. By checking this box, the rule will create a log entry prefacedwith the words "detect only:" but will not interfere with traffic. If you set the "disable logging" checkbox in the nextpanel (below), the rule's activity will not be logged regardless of whether "Detect Only" is checked or not.
Some Intrusion Prevention Rules are designed to only operate in "Detect Only" mode and cannot be
configured to block traffic. For these rules, the "Detect Only" option will be set and locked so it cannot be
changed.

Events

• Disable Event Logging: Check to disable Event logging.
◦ Generate Event on Packet Drop: Log the dropping/blocking of a packet.
◦ Always Include Packet Data: Includes the packet data in the log entry.
◦ Enable Debug Mode: Logs multiple packets preceding and following the packet that triggered the rule.Trend Micro recommends only using this option if instructed to do so by your support provider.

Identification (Displayed for Trend Micro rules only)

• Type: Can be either Smart (one or more known and unknown (zero day) vulnerabilities), Exploit (a specific exploit,usually signature based), or Vulnerability (a specific vulnerability for which one or more exploits may exist).• Issued: The date the Rule was released (not downloaded).• Last Updated: The last time the Rule was modified either locally or during Security Update download.• Identifier: The rule's unique identifier tag.

Note:

Note:
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Vulnerability (Displayed for Trend Micro rules only)

Displays information about this particular vulnerability. When applicable, the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) isdisplayed. (For information on this scoring system, see the CVSS page at the National Vulnerability Database.)
Configuration (Displayed for Trend Micro rules only)

• Configuration Options: If the downloaded rule has any configurable options, they will be displayed here. Examplesof options might be header length, allowed extensions for http, cookie length, etc. If you apply a rule without setting arequired option, an Alert will be triggered telling you which rule on which computer(s) requires configuration. (Thisalso applies to any rules that are downloaded and automatically applied by way of a Security Update.)
Intrusion Prevention Rules that have configuration options are displayed in the Intrusion Prevention Rules page

with a small checkmark over their icon ( ).

View Rules (Available for custom Intrusion Prevention Rules only)

The View Rules... button will be available for Intrusion Prevention Rules that have not been marked confidential by TrendMicro. (Contact Trend Micro for information on writing your own Intrusion Prevention Rules.)
Options

Alert

Select whether or not this Intrusion Prevention Rule should trigger an Alert when it is triggered. If you only wish this rule to beactive during specific periods, assign a schedule from the drop-down list.
Schedule

Select whether the Intrusion Prevention Rule should only be active during a scheduled time.
Intrusion Prevention Rules that are active only at scheduled times are displayed in the Intrusion Prevention Rules
page with a small clock over their icon ( ).

With Agent-based protection, schedules use the same time zone as the endpoint operating system. With Agentless
protection, schedules use the same time zone as the Deep Security Virtual Appliance.

Context

Contexts are a powerful way of implementing different security policies depending on the computer's network environment.You will most often use Contexts to create Policies which apply different Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Rules to computers(usually mobile laptops) depending on whether that computer is in or away from the office.Contexts are designed to be associated with Firewall and Intrusion Prevention Rules. If the conditions defined in the Contextassociated with a Rule are met, the Rule is applied.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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To determine a computer's location, Contexts examine the nature of the computer's connection to its domain controller. Formore information on Contexts, see Policies > Common Objects > Other > Contexts.
Recommendation Options

Use this option to exclude this Intrusion Prevention Rule from Rule recommendations made after Recommendation Scans.
Assigned To

This tab displays the list of computers and Policies to which this Intrusion Prevention Rule is assigned.
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Application Types

The applications defined by Application Types are identified by the direction of traffic, the protocol being used, and the portthrough which the traffic passes. Application Types are a useful way of grouping Intrusion Prevention Rules. They are usedto organize Intrusion Prevention Rules with a common purpose into groups. This simplifies the process of selecting a set ofIntrusion Prevention Rules to assign to a computer. For example, consider the set of Intrusion Prevention Rules required toprotect HTTP traffic to an Oracle Report Server. By grouping Intrusion Prevention Rules into Application Types it is easy toselect rules in the "Web Server Common" and "Web Server Oracle Report Server" sets while excluding, for example, the set ofrules that are specific to IIS Servers.Application Type icons:
• Application Types without configuration options• Application Types that have configuration options

From the main page you can:
1. Define a New ( ) Application Type2. Import ( ) Application Types from an XML file (located under the New menu.)3. View or edit the Properties ( ) of an existing Application Type4. Duplicate (and then modify) existing Application Types ( )5. Export ( ) one or more Application Types to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all using the Export... button,or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)6. Delete ( ) an Application Type7. Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Application Type Properties window.
General

General Information

The name and description of the Application Type. "Minimum Agent/Appliance Version" tells you what version of the DeepSecurity Agent/Appliance is required to support this Application Type.
Connection

• Direction: The direction of the initiating communication. That is, the direction of the first packet that establishesa connection between two computers. For example, if you wanted to define an Application Type for Web browsers,you would select "Outgoing" because it is the Web browser that sends the first packet to a server to establish
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a connection (even though you may only want to examine traffic traveling from the server to the browser). TheIntrusion Prevention Rules associated with a particular Application Type can be written to examine individualpackets traveling in either direction.• Protocol: The protocol this Application Type applies to.• Port: The port(s) this Application Type monitors. (Not the port(s) over which traffic is exclusively allowed.)
Configuration

The Configuration tab displays options that control how Intrusion Prevention Rules associated with this Application Typebehave. For example, the "Web Server Common" Application Type has an option to "Monitor responses from Web Server". Ifthis option is deselected, Intrusion Prevention Rules associated with this Application Type will not inspect response traffic oversource port 80.
Options

Items in the Options tab control how the Deep Security Manager uses and applies the Application Type. For example, mostApplication Types have an option to exclude them from Recommendation Scans. This means that if the "Exclude fromRecommendations" options is selected, a Recommendation Scan will not recommend this Application Type and its associatedIntrusion Prevention Rules for a computer even if the application in question is detected.
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab lists the Intrusion Prevention Rules associated with this Application Type.
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Integrity Monitoring Rules

Integrity Monitoring Rules allow the Deep Security Agents to scan for and detect changes to a computer's files, directories,and registry keys and values, as well as changes in installed software, processes, listening ports, and running services. Thesechanges are logged as Events in the Manager and can be configured to generate Alerts like any other Events. IntegrityMonitoring Rules can be assigned directly to computers or can be made part of a Policy.Integrity Monitoring Rules specify which Entities (files, registry keys, services, etc) to monitor for changes. Deep Security scansall the Entities specified by the rules assigned to a computer and creates a baseline against which to compare future scans ofthe computer. If future scans do not match the baseline, the Deep Security Manager will log an Integrity Monitoring Event andtrigger an Alert (if so configured).Integrity Monitoring Rule icons:
• Normal Integrity Monitoring Rules• Integrity Monitoring Rules that have configuration options

From the main page you can:
• Create New Integrity Monitoring Rules from scratch ( )• Import ( ) Integrity Monitoring Rules from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Integrity Monitoring Rule ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Integrity Monitoring Rules ( )• Delete a Integrity Monitoring Rule ( )• Export ( ) one or more Integrity Monitoring Rules to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the

Export... button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)
Integrity Monitoring Rules that are assigned to one or more computers or that are part of a Policy cannot be
deleted.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Integrity Monitoring Rules Properties window.
Integrity Monitoring Rule Properties

General Information

The name and description of the Integrity Monitoring Rule, and -- if the rule is issued by Trend Micro -- the minimum versionsof the Agent and the Deep Security Manager that are required for the Rule to function.
Details

Setting the severity of a rule has no effect on how the rule is implemented or applied. Severity levels can be useful as sortingcriteria when viewing a list of Integrity Monitoring Rules. More importantly, each severity level is associated with a severity

Note:
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value; this value is multiplied by a computer's Asset Value to determine the Ranking of an Event. (See Administration > System
Settings > Ranking.)

Identification

Date when the rule was first issued and when it was last updated, as well as a unique identifier for the rule.
Content

The Content tab only appears for Integrity Monitoring Rules that you create yourself. Integrity Monitoring Rules
issued by Trend Micro have a Configuration tab instead that displays the Integrity Monitoring Rule's configuration
options (if any). Integrity Monitoring Rules issued by Trend Micro are not editable (although you can duplicate them
and then edit the copy.)

You have the choice between three templates for creating new Integrity Rules: the Registry Value template, the File template,or the Custom (XML) template. Use the Registry Value template for creating Integrity Monitoring Rules that monitor changesto registry values. Use the File template for creating simple Integrity Monitoring AddeAddAdded Log Inspectionat monitorchanges to files only. Use the Custom (XML) template to write rules in XML for monitoring directories, registry values, registrykeys, services, processes, installed software, ports, (and files).This section of the help describes the use of the Registry Value and File templates. For information on writing IntegrityMonitoring Rules in XML using the Custom (XML) template, see Integrity Monitoring Rule Language in the Deep SecurityManager Administrator's Guide or the online help in the Reference section.
Registry Value Template

Base Key

Select the base key to monitor and whether or not to monitor contents of sub keys.
Value Names

List value names to be included or excluded. Use "?" and "*" as wildcard characters.
Attributes

Use "Standard" to monitor changes in size or content. For other attributes, see RegistryValueSet in the Reference section underIntegrity Rules Language.
File Template

Base Directory

Specifies the base directory for the rule. Everything else about the rule will be relative to this directory. Select "Include SubDirectories" to include sub directories. For example, a valid entry would be C:\Program Files\MySQL and selecting"Include Sub Directories".

Note:
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File Names

Use the File Names fields to include or exclude specific files. Use wildcards (" ? " for a single character and " * " for zero ormore characters).
These fields can be left blank to monitor all files in the base directory, but this can be very demanding on system
resources if there are many and/or large files in the directory.

Attributes

The following file attributes can be monitored for change:• Created: Timestamp when the file was created.• LastModified: Timestamp when the file was last modified.• LastAccessed: Timestamp when the file was last accessed. On Windows this value does not get updated immediately,and recording of the last accessed timestamp can be disabled as a performance enhancement. See File Times fordetails. The act of scanning a file requires that the Agent open the file, which will change its last accessed timestamp.On Unix, the Agent will use the O_NOATIME flag if it is available when opening the file, which will prevent the OS fromupdating the last accessed timestamp and will speed up scanning.• Permissions: The file's security descriptor (in SDDL format) on Windows or Posix-style ACLs on Unix systems thatsupport ACLs, otherwise the Unix style rwxrwxrwx file permissions in numeric (octal) format.• Owner: User ID of the file owner (commonly referred to as the "UID" on Unix).• Group: Group ID of the file owner (commonly referred to as the "GID" on Unix).• Size: size of the file.• Sha1: SHA-1 hash.• Sha256: SHA-256 hash.• Md5: MD5 hash.• Flags: Windows-only. Flags returned by the GetFileAttributes() Win32 API. Windows Explorer calls these the"Attributes" of the file: Read-only, Archived, Compressed, etc.• SymLinkPath (Unix only): If the file is a symbolic link, the path of the link is stored here. Windows NTFS supportsUnix-like symlinks, but only for directories, not files. Windows shortcut objects are not true symlinks since they arenot handled by the OS; the Windows Explorer handles shortcut files ( *.lnk ) but other applications that open a
*.lnk file will see the contents of the lnk file.• InodeNumber (Unix only): The inode number of the file.• DeviceNumber (Unix only): Device number of the disk on which the inode associated with the file is stored.• BlocksAllocated (Unix only: The number of blocks allocated to store the file.

You can use the shorthand keyword "STANDARD", which will look for changes to:• Created• LastModified• Permissions• Owner• Group

Note:
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• Size• Contents• Flags (Windows only)• SymLinkPath (Unix only)

Options

• Alert when this rule logs an event: Triggers an Alert if the rule is triggered.• Allow Real Time Monitoring: This options is selected by default. When it is not selected, the Integrity Monitoringevents will be raised only when you perform a scan for changes.
Assigned To

Displays a list of Policies which include this Integrity Monitoring Rule as well as any computers to which this IntegrityMonitoring Rule has been assigned directly. Integrity Monitoring Rules can be assigned to Policies in the Policies page and tocomputers in the Computers page.
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Log Inspection Rules

The OSSEC Log Inspection Engine is integrated into Deep Security Deep Security Agents and gives Deep Security the ability toinspect the logs and events generated by the operating system and applications running on the computer. Log Inspection Rulescan be assigned directly to computers or can be made part of a Policy. Like Integrity Monitoring Events, Log Inspection eventscan be configured to generate Alerts in the Deep Security Manager.Log Inspection icons:
• Normal Log Inspection Rules• Log Inspection Rules that have configuration options

From the main page you can:
• Create New ( ) Log Inspection Rules from scratch• Import ( ) Log Inspection Rules from an XML file• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Log Inspection Rule ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Log Inspection Rules ( )• Delete a Log Inspection Rule ( )• Export ( ) one or more Log Inspection Rules to an XML or CSV file. (Either export them all by clicking the Export...button, or choose from the drop-down list to export only those that are selected or displayed)

Log Inspection Rules that are assigned to one or more computers or that are part of a Policy cannot be deleted.

Deep Security Manager ships with a standard set of OSSEC Log Inspection Rules. For more information on Log
Inspection, see Examining a Log Inspection Rule in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help and Log Inspection in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help. For
further assistance in writing your own Log Inspection Rules using the XML-based language, consult the OSSEC
documentation or contact your support provider.

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Log Inspection Rules Properties window.
General

General Information

The name and description of the Log Inspection Rule, and -- if the rule is issued by Trend Micro -- the minimum versions of theAgent and the Deep Security Manager that are required for the Rule to function.
Identification

Date when the rule was first issued and when it was last updated, as well as a unique identifier for the rule.

Note:

Note:
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Content

The Content tab only appears for Log Inspection Rules that you create yourself. Log Inspection Rules issued by
Trend Micro have a Configuration tab instead that displays the Log Inspection Rule's configuration options (if any).
Log Inspection Rules issued by Trend Micro are not editable (although you can duplicate them and then edit the
copy.)

Template

In the Content tab, select the "Basic Rule" template.
General Information

Enter a Rule ID. A Rule ID is a unique identifier for the rule. OSSEC defines 100000 - 109999 as the space for User-defined rules.(Deep Security Manager will pre-populate the field with a new unique Rule ID.)Give the rule a level. Zero (0) means the rule never logs an event, although other rules that watch for this rule may fire. (See thedependency fields below.)Optionally assign the rule to one or more comma-separated groups. This can come into play when dependency is used sinceyou can create rules that fire on the firing of a rule, or a rule that belongs to a specific group.
Pattern Matching

This is the pattern the rule will look for in the logs. The rule will be triggered on a match. Pattern matching supports RegularExpressions or simpler String Patterns. The "String Pattern" pattern type is faster than RegEx but it only supports three specialoperations:• ^ (caret): specifies the beginning of text• $ (dollar sign): specifies the end of text• | (pipe): to create a "OR" between multiple patterns
For information on the regular expression syntax used by the Log Inpsection module, see http://www.ossec.net/
doc/syntax/regex.html

Composite

Frequency is the number of times the rule has to match within a specific time frame before the rule is triggered.
Time Frame is the period of time in seconds within which the rule has to trigger a certain number of times (the frequency,above) to log an event.

Dependency

Setting a dependency on another rule will cause your rule to only log an event if the rule specified in this area has also triggered.

Note:

Note:
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Files

Type the full path to the file(s) you want your rule to monitor and specify the type of file it is.
Options

Alert

Select whether this rule triggers an alert in the Deep Security Manager or not.The "Alert Minimum Severity" setting is only used if you have written "multiple rules" within your rule -- something that cannotbe done using the "Basic" template. However, if after creating your rule using the "Basic' template, you edit the XML of the ruleand add additional rules to the XML which have different severity levels, you can use the "Alert Minimum Severity Level" drop-down menu to set the minimum severity from the multiple rules which will trigger an Alert.
Assigned To

Lists which Security Profiles or computers are using this Log Inspection Rule.
Recommendations

Deep Security can be configured to perform regular Recommendation Scans which scan a computer and makerecommendations about the application of various Security Rules. Selecting this checkbox will automatically assignrecommended Log Inspection Rules to the computer and automatically unassign rules that are not required.To turn the recommendation engine on or off, go to Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Scanning.
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Computer and Policy Editors

Whereas the main Deep Security Manager window serves to manage and organize the elements of the whole Deep Securitysystem, the Policy Editor and Computer Editor windows are used to select Deep Security elements from the Deep SecurityManager and apply them to the Policy or specific computer.The Policy Details window is very similar to the main Deep Security Manager window except that all elements in the PolicyDetails window apply specifically to the Policy. By default, all settings are inherited from the global settings of the main DeepSecurity Manager window. Changes can be made in the Policy window that will apply only to this Policy. When modifying theproperties of an element in the main Deep Security Manager window (Firewall Rule, Intrusion Prevention Rule, etc.), the onlyoption is to modify the "Properties". When modifying the properties of an element in the Policy Details window, an additionaloption is available: "Properties (For This Policy)".If you edit the "Properties (For this Policy)", the changes will only affect that element when it is applied to a computer by thisPolicy.If you edit the "Properties", the changes will affect the element globally (except where it has been overridden elsewhere).An element whose properties have been edited "For This Policy" will appear in bold letters in the Task Pane to indicate that ithas special properties when applied to a computer as a part of this Policy.
See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help
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Overview (Policy Editor)

The Policy Overview page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 92)• Computer(s) Using This Policy (page 93)• Events (page 94)
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General

General

• Name: Appears in the Display Name column and in brackets next to the Hostname value.• Description: a description of the computer.
Inheritance

Identifies the parent Policy (if any) from which the current Policy inherits its settings.
Modules

• Anti-Malware: When Anti-Malware protection is on, the Anti-Malware ststus light is green. When it is off, the Anti-Malware status light is gray.• Web Reputation: Whether Web Reputation is on or off.• Firewall: Whether the Firewall is on or off and how many rules are in effect.• Intrusion Prevention: Whether Intrusion Prevention is on or off and how many rules are in effect.• Integrity Monitoring: Whether Integrity Monitoring is on or off and how many rules are in effect (Agent only).• Log Inspection: Whether Log Inspection is on or off and how many rules are in effect (Agent only).
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Computer(s) Using This Policy

Lists computers to which this Policy has been assigned.
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Events

The Events lists in the Policy Editors only display Events that are associated with the current Policy.

The System Event log is a record of system-related events (as opposed to security-related events). From the main page you can:
• View ( ) the details (properties) of a system event• Search ( ) for a particular system event• Export ( ) currently displayed system events to a CSV file• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.

Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting Event Tags
View

Selecting an event and clicking View ( ) displays the Event Viewer Properties window.
General

General Information

• Time: The time according to the system clock on the computer hosting the Deep Security Manager.• Level: The severity level of event that occurred. Event levels include Info, Warning, and Error.• Event ID: The event type's unique identifier.• Event: The name of the event (associated with the event ID.)• Target: The system object associated with the event will be identified here. Clicking the object's identification willdisplay the object's properties sheet.• Event Origin: The Deep Security component from which the Event originated.• Action Performed By: If the event was initiated by a User, that User's username will be displayed here. Clicking theusername will display the User Properties window.• Manager: The hostname of the Deep Security Manager computer.
Description

If appropriate, the specific details of what action was performed to trigger this entry in the system event log will be displayedhere.

Note:
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Tags

The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies >
Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online helpin the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.Clicking Search > Open Advanced Search toggles the display of the advanced search bar.

Pressing the "Add Search Bar" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can applymultiple parameters to your search. When you are ready, press the "Submit Request" button (at the right of the toolbars withthe right-arrow on it).
Export

You can export displayed events to a CSV file. (Paging is ignored, all pages will be exported.) You have the option of displayingthe displayed list or the selected items.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing System Event Auto-Tagging Rules.
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Overview (Computer Editor)

The computer Overview page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 97)• Actions (page 100)• Events (page 102)
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General

General

• Hostname: Appears in the Name column on the Computers page. The name must be either the IP address of thecomputer or the hostname of the computer. (Either a fully qualified hostname or a relative hostname may be used ifa hostname is used instead of an IP address.)• Display Name: Appears in the Display Name column and in brackets next to the Hostname value.• Description: a description of the computer.• Platform: Details of the computer's OS will appear here.• Group: The computer group to which the computer belongs appears in the drop-down list. You can reassign thecomputer to any other existing computer group.• Policy: The Policy (if any) that has been assigned to this computer.
Keep in mind that if you unassign a Policy from a computer, Rules may still be in effect on the computer
if they were assigned independently of the Policy.

• Asset Importance: Deep Security Manager uses a ranking system to quantify the importance of Security Events.Rules are assigned a Severity Level (high, medium, low, etc.), and Assets (computers) are assigned an "AssetImportance" level. These levels have numerical values. When a Rule is triggered on a computer the Asset Importancevalue and the Severity Level value are multiplied together. This produces a score which is used to sort Events byimportance. (Event ranking can be seen in the Events pages.) Use this Asset Importance drop-down list to assignan Asset Importance level to this computer. (To edit the numerical values associated with severity and importancelevels, go to Administration > System Settings > Ranking.)• Download Security Updates From: Use the dropdown list to select which Relay Group the Agent/Appliance on thiscomputer will download Security Updates from. (Not displayed if Agent is acting as a Relay.)
Status

Note:
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Computer Status

The Status area displays the latest available information about the computer and the Protection Modules in effect on it. Whetherthe computer is protected by an Agent or an Appliance (or both in the case of Coordinated Protection) is displayed in the toprow. • Status:
◦ When the computer is unmanaged the status represents the state of the Agent/Appliance with respectto activation. The status will display either "Discovered" or "New" followed by the Agent/Appliancestate in brackets ("No Agent/Appliance", "Unknown", "Reactivation Required", "Activation Required", or"Deactivation Required").
◦ When the computer is managed and no computer errors are present, the status will display "Managed"followed by the state of the Agent/Appliance in brackets ("Online" or "Offline").
◦ When the computer is managed and the Agent/Appliance is in the process of performing an action(e.g. Integrity Scan in Progress", "Upgrading Agent (Install Program Sent)", etc.) the task status will bedisplayed.
◦ When there are errors on the computer (e.g., "Offline", "Update Failed", etc.) the status will display theerror. When more than one error is present, the status will display "Multiple Errors" and each error willbe listed beneath.

Protection Module Status

The software that implements Deep Security 9.5 Protection Modules is installed deployed to Agents on an as-needed basis. Onlycore functionality is included when an Agent is first installed.The Status area provides information about the install state of the Deep Security modules. The status reflects the state ofa module on the Agent as well as its configuration in Deep Security Manager. A status of "On" indicates that the module isconfigured in Deep Security Manager and is installed and operating on the Deep Security Agent.A green status light is displayed for a module when it is "On" and working. In addition, modules that allow individual ruleassignment must have at least one rule assigned before they will display a green light. For example, in the image above, theIntegrity Monitoring module is on and its light is green because a rule has been assigned to it.• Anti-Malware: When Anti-Malware protection is on, the Anti-Malware ststus light is green. When it is off, the Anti-Malware status light is gray.• Web Reputation: Whether Web Reputation is on or off.• Firewall: Whether the Firewall is on or off and how many rules are in effect.• Intrusion Prevention: Whether Intrusion Prevention is on or off and how many rules are in effect.• Integrity Monitoring: Whether Integrity Monitoring is on or off and how many rules are in effect (Agent only).• Log Inspection: Whether Log Inspection is on or off and how many rules are in effect (Agent only).• Online: Indicates whether the Manager can currently communicate with the Agent/Appliance.• Last Communication: The last time the Manager successfully communicated with the Agent/Appliance on thiscomputer.• Check Status: This button allows you to force the Manager to perform an immediate heartbeat operation to checkthe status of the Agent/Appliance. Check Status will not perform a security update of the Agent/Appliance. (Ifan update is required click the Update Now button on the Actions tab.) When Manager to Agent/ApplianceCommunications is set to "Agent/Appliance Initiated" the Check Status button is disabled. (Checking status will notupdate the logs for this computer. To update the logs for this computer, go to the Actions tab.)
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• Clear Warnings/Errors: Dismisses any Alerts or errors on this computer.• ESXi server: If the computer is a virtual machine protected by a Virtual Appliance, the hosting ESXi server isdisplayed.• Appliance: If the computer is a virtual machine protected by a Virtual Appliance, the protecting Appliance isdisplayed.• ESXi Version: If the computer is an ESXi server, the ESXi version number is displayed.• Filter Driver version: If the computer is an ESXi server, the Filter Driver version number is displayed.• Guests: If the computer is an ESXi server, the Virtual Appliance and Guests are displayed.• Appliance Version: If the computer is a Virtual Appliance, the Appliance version number is displayed.• Anti-Malware Ready: If the computer is a virtual machine, Anti-Malware Ready indicates whether or not theVMware vShield Endpoint Thin Client has been installed. If the computer is a Virtual Appliance, Anti-Malware Readyindicates whether or not the VMware vShield Endpoint driver has been installed on the hosting ESXi server.• Protected Guests On: If the computer is a Virtual Appliance, the IP of the ESXi server and the protected Guest aredisplayed.
VMware Virtual Machine Summary

This section displays a summary of hardware and software configuration information about the virtual machine on which theAgent/Appliance is running (VMware virtual machines only).
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Actions

Actions

Activation

A newly installed Deep Security Agent/Appliance needs to be "activated" by the Deep Security Manager before Policies, Rules,requests for Event logs, etc. can be sent to it. The activation procedure includes the exchange of SSL keys which uniquelyidentify a Manager (or one of its nodes) and an Agent/Appliance to each other. Once activated by a Deep Security Manager, anAgent/Appliance will only accept instructions or communicate with the Deep Security Manager which activated it (or one of itsnodes).An unactivated Agent/Appliance can be activated by any Deep Security Manager.Agents/Appliances can only be deactivated locally on the computer or from the Deep Security Manager which activated it. Ifan Agent/Appliance is already activated, the button in this area will read Reactivate rather than Activate. Reactivation hasthe same effect as Activation. A reactivation will reset the Agent/Appliance to the state it was in after first being installed andinitiate the exchange of a new set of SSL keys.
When using coordinated protection, the protection provided by Agents and Appliances can be deactivated/
reactivated separately.

Policy

When you change the configuration of an Agent/Appliance on a computer using the Deep Security Manager (Apply a newIntrusion Prevention Rule, change logging settings, etc.) the Deep Security Manager has to send the new information to theAgent/Appliance. This is a "Send Policy" instruction. Policy updates usually happen immediately but you can force an updateby clicking the Send Policy button.
Software

This displays the version of the Agent/Appliance currently running on the computer. If a newer version of the Agent/Applianceis available for the computer's platform you can click the Upgrade Agent... or Upgrade Appliance... button to remotelyupgrade the Agent or Appliance from the Deep Security Manager. You can configure the Deep Security Manager to trigger anAlert if new versions of the Agent/Appliance software running on any of your computers by going to the Administration >
System Settings > Updates tab.

Agent Self-Protection must be disabled on computers that you want to upgrade. To configure Agent Self-Protection,
go to the Computer tab on the Policy/Computer Editor > Settings page. Agent Self-Protection is a Windows-only
feature.

Versions 9.5 and later of the Windows and Linux Agents can be be configured to act as Deep Security Relays. Relays distributeSecurity and Software Updates throughout your network. Click Enable Relay to enable this functionality on the Agent. Once anAgent has Relay functionality enabled, it will retrieve the latest Security and Software Updates and distribute them accordingto your exisitng Updates settings. For more information about Relays, see Relay Groups in the Deep Security ManagerAdministrator's Guide or the online help.

Note:

Note:
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Support

The Create Diagnostic Package... button creates a snapshot of the state of the Agent/Appliance on the computer. Your supportprovider may request this for troubleshooting purposes.If you have lost communication with the Computer, a diagnostics package can be created locally.
To create a diagnostics package locally on a Windows computer:1. From a command line, type:

C:\Program Files\Trend Micro\Deep Security Agent> dsa_control -dand press Enter.2. A numbered zip file (for example, "341234567.zip") containing the diagnostics information will be created in thesame directory.
To create a diagnostics package locally on a Linux computer:1. From a command line, type:

$ /opt/ds_agent/dsa_control -dand press Enter.2. A numbered zip file (for example, "341234567.zip") containing the diagnostics information will be created in thesame directory.
To create a diagnostics package locally on a Deep Security Virtual Appliance computer:1. 1.From a command line, type:

$ sudo /opt/ds_agent/dsa_control -dand press Enter.2. A numbered zip file (for example, "341234567.zip") containing the diagnostics information will be created in thesame directory.
TPM (ESXi hypervisors only)

A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a type of chip that is used for hardware authentication. VMware uses the TPM with its ESXihypervisors. During the boot sequence, an ESXi writes a SHA-1 hash of each hypervisor component to a set of registers as itloads. An unexpected change in these values from one boot sequence to the next can indicate a possible security issue worthinvestigating. Deep Security can monitor the TPM on an ESXi after every boot and raise an Alert if it detects any changes. If youselect the option to enable TPM monitoring on an ESXi which doesn't support it, the option will be automatically disabled.
The Deep Security Integrity Monitoring module is a requirement for TPM.

The minimum requirements for TPM monitoring are:• Deep Security Manager 9+• vCenter 5.1+• ESXi 5.1+• TPM/TXT installed and enabled on the ESXi (consult your VMware documentation for details)• the Deep Security Integrity Monitoring Module must be On for this ESXi.

Note:
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Events

The Events lists in the Computer Editors only display Events that are associated with the current computer.

The System Event log is a record of system-related events (as opposed to security-related events). From the main page you can:
• View ( ) the details (properties) of a system event• Search ( ) for a particular system event• Export ( ) currently displayed system events to a CSV file• View existing Auto-Tagging ( ) Rules.

Additionally, right-clicking an Event gives you the option to:• Add Tag(s): Add an Event Tag to this event (See Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help.)• Remove Tag(s): Remove exiting Event Tags
View

Selecting an event and clicking View ( ) displays the Event Viewer Properties window.
General

General Information

• Time: The time according to the system clock on the computer hosting the Deep Security Manager.• Level: The severity level of event that occurred. Event levels include Info, Warning, and Error.• Event ID: The event type's unique identifier.• Event: The name of the event (associated with the event ID.)• Target: The system object associated with the event will be identified here. Clicking the object's identification willdisplay the object's properties sheet.• Action Performed By: If the event was initiated by a User, that User's username will be displayed here. Clicking theusername will display the User Properties window.• Manager: The hostname of the Deep Security Manager computer.
Description

If appropriate, the specific details of what action was performed to trigger this entry in the system event log will be displayedhere.

Note:
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Tags

The Tags tab displays tags that have been attached to this Event. For More information on Event tagging, see Policies >
Common Objects > Other > Tags, and Event Tagging in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online helpin the Reference section.

Filter the List and/or Search for an Event

The Period toolbar lets you filter the list to display only those events that occurred within a specific timeframe.The Computers toolbar lets you organize the display of event log entries by computer groups or computer Policies.Clicking Advanced Search toggles the display of the search bar.

Pressing the "Add Search Bar" button (+) to the right of the search bar will display an additional search bar so you can applymultiple parameters to your search. When you are ready, press the "Submit Request" button (at the right of the toolbars withthe right-arrow on it).
Export

You can export displayed events to a CSV file. (Paging is ignored, all pages will be exported.) You have the option of displayingthe displayed list or the selected items.
Auto-Tagging

Clicking Auto-Tagging... displays a list of existing System Event Auto-Tagging Rules.
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Anti-Malware

The Anti-Malware module provides both real-time and on-demand protection against file-based threats, including threatscommonly referred to as malware, viruses, Trojans, and spyware. To identify threats, Anti-Malware checks files against acomprehensive threat database, portions of which are hosted on servers or kept locally as updatable patterns. Anti-Malwarealso checks files for certain characteristics, such as compression and known exploit code.To address threats, Anti-Malware selectively performs actions that contain and remove the threats while minimizing systemimpact. Anti-Malware can clean, delete, or quarantine malicious files. It can also terminate processes and delete other systemobjects that are associated with identified threats.
A newly installed Deep Security Agent cannot provide Anti-Malware protection until it has contacted an update
server to download Anti-Malware patterns and updates. Ensure that your Deep Security Agents can communicate
with a Deep Security Relay or the global Trend Micro Update Servers after installation.

The Anti-Malware page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 105)• Smart Protection (page 107)• Advanced (page 108)• Quarantined Files (page 111)• Events (page 112)

Note:
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General

Anti-Malware State

Turn Anti-malware on or off. You can configure this Policy or computer to inherit its Anti-Malware On/Off state from its parentPolicy or you can override the setting locally.
Real-Time Scan

Real-time Scan is a persistent and ongoing scan. Each time a file is received, opened, downloaded, copied, or modified, Real-time Scan scans the file for security risks. If Deep Security detects no security risk, the file remains in its location and users canproceed to access the file. If Deep Security detects a security risk, it displays a notification message, showing the name of theinfected file and the specific security risk.To perform Real-Time Malware Scans, you must select a Scan Configuration and a Schedule during which it is in effect.
Malware Scan Configurations determine such things as which file types are scanned in which directories, what
types of malware to scan for, and what to do with malware when it is detected. You can examine a Scan
Configuration's properties by selecting it from the drop-down menu and then clicking Edit. To manage all your
different Malware Scan Configurations, go to Policies > Common Objects > Other > Malware Scan
Configurations in the Deep Security Manager.

Manual Scan

Manual Scan is an on-demand scan and starts immediately after a user runs the scan on the computer. The time it takes tocomplete scanning depends on the number of files to scan and the computer's hardware resources.To perform Manual Malware Scans, you must select a Scan Configuration.
Malware Scan Configurations determine such things as which file types are scanned in which directories, what
types of malware to scan for, and what to do with malware when it is detected. You can examine a Scan
Configuration's properties by selecting it from the drop-down menu and then clicking Edit. To manage all your
different Malware Scan Configurations, go to Policies > Common Objects > Other > Malware Scan
Configurations in the Deep Security Manager.

Scheduled Scan

Scheduled Scan runs automatically on the appointed date and time. Use Scheduled Scan to automate routine scans and improvescan management efficiency.To perform Scheduled Malware Scans, you must select a Scan Configuration.
Malware Scan Configurations determine such things as which file types are scanned in which directories, what
types of malware to scan for, and what to do with malware when it is detected. You can examine a Scan
Configuration's properties by selecting it from the drop-down menu and then clicking Edit. To manage all your
different Malware Scan Configurations, go to Policies > Common Objects > Other > Malware Scan
Configurations in the Deep Security Manager.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Malware Scan (Computer Editor only)

Displays the times and dates of the last Manual and Scheduled Malware Scans and allows you to perform or abort a Quick orFull Malware Scan.
See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help
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Smart Protection

Smart Scan

Smart Scan shifts much of the malware and spyware scanning functionality to a Smart Protection Server. Instead ofdownloading a complete malware pattern file to the local computer, a much smaller version of the pattern is downloaded whichcan identify files as either "confirmed safe", or "possibly dangerous". "Possibly dangerous" files are compared against the largercomplete pattern files stored on Trend Micro Smart Protection Servers to determine with certainty whether they pose a dangeror not. This method keeps local pattern files small and reduces the size and number of updates required by Agents/Appliances.
A computer that is configured to use Smart Scan will not download full Anti-Malware patterns locally. Therefore if
your Anti-Malware license expires while a computer is configured to use Smart Scan, switching Smart Scan off will
not result in local patterns being used to scan for malware since no Anti-Malware patterns will be present locally.

Smart Protection Server for File Reputation Service

Smart Protection Service for File Reputation supplies file reputation information required by Smart Scan. Select whetherto connect directly to Trend Micro's Smart Protection service or whether to connect to one or more locally installed SmartProtection Servers.Select the When off domain, connect to global Smart Protection Service. (Windows only.) option to use the global SmartProtection Service if the computer is off domain. The computer is considered to be off domain if it cannot connect to its domaincontroller. (This option is for Windows Agents only.)
You can view and edit the list of available proxies on the Proxies tab on the Administration > System Settings
screen.

Smart Protection Server Connection Warning

This option determines whether error events are generated and Alerts are raised if a computer loses its connection to the SmartProtection Server.
If you have a locally installed Smart Protection Server, this option should be set to Yes on at least one computer so
that you are notified if there is a problem with the Smart Protection Server itself.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Advanced

Quarantined Files

Maximum disk space used to store quarantined files: This setting determines how much disk space can be used to storequarantined files. It applies globally to all computers: physical machines, virtual machines, and Virtual Appliances. The settingcan be overridden at the Policy level and at the Computer level. If you are using a Virtual Appliance to provide protection tovirtual machines, all quarantined files from the Agentless VMs will be stored on the Virtual Appliance. As a result, you shouldincrease the amount of disk space for quarantined files on the Virtual Appliance.Quarantined files will be automatically deleted from a Virtual Appliance under the following circumstances:• If a VM undergoes vMotion, quarantined files associated with that VM will be deleted from the Virtual Appliance.• If a VM is deactivated from the Deep Security Manager, quarantined files associated with that VM will be deleted fromthe Virtual Appliance.• If a Virtual Appliance is deactivated from the Deep Security Manager, all the quarantined files stored on that VirtualAppliance will be deleted.• If a Virtual Appliance is deleted from the vCenter, all the quarantined files stored on that Virtual Appliance will alsobe deleted.
Scan Limitation

Maximum file size to scan: Files exceeding this file size will not be scanned. (Setting a value of 0 means that there is nomaximum size. All files will be scanned.)
Resource Allocation for Malware Scans

Use multithreaded processing for Malware Scans (if available): Enables multithreaded processing on systems that supportthis capability. It only applies to Manual/Scheduled Scans, not to Real-Time Scanning.
Using multithreaded processing may reduce the resources available to other processes running on the computer.
Note that you will have to restart the computers on which you are enabling multithreaded processing for the setting
to take effect.

Allowed Spyware/Grayware

Allowed Spyware/Grayware: Use this setting to maintain a list of allowed applications that have been identified as spyware/grayware by Deep Security.
This option is only effective on Windows computers. On Linux computers, you can achieve a similar result by using
Scan Exclusion File Lists to identify specific files that should be ignored during Malware scans. Scan Exclusion
objects are a property of Malware Scan Configurations, and Malware Scan Configurations are a property of
Security Policies.

To specify a Scan Exclusion File List in a Malware Scan Configuration: in the Deep Security Manager, go to
Policies > Common Objects > Malware Scan Configurations. You can specify a File List in the Scan Exclusions

Note:

Note:
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Area on the Exclusions tab of the Malware Scan Configuration's Properties window.

To select a Malware Scan Configuration in a Security Policy: open the Policy Editor and on the General tab,
select the Malware Scan Configuration from the drop-down list in any of the Real-Time Scan, Manual Scan, or
Scheduled Scan areas.

Applications in the Allowed Spyware/Grayware list will be ignored by the Spyware/Grayware scan engine. The
presence of the applications will not be recorded or stored as Anti-Malware Events.

Spyware/grayware can be added to the approved list in one of two ways. You can add it using an Anti-Malware Event where theapplication was detected or you can manually enter the name of the spyware/grayware.
To add spyware/grayware to the list of allowed spyware/grayware using an Anti-Malware Event:1. Find the detection Event in the Anti-Malware Events page.2. Right-click on the Event.3. Select Allow.
If the application has already been detected by the scan engine, it may already have been quarantined or deleted, dependingon what your current spyware/grayware settings are. If it has been quarantined you will have to restore or reinstall theapplication. See Anti-Malware > Quarantined Files for information on restoring quarantined files. Alternatively, you can runa spyware/grayware scan with Action set to "Pass" mode so that all spyware/grayware detections are recorded on the Anti-
Malware Events page but "passed" over and neither quarantined nor deleted. You can then add the selected spyware/graywareto the allowed list using this method and afterwards set Action to "Quarantine" or "Delete" modes.
To manually add spyware/grayware to the list of allowed spyware/grayware:Note the name of the application as it is displayed in the Anti-Malware Event log and add it manually to the Allowed Spyware/
Grayware List.

Entries in this list are case-sensitive. They must appear exactly as they do in the Event log.

Refer to the Trend Micro Spyware/Grayware Encyclopedia for information about detected spyware/grayware.

Local Event Notification

Display local notifications when malware is detected: This setting determines whether the Deep Security Notifier (if it isinstalled locally on the computer) will display a pop up notification that malware has been detected.
VM Scan Cache

Scan Caching is used by the Virtual Appliance to maximize the efficiency of Malware and Integrity Monitoring Scans of virtualmachines. For information on Scan Cache configurations, see Virtual Appliance Scan Caching in the Deep Security ManagerAdministrator's Guide or the online help.
NSX Security Tags

Deep Security can apply NSX Security Tags to protected VMs upon detecting a malware threat. NSX Security Tags are part ofthe VMware vSphere NSX environment and are not to be confused with Deep Security Event Tags. For more information on NSX

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Security Tags, consult your VMware documentation. For more information on Deep Security Event Tagging, see Event Taggingin the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.You can choose to only apply the NSX Security Tag if the remediation action attempted by the Anti-Malware engine fails. (Theremediation action is determined by the Malware Scan Configuration that is in effect. To see which Malware Scan Configurationis in effect, go to the Computer/Policy Editor > Anti-Malware > General tab and check the Real-Time Scan, Manual Scan,and Scheduled Scan areas.)You can also choose to have the Security Tag removed if a subsequent Malware Scan does not detect any malware. You shouldonly use this setting if all Malware Scans will be of the same kind.
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Quarantined Files

Quarantined Files are displayed the same way as they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except that only files thatwere quarantined on this computer are listed. (See Quarantined Files (page 15).)
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Events

Anti-Malware Events are displayed the same way they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except that only eventsassociated with this Policy or specific computer are displayed. (See Anti-Malware Events (page 12).)
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Web Reputation

The Web Reputation module blocks web pages based on their reputation ratings. It queries the Trend Micro Smart ProtectionNetwork servers for these ratings, which are aggregated from multiple sources, including web page links, domain and IPaddress relationships, spam sources, and links in spam messages. By obtaining ratings from the Smart Protection Network, WebReputation uses the latest available information to block harmful pages.The Web Reputation configuration for this Policy or computer inherits its on or off state from either its parent Policy unless youchoose to override it.The Web Reputation Service page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 114)• Exceptions (page 117)• Smart Protection (page 115)• Advanced (page 116)• Events (page 118)
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General

Web Reputation

You can configure this Policy or Computer to inherit its Web Reputation On/Off state from its parent Policy or you can lock thesetting locally.
Security Level

The Web Reputation rating system assigns the following risk levels to URLs:• Dangerous: A URL that has been confirmed as fraudulent or a known source of threats• Highly Suspicious: A URL that is suspected to be fraudulent or a known source of threats• Suspicious: A URL that is associated with spam or possibly compromised• Safe: A URL that is not a risk
Select a security level to implement:
High: blocks pages that are:• Dangerous• Highly suspicious• Suspicious
Medium: blocks pages that are:• Dangerous• Highly suspicious
Low: blocks pages that are:• Dangerous
Block pages that have not been tested by Trend Micro: Blocks pages that are:• Unrated by Trend Micro
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Smart Protection

Smart Protection Server for Web Reputation Service

Smart Protection Service for Web Reputation supplies web reputation information required by the Web Reputation module.Select whether to connect directly to Trend Micro's Smart Protection service or whether to connect to one or more locallyinstalled Smart Protection Servers.Select the "When off domain, connect to global Smart Protection Service. (Windows only.)" option to use the global SmartProtection Service if the computer is off domain. The computer is considered to be off domain if it cannot connect to its domaincontroller. (This option is for Windows Agents only.)
View the list of available proxies on the Administration > System Settings > Proxies tab.

Smart Protection Server Connection Warning

This option determines whether error events are generated and Alerts are raised if a computer loses its connection to the SmartProtection Server.
If you have a locally installed Smart Protection Server, this option should be set to Yes on at least one computer so
that you are notified if there is a problem with the Smart Protection Server itself.

Note:

Note:
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Advanced

Blocking page

When users attempt to access a blocked URL, they will be redirected to a blocking page. Provide a link they can use to requestaccess to the blocked URL.
Alert

Select whether to raise an Alert when a Web Reputation event is logged.
Ports

Select specific ports to monitor for potentially harmful web pages.
Local Event Notification

Display local notifications via the Deep Security Notifier in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the onlinehelp when access to a malicious Web site is blocked.
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Exceptions

Exceptions are lists of URLs that are blocked or allowed regardless of their safety ratings.
The Allowed list takes precedence over the Blocked list. URLs that match entries in the Allowed list are not checked
against the Blocked list.

Allowed

URLs included in the Allowed list will be accessible regardless of their safety ratings. Multiple URLs can be added at once butthey must be separated by a line break. When adding URLs to the Allowed list, select whether to allow all URLs with the samedomain or the URL:• Allow URLs from the domain: Allow all pages from the domain. Sub-domains are supported. Only include thedomain (and optionally sub-domain) in the entry. For example, "example.com" and "another.example.com" are validentries.• Allow the URL: The URL as entered will be allowed. Wildcards are supported. For example, "example.com/shopping/coats.html", and "example.com/shopping/*" are valid entries.
Blocked

URLs and URLs containing specified keywords included in the Blocked list are always blocked (unless there is an overridingentry in the Allowed list). Multiple URLs or keywords can be added at once but they must be separated by a line break. Whenblocking URLs, you select whether to block all URLs from a domain, to block the URL, or to block URLs that contain a specifickeyword.• Block URLs from the domain: Block all pages from the domain. Sub-domains are supported. Only include thedomain (and optionally sub-domain) in the entry. For example, "example.com" and "another.example.com" are validentries.• Block the URL: The URL as entered will be blocked. Wildcards are supported. For example, "example.com/shopping/coats.html", and "example.com/shopping/*" are valid entries.• Block URLs containing this keyword: Any URL containing the keyword will be blocked.

Note:
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Events

Web Reputation Events are displayed the same way they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except that only eventsrelating to computers using this Policy are displayed.
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Firewall

The Firewall module provides bidirectional stateful firewall protection. It prevents denial of service attacks and providescoverage for all IP-based protocols and frame types as well as filtering for ports and IP and MAC addressesThe Firewall page contains the following tabbed sections:• General (page 120)• Interface Isolation (page 121)• Reconnaissance (page 122)• Advanced (page 124)• Events (page 125)
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General

Firewall

You can configure this Policy or Computer to inherit its Firewall On/Off state from its parent Policy or you can lock the settinglocally.
Firewall Stateful Configurations

Select which Firewall Stateful Configuration to apply to this Policy. If you have defined multiple Interfaces for this Policy(above), you can specify independent configurations for each interface.
Port Scan (Computer Editor only)

Last Port Scan: The last time that the Deep Security manager ran a port scan on this computer.
Scanned Ports: The port which were scanned during the most recent port scan.
Open Ports: Listed beneath the IP address of the local computer will be a list of ports that were found to be open.The Scan For Open Ports and the Cancel Port Scan buttons let you initiate or cancel a port scan on this computer. DeepSecurity Manager will scan the range of ports defined in Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Scanning > Open Ports > Ports
to Scan.

Regardless of the ports configured to be scanned, Deep Security Manager will always scan the default
Agent/Appliance port (4118).

Assigned Firewall Rules

Displays the firewall Rules that are in effect for this Policy or computer. To add or remove Firewall Rules, click Assign/
Unassign... This will display a window showing all available Firewall Rules from which you can select or de-select Rules.From an Editor window, you can edit a Firewall Rule so that your changes apply only locally in the context of your editor (eitherthe Computer or Policy Editor), or you can edit the Rule so that the changes apply globally to all other Policies and Computersthat are using the Rule.
To edit the Rule locally, select the Rule and click Properties...( ) or right-click the Rule and click Properties...

To edit the Rule globally, right-click the Rule and click Properties (Global)...

See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help

Note:
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Interface Isolation

Interface Isolation

You can configure this Policy or Computer to inherit its Interface Isolation enabled/disabled state from its parent Policy or youcan lock the setting locally.
Interface Patterns

When Interface Isolation is enabled, The firewall will try to match the regular expression patterns to interface names on thelocal computer.
Deep Security uses POSIX basic regular expressions to match interface names. For information on basic POSIX
regular expressions, see http://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009695399/basedefs/
xbd_chap09.html#tag_09_03

Only interfaces matching the highest priority pattern will be permitted to transmit traffic. Other interfaces (which match any ofthe remaining patterns on the list) will be "restricted". Restricted Interfaces will block all traffic unless an Allow Firewall Ruleis used to allow specific traffic to pass through.Selecting Limit to one active interface will restrict traffic to only a single interface (even if more than one interface matchesthe highest priority pattern).
See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help

Note:
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Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance Scans

The Reconnaissance page allows Users to enable and configure traffic analysis settings on all or selected computers.• Reconnaissance Scan Detection Enabled: Turn the ability to detect reconnaissance scans on or off.• Computers/Networks on which to perform detection: Choose from the drop-down list the IPs to protect. Choosefrom existing IP Lists. (You can use the Policies > Common Objects > Lists > IP Lists page to create an IP Listspecifically for this purpose.)• Do not perform detection on traffic coming from: Select from a set of IP Lists which computers and networks toignore. (As above, you can use the Policies > Common Objects > Lists > IP Lists page to create an IP List specificallyfor this purpose.)
For each type of attack, the Agent/Appliance can be instructed to send the information to the Deep Security Manager wherean Alert will be triggered. You can configure the Manager to send an email notification when the Alerts are triggered. (See
Administration > System Settings > Alerts . The Alerts are: "Network or Port Scan Detected", "Computer OS FingerprintProbe Detected", "TCP Null Scan Detected", "TCP FIN Scan Detected", and "TCP Xmas Scan Detected.") Select Notify DSM
Immediately for this option.

Stateful Inspection must be on and TCP and UDP Logging enabled for Reconnaissance protection to function.
Stateful Inspection can be enabled on the Policy/Computer Editor > Firewall > General tab and logging can be
enabled on the Policy/Computer Editor > Firewall > Advanced tab.

Once an attack has been detected, you can instruct the Agents/Appliances to block traffic from the source IPs for a period oftime. Use the Block Traffic drop-down lists to set the number of minutes.• Computer OS Fingerprint Probe: The Agents/Appliances will recognize and react to active TCP stack OSfingerprinting attempts.• Network or Port Scan: The Agents/Appliances will recognize and react to port scans.• TCP Null Scan: The Agents/Appliances will refuse packets with no flags set.• TCP SYNFIN Scan: The Agents/Appliances will refuse packets with only the SYN and FIN flags set.• TCP Xmas Scan: The Agents/Appliances will refuse packets with only the FIN, URG, and PSH flags set or a value of0xFF (every possible flag set).
"Computer OS Fingerprint Probe" and "Network or Port Scans" differ from the other three types of reconnaissance
in that they cannot be recognized by a single packet.

The Agent/Appliance reports a computer or port scan if it detects that a remote IP is visiting an abnormal ratio
of IPs to ports. Normally an Agent/Appliance computer will only see traffic destined for itself, so a port scan is by
far the most common type of probe that will be detected. However, if a computer is acting as a router or bridge it
could see traffic destined for a number of other computers, making it possible for the Agent/Appliance to detect a
computer scan (ex. scanning a whole subnet for computers with port 80 open).

Detecting these scans can take several seconds since the Agent/Appliance needs to be able to track failed
connections and decide that there are an abnormal number of failed connections coming from a single computer in
a relatively short period of time.

Note:

Note:
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The statistical analysis method used in computer/port scan detection is derived from the "TAPS" algorithm
proposed in the paper "Connectionless Port Scan Detection on the Backbone" published by Sprint/Nextel and
presented at the Malware workshop, held in conjunction with IPCCC, Phoenix, AZ, USA in April, 2006.

Deep Security Agents running on Windows computers with browser applications may occasionally report false-
positive reconnaissance scans due to residual traffic arriving from closed connections.

For the "Notify DSM Immediately" option to work, the Agents/Appliances must be configured for Agent/Appliance
initiated or bidirectional communication in Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Computer.) If enabled, the
Agent/Appliance will initiate a heartbeat to the Deep Security Manager immediately upon detecting the attack or
probe.

Note:

Note:
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Advanced

Events

Set whether to generate Events for packets that are "Out of Allowed Policy". These are packets that have been blocked becausethey have not been specifically allowed by an Allow Firewall Rule. Setting this option to Yes may generate a large number ofEvents depending the Firewall Rules you have in effect.
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Events

Firewall Events are displayed the same way as they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except that only Eventsrelating to this Policy or specific computer are displayed.
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Intrusion Prevention

The Intrusion Prevention module protects computers from being exploited by attacks against known and zero-dayvulnerability attacks as well as against SQL injections attacks, cross-site scripting attacks, and other web applicationvulnerabilities. Shields vulnerabilities until code fixes can be completed. It identifies malicious software accessing the networkand increases visibility into, or control over, applications accessing the network.The Intrusion Prevention page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 127)• Advanced (page 129)• Events (page 132)
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General

Intrusion Prevention

You can configure this Policy or Computer to inherit its Intrusion Prevention On/Off state from its parent Policy or you can lockthe setting locally.Set the Intrusion Prevention behavior to "Prevent" or "Detect".When first applying a new set of Intrusion Prevention Rules you can choose to set the Intrusion Prevention behavior to "Detect".When in Detect mode, the Intrusion Prevention engine will apply all the same Intrusion Prevention Rules to traffic but insteadof dropping packets, it will only log an Event and let the traffic pass. Use this behavior to ensure the new Intrusion PreventionRules will not interfere with legitimate traffic.
This setting only applies when the Network Engine is operating Inline; that is, live traffic is being streamed through
the Deep Security network engine. The alternative to Inline mode is Tap mode, where the live traffic is cloned, and
it is only this cloned traffic that is analyzed by the network engine. Prevent mode is impossible when in Tap Mode
because the network engine does not control the live traffic stream.

To switch between Inline and Tap mode, open a Policy or Computer Editor and go to Settings > Network Engine >
Network Engine Mode.

Assigned Intrusion Prevention Rules

Displays the Intrusion Prevention Rules that are in effect for this Policy or computer. To add or remove Intrusion PreventionRules, click Assign/Unassign... This will display a window showing all available Intrusion Prevention Rules from which youcan select or de-select Rules.From an Editor window, you can edit a Intrusion Prevention Rule so that your changes apply only locally in the context of youreditor (either the Computer or Policy Editor), or you can edit the Rule so that the changes apply globally to all other Policiesand Computers that are using the Rule.
To edit the Rule locally, select the Rule and click Properties...( ) or right-click the Rule and click Properties...

To edit the Rule globally, right-click the Rule and click Properties (Global)...

Recommendations

Deep Security can perform regular Recommendation Scans which scan a computer and make recommendations about theapplication of various security Rules. Selecting this checkbox will automatically assign recommended rules for the computerand automatically unassign rules that are not required.
If you select this option, you should also opt to allow Deep Security Rule Updates to automatically assign new
Intrusion Prevention Rules. Go to Administration > System Settings > Updates and select Automatically apply
new Rule Updates to Policies in the Rule Updates area.

To schedule periodic Recommendation Scans, in the Deep Security Manager go to Administration > Scheduled Tasks andcreate a new Scheduled Task.

Note:

Note:
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See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help
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Advanced

Event Data

Allow Intrusion Prevention Rules to capture data for first hit of each rule (in period): Determines whether DeepSecurity will save the packet data which triggered an Intrusion Prevention Rule. This setting works in conjunction with theadvanced Network Engine settings (page 147) that can be found in Computer\Policy Editor > Settings > Network Engine
> Advanced Network Engine Settings.• Log All Packet Data: Record the packet data for Events that are not associated with specific Firewall or IntrusionPrevention Rules. That is, log packet data for Events such as "Dropped Retransmit" or "Invalid ACK".

Events that have been aggregated because of Event folding cannot have their packet data saved.

• Log only one packet within period: If this option is enabled and Log All Packet Data is not, most logs will containonly the header data. A full packet will be attached periodically, as specified by the Period for Log only one packet
within period setting.• Period for Log only one packet within period: When Log only one packet within period is enabled, this settingspecifies how often the log will contain full packet data.• Maximum data size to store when packet data is captured: The maximum size of header or packet data to beattached to a log.

Rule Updates

Automatically assign new Intrusion Prevention Rules as required by updated Application Types and Intrusion
Prevention Rule dependencies: Security Updates sometimes include new or updated Application Types and IntrusionPrevention Rules which require the assignment of secondary Intrusion Prevention Rules. This setting will allow Deep Securityto automatically assign these Rules if they are required by the Application Types or Intrusion Prevention Rules that wereassigned to a Policy or computer during a Security Update.

SSL Configurations (Computer editors only)

Deep Security Manager supports Intrusion Prevention analysis of SSL traffic. The SSL Configurations page allows you to createSSL Configurations for a given certificate-port pair on one or more interfaces. Certificates can be imported in P12 or PEMformat and Windows computers have the option of using Windows CryptoAPI directly.To create a new SSL Configuration, click New and follow the steps in the SSL Configuration wizard.If the computer you are configuring is being installed on the computer hosting the Deep Security Manager, the wizard willprovide let you use credentials already stored in the Deep Security Manager.Double-click an existing configuration to display its Properties window.
Assignment

• General Information: The name and description of the SSL configuration, and whether it is enabled on thiscomputer.

Note:
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• Interface Assignments: Which interfaces this configuration is being applied to.• IP Assignment: Which IP(s) this configuration applies to.• Port Selection: Which port(s) this configuration applies to.
Credentials

The Credentials tab lists the current credentials, and has an Assign New Credentials... button which lets you change them.
Filtering of SSL traffic is only supported by the Deep Security Agent, not the Deep Security Appliance. The Agent
does not support filtering SSL connections on which SSL compression is implemented.

For information on setting up SSL filtering, see SSL Data Streams in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help.
NSX Security Tagging

If your protected computers are VMs in an NSX vCenter, you can apply NSX Security tags to VMs when Deep Security IntrusionPrevention Events occur. Intrusion Prevention Events have a severity level that is determined by the severity level of theIntrusion Prevention Rule that caused it.
The severity level of an Intrusion Prevention Rule is configurable on the Rule Properties > General tab.

Intrusion Prevention Rule severity levels map to NSX tags as follows:
IPS Rule Severity NSX Security TagCritical IDS_IPS.threat=highHigh IDS_IPS.threat=highMedium IDS_IPS.threat=mediumLow IDS_IPS.threat=lowYou can configure the sensitivity of the tagging mechanism by specifying the minimum Intrusion Prevention severity level thatwill cause an NSX security tag to be applied to a VM.The options for the Minimum rule severity to trigger application of an NSX Security Tag setting are:• Default (No Tagging): No NSX tag is applied.• Critical: An NSX tag is applied to the VM if an Intrusion Prevention Rule with a severity level of Critical is triggered.• High: An NSX tag is applied to the VM if an Intrusion Prevention Rule with a severity level of High or Critical istriggered.• Medium: An NSX tag is applied to the VM if an Intrusion Prevention Rule with a severity level of Medium, High, or

Critical is triggered.• Low: An NSX tag is applied to the VM if an Intrusion Prevention Rule with a severity level of Low, Medium, High, or
Critical is triggered.

Separate settings are provided for Rules that are operating in Prevent mode and for Rules that operating in Detect-only mode.

Note:

Note:
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Whether an IPS Rule is operating in Prevent or Detect-only mode is determined not only by the Intrusion Prevention
module setting (Computer/Policy Editor > Intrusion Prevention > General tab), but also by the configuration of
the individual Rule itself (Rule Properties > General tab > Details).

Note:
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Events

Intrusion Prevention Events are displayed the same way as they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except thatonly Events relating to this Policy or specific computer are displayed.
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Integrity Monitoring

ESXi Trusted Platform Module

Alert when TPM monitoring detects changes to ESXi hypervisor configuration: The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) isa hardware-based encryption module attached to a VMware ESXi. It monitors the boot sequence of an ESXi and generatesan encrypted signature. Changes to the ESXi boot sequence could represent corruption of the stored image, tampering, orunexpected or unauthorized updates or other types of changes.The Integrity Monitoring module monitors specific areas on a computer for changes. It can monitor installed software,running services, processes, files, directories, listening ports, registry keys, and registry values. It functions by performing abaseline scan of the areas on the computer specified in the assigned rules and then periodically rescanning those areas to lookfor changes.The Integrity Monitoring page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 134)• Advanced (page 135)• Events (page 136)
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General

Integrity Monitoring

You can configure this Policy or Computer to inherit its Integrity Monitoring On/Off state from its parent Policy or you can lockthe setting locally.
Integrity Scan (Computer Editor only)

Click Scan For Integrity to perform on an on-demand Integrity Scan on this computer.
Baseline (Computer Editor only)

The Baseline is the original secure state that an Integrity Scan's results will be compared against. Click Rebuild Baseline tocreate a new Baseline for Integrity Scans on this computer. Click View Baseline to view the current Baseline data.
Assigned Integrity Monitoring Rules

Displays the Integrity Monitoring Rules that are in effect for this Policy or computer. To add or remove Integrity MonitoringRules, click Assign/Unassign... This will display a window showing all available Integrity Monitoring Rules from which you canselect or de-select Rules.From an Editor window, you can edit a Integrity Monitoring Rule so that your changes apply only locally in the context of youreditor (either the Computer or Policy Editor), or you can edit the Rule so that the changes apply globally to all other Policiesand Computers that are using the Rule.
To edit the Rule locally, select the Rule and click Properties...( ) or right-click the Rule and click Properties...

To edit the Rule globally, right-click the Rule and click Properties (Global)...

Recommendations

Displays when the last Recommendation Scan occurred and number of recommended Integrity Monitoring Rules.
See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help
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Advanced

Content Hash Algorithms

Select the hash algorithm(s) that will be used by the Integrity Monitoring module to store baseline information. You can selectmore than one algorithm, but this is not recommended because of the detrimental effect on performance.
VM Scan Cache

For information on Integrity Monitoring Scan Cache Configurations, see Virtual Appliance Scan Caching in the Deep SecurityManager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
CPU Usage

Integrity Monitoring uses local CPU resources during the system scan that leads to the creation of the initial baseline and duringthe system scan that compares a later state of the system to the previously created baseline. If you are finding that IntegrityMonitoring is consuming more resources than you want it to, you can restrict the CPU Usage to the following levels:• High: Unlimited CPU usage• Medium: The Integrity Monitoring process will not consume more than 50% of CPU resources• Low: The Integrity Monitoring process will not consume more than 25% of CPU resources
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Events

Integrity Monitoring Events are displayed the same way as they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except thatonly Events relating to this Policy or specific computer are displayed.
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Log Inspection

The Log Inspection module identifies security events contained in a computer's log files. Suspicious events can be forwardedto a SIEM system or centralized logging server for eventual correlation, reporting and archiving. It functions by implementingthe open-source software available at OSSEC.net.The Log Inspection page has the following tabbed sections:• General (page 138)• Advanced (page 139)• Events (page 140)
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General

Log Inspection

You can configure this Policy or Computer to inherit its Log Inspection On/Off state from its parent Policy or you can lock thesetting locally.
Assigned Log Inspection Rules

Displays the Log Inspection Rules that are in effect for this Policy or computer. To add or remove Log Inspection Rules, click
Assign/Unassign... This will display a window showing all available Log Inspection Rules from which you can select or de-select Rules.From an Editor window, you can edit a Log Inspection Rule so that your changes apply only locally in the context of your editor(either the Computer or Policy Editor), or you can edit the Rule so that the changes apply globally to all other Policies andComputers that are using the Rule.
To edit the Rule locally, select the Rule and click Properties...( ) or right-click the Rule and click Properties...

To edit the Rule globally, right-click the Rule and click Properties (Global)...

Recommendations

Displays when the last Recommendation Scan occurred and number of recommended Log Inspection Rules.
See also:

• Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help
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Advanced

Severity Clipping

Send Agent/Appliance events to syslog when they equal or exceed the following severity level: Log Inspection Rules havea severity level. This setting determines which Events triggered by those rules get sent to the syslog server (if syslog is enabled.)(To enable syslog, go to Administration > System Settings > SIEM .)
Store events at the Agent/Appliance for later retrieval by DSM when they equal or exceed the following severity level:This setting determines which Log Inspection Events are kept in the database and displayed in the Log Inspection Events page.
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Events

Log Inspection Events are displayed the same way as they are in the main Deep Security Manager window except that onlyEvents relating to this Policy or specific computer are displayed.
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Interfaces/Interface Types

Interfaces (Computer Editor)

Displays the interfaces detected on the computer. If a Policy with multiple interface assignments has been assigned to thiscomputer, interfaces that match the patterns defined in the Policy will be identified.
Interface Types (Policy Editor)

Displays the interfaces detected on the computer. If a Policy with multiple interface assignments has been assigned to thiscomputer, interfaces that match the patterns defined in the Policy will be identified.
Network Interface Specificity

If you have computers with more than one interface, you can assign various elements of a Policy (Firewall Rules, etc.) to eachinterface. To configure a Policy for multiple interfaces, select Rules can apply to specific interfaces and type names andpattern matching strings in the fields below.The interface type name is used only for reference. Common names include "LAN", "WAN", "DMZ", and "Wi-Fi" though any namemay be used to map to your network's topology.The Matches defines a wild-card based interface name match to auto map the interfaces to the appropriate interface type.Examples would be "Local Area Connection *", "eth*", and "Wireless *". When an interface cannot be mapped automatically, anAlert is triggered. You can manually map it from the Interfaces page in the computer editor for a particular computer.
If interfaces are detected on the computer that don't match any of these entries, the Manager will trigger an Alert.

Interface Types (Interface Patterns)

To enforce interface isolation, set the Enable Interface Isolation option on the Policy/Computer Editor > Firewall >
Interface Isolation tab and enter string patterns that will match the names of the interfaces on a computer (in order ofpriority).

Deep Security uses POSIX basic regular expressions to match interface names. For information on basic POSIX
regular expressions, see http://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009695399/basedefs/
xbd_chap09.html#tag_09_03

If you enter a string pattern that matches more than one interface on a computer, traffic will be allowed on all
of those matching interfaces. To make sure that only one interface is active, set the Limit to one active interface
option.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Settings

The Settings page has the following tabbed sections:• Computer (page 143)• Network Engine (page 147)• Scanning (page 153)• SIEM (page 154)
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Computer

Communication Direction

• Bidirectional: By default, communications are bidirectional. This means that the Agent/Appliance normally initiatesthe heartbeat but still listens on the Agent port for Manager connections. The Manager is still free to contact theAgent/Appliance in order to perform operations as required. This allows the Manager to apply changes to thesecurity configuration to the Agent/Appliance as they occur.
The Deep Security Virtual Appliance can only operate in bidirectional mode. Changing this setting to any other modefor a Virtual Appliance will disrupt functionality.• Manager Initiated: With this option selected, all Manager to Agent/Appliance communications are initiated by theManager. This includes security configuration updates, heartbeat operations, and requests for Event logs.• Agent/Appliance Initiated: With this option selected, the Agent/Appliance does not listen on port 4118. Insteadit contacts the Manager on the heartbeat port (4120 by default) as dictated by the heartbeat settings. Once theAgent/Appliance has established a TCP connection with the Manager all normal communication takes place: theManager first asks the Agent/Appliance for its status and for any events. (This is the heartbeat operation). If thereare outstanding operations that need to be performed on the computer (e.g., the Policy needs to be updated), theseoperations are performed before the connection is closed. In this mode, communications between the Manager andthe Agent/Appliance only occur on every heartbeat. If an Agent/Appliance's security configuration has changed, itwill not be updated until the next heartbeat.

Before configuring an Agent/Appliance for Agent/Appliance initiated communication, ensure that the
Manager URL and heartbeat port can be reached by the Agent/Appliance. If the Agent/Appliance is
unable to resolve the Manager URL or is unable to reach the IP and port, Agent/Appliance initiated
communications will fail for this Agent/Appliance. The Manager URL and the heartbeat port are listed in
the System Details area in the Administration > System Information page.

Agents/Appliances look for the Deep Security Manager on the network by the Manager's hostname. Therefore the
Manager's hostname must be in your local DNS for Agent/Appliance initiated or bidirectional communication to
work.

To enable communications between the Manager and the Agents/Appliances, the Manager automatically
implements a (hidden) Firewall Rule (priority four, Bypass) which opens port 4118 on the Agents/Appliances to
incoming TCP/IP traffic. The default settings open the port to any IP address and any MAC address. You can restrict
incoming traffic on this port by creating a new priority 4, Force Allow or Bypass Firewall Rule, which only allows
incoming TCP/IP traffic from specific IP and/or MAC addresses. This new Firewall Rule will replace the hidden
Firewall Rule if the settings match the following:

action: force allow or bypass
priority: 4 - highest
packet's direction: incoming
frame type: IP
protocol: TCP
packet's destination port: 4118 (or a list or range that includes 4118)

As long as these settings are in effect, the new rule will replace the hidden rule. You can then type Packet Source
information for IP and/or MAC addresses to restrict traffic to the computer.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Heartbeat

• Heartbeat Interval (in minutes): How much time passes between heartbeats.• Number of Heartbeats that can be missed before an Alert is raised: This setting determines how many missedheartbeats are allowed to go by before the Manager triggers an Alert. (For example, entering three will cause theManager to trigger an Alert on the fourth missed heartbeat.)
If the computer is a server, too many missed heartbeats in a row may indicate a problem with the Agent/
Appliance or the computer itself. However if the computer is a laptop or any other system that is likely to
experience a sustained loss of connectivity, this setting should be set to "unlimited".

• Maximum change (in minutes) of the local system time on the computer between heartbeats before an Alert
is raised: For Agents that are capable of detecting changes to the system clock (Windows Agents) these events arereported to the Manager as Agent Event 5004. If the change exceeds the clock change listed here then an Alert istriggered. For Agents that do not support this capability (non-Windows Agents), the Manager monitors the systemtime reported by the Agent at each heartbeat operation and will trigger an Alert if it detects a change greater thanthe permissible change specified in this setting.

Once a Computer-Clock-Changed Alert is triggered, it must be dismissed manually.

• Raise Offline Errors For Inactive Virtual Machines: Sets whether an Offline error is raised if the virtual machineis stopped or paused.
Send Policy Changes Immediately

By default, the value for the Automatically send Policy changes to computers setting is "Yes". This means that any changesto a security policy are automatically applied to the computers that use the policy. If you change this setting to "No", you willneed find affected computers on the Computers page, right-click them, and choose "Send Policy" from the context menu.
Troubleshooting

You can increase the granularity of the logging level and record more events for troubleshooting purposes, however you shouldexercise caution when using this option since this can significantly increase the total size of your Event logs.
Agent Self-Protection

Agent Self-Protection is a Windows-only feature.

Use these settings to prevent local users from interfering with Agent functionality.• Prevent local end-users from uninstalling, stopping, or otherwise modifying the Agent: This will prevent localusers from uninstalling the Agent, stopping the Agent service, modifying Agent-related Windows Registry entries, ormodifying Agent-related files. These restrictions can be overridden by issuing local instructions from the commandline. (See Command-Line Utilities in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.) WhenAgent Self-Protection is enabled, attempts to make modfications to the Agent via the local operating system graphicaluser interface will be met with a message similar to "Removal or modification of this application is prohibited by itssecurity settings".

Note:

Note:

Note:
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◦ Local override requires password: It is possible that a Deep Security Manager loses the ability tocommunicate with an Agent. In such cases you will have to interact with the Agent locally using the Agent'scommand-line interface. Enter a password here to password-protect the local command-line functionality.(Recommended.)
Store this password in a safe location. If you lose or forget the password you will have to
contact your support provider for assistance in overriding this protection.

Anti-Malware protection must be "On" to prevent the following:• Stopping the Agent service• Modifying Agent-related Windows Registry entries• Modifying Agent related files
Anti-Malware protection is not required to prevent local users from uninstalling the Agent.
To turn Agent Self-Protection off or on from the command line:1. Log in to the local computer as an Administrator2. Run a command prompt from the Agent's (or Relay's) installation directory3. Enter the following command (where "password" is the password set using the Local override requires passwordsetting):

◦ to turn Self-Protection off:
dsa_control --selfprotect=0 --passwd=password

◦ to turn Self-Protection on
dsa_control --selfprotect=1 --passwd=password

If no password was set, omit the "--passwd" parameter.

In Deep Security 9.0 and earlier, this option was --harden=<num>

Alternatively, you can use the reset parameter which will reset the Agent and disable Agent Self-Protection:• dsa_control --reset

Environment Variable Overrides

Environment variables are used by the Integrity Monitoring module to represent some standard locations in the directorysystem of the Windows operating system. For example, the Microsoft Windows - 'Hosts' file modified Integrity Monitoringrule, which monitors changes to the Windows hosts file, looks for that file in the C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\etc folder.However not all Windows installations use the C:\WINDOWS\ directory, so the Integrity Monitoring rule uses the WINDIRenvironment variable and represents the directory this way as %WINDIR%\system32\drivers\etc.
Environment variables are used primarily by the Virtual Appliance when performing Agentless Integrity Monitoring
on a virtual machine. This is because the Virtual Appliance has no way of knowing if the operating system on a
particular virtual machine is using standard directory locations.

The following are the default environment variables used by the Integrity Monitoring module:

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Name ValueALLUSERSPROFILE C:\ProgramDataCOMMONPROGRAMFILES C:\Program Files\Common FilesPROGRAMFILES C:\Program FilesSYSTEMDRIVE C:SYSTEMROOT C:\WindowsWINDIR C:\Windows
To override any of these environment variables:1. Click the View Environment Variables... button to display the Environment Variable Overrides page.2. Click New in the menu bar and enter a new name/value pair (for example, WINDIR and D:\Windows) and click OK.
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Network Engine

Network Engine

The Agent/Appliance's network engine can operate Inline or in Tap Mode. When operating Inline, the live packet stream passesthrough the network engine. Stateful tables are maintained, Firewall Rules are applied and traffic normalization is carried outso that Intrusion Prevention Rules can be applied to payload content. When operating in Tap Mode, the live packet stream iscloned and diverted from the main stream. In Tap Mode, the live packet stream is not modified; all operations are carried outon the cloned stream.

Events

You can set the maximum size of each individual log file and how many of the most recent files are kept. Event log files will bewritten to until they reach the maximum allowed size, at which point a new file will be created and written to until it reaches themaximum size and so on. Once the maximum number of files is reached, the oldest will be deleted before a new file is created.Event log entries usually average around 200 bytes in size and so a 4MB log file will hold about 20,000 log entries. How quicklyyour log files fill up depends on the number of rules in place.• Maximum size of the event log files (on Agent/Appliance): Adjust these settings if you begin to see "InsufficientDisk Space" Alerts for one or more computers.• Number of event log files to retain (on Agent/Appliance): Adjust these settings if you begin to see "InsufficientDisk Space" Alerts for one or more computers.
Events are records of individual events. Counters are a record of the number of times individual
events have occurred. Events are used to populate the Events pages. Counters are used to populate
the Dashboard Widgets (number of Firewall Events over the last 7 days, etc.) and the Reports. You
might want to collect only counters if, for example, you are using syslog for event collection; events can
potentially take up a lot of disk space and you may not want to store the data twice.

• Do Not Record Events with Source IP of: This option is useful if you want Deep Security to not make record Eventsfor traffic from certain trusted computers.

Note:
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The following three settings let you fine tune Event aggregation. To save disk space, Deep Security
Agents/Appliances will take multiple occurrences of identical events and aggregate them into a single
entry and append a "repeat count", a "first occurrence" timestamp, and a "last occurrence" timestamp.
To aggregate event entries, Deep Security Agents/Appliances need to cache the entries in memory while
they are being aggregated before writing them to disk.

• Cache Size: Determines how many types of events to track at any given time. Setting a value of 10 means that 10types of events will be tracked (with a repeat count, first occurrence timestamp, and last occurrence timestamp).When a new type of event occurs, the oldest of the 10 aggregated events will be flushed from the cache and writtento disk.• Cache Lifetime: Determines how long to keep a record in the cache before flushing it to disk. If this value is 10minutes and nothing else causes the record to be flushed, any record that reaches an age of 10 minutes gets flushedto disk.• Cache Staletime: Determines how long to keep a record whose repeat count has not been recently incremented.If Cache Lifetime is 10 minutes and Cache Staletime is two minutes, an event record which has gone two minuteswithout being incremented will be flushed and written to disk.
Regardless of the above settings, the cache is flushed whenever Events are sent to the Deep Security
Manager.

Advanced

Use Custom Driver Settings

• CLOSED timeout: For gateway use. When a gateway passes on a "hard close" (RST), the side of the gateway thatreceived the RST will keep the connection alive for this amount of time before closing it.• SYN_SENT Timeout: How long to stay in the SYN-SENT state before closing the connection.• SYN_RCVD Timeout: How long to stay in the SYN_RCVD state before closing the connection.• FIN_WAIT1 Timeout: How long to stay in the FIN-WAIT1 state before closing the connection.• ESTABLISHED Timeout: How long to stay in the ESTABLISHED state before closing the connection.• ERROR Timeout: How long to maintain a connection in an Error state. (For UDP connections, the error can becaused by any of a variety of UDP problems. For TCP connections, the errors are probably due to packets beingdropped by the firewall.)• DISCONNECT Timeout: How long to maintain idle connections before disconnecting.• CLOSE_WAIT Timeout: How long to stay in the CLOSE-WAIT state before closing the connection.• CLOSING Timeout: How long to stay in the CLOSING state before closing the connection.• LAST_ACK Timeout: How long to stay in the LAST-ACK state before closing the connection.• ACK Storm timeout: The maximum period of time between retransmitted ACKs within an ACK Storm. In otherwords, if ACKs are being retransmitted at a lower frequency then this timeout, they will NOT be considered part ofan ACK Storm.• Boot Start Timeout: For gateway use. When a gateway is booted, there may already exist established connectionspassing through the gateway. This timeout defines the amount of time to allow non-SYN packets that could be part ofa connection that was established before the gateway was booted to close.• Cold Start Timeout: Amount of time to allow non-SYN packets that could belong to a connection that wasestablished before the stateful mechanism was started.

Note:

Note:
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• UDP Timeout: Maximum duration of a UDP connection.• ICMP Timeout: Maximum duration of an ICMP connection.• Allow Null IP: Allow or block packets with no source and/or destination IP address.• Block IPv6 on Agents and Appliances versions 8 and earlier: Block or Allow IPv6 packets on older version 8Agents and Appliances.
Deep Security Agents and Appliances versions 8 and older are unable to apply Firewall or DPI Rules to
IPv6 network traffic and so the default setting for these older versions is to block IPv6 traffic.

• Block IPv6 on Agents and Appliances versions 9 and later: Block or Allow IPv6 packets on current Agents andAppliances.• Connection Cleanup Timeout: Time between cleanup of closed connections (see next).• Maximum Connections per Cleanup: Maximum number of closed connections to cleanup per periodic connectioncleanup (see previous).• Block Same Src-Dest IP Address: Block or allow packets with same source and destination IP address. (Doesn'tapply to loopback interface.)• Maximum TCP Connections: Maximum simultaneous TCP Connections.• Maximum UDP Connections: Maximum simultaneous UDP Connections.• Maximum ICMP Connections: Maximum simultaneous ICMP Connections.• Maximum Events per Second: Maximum number of events that can be written per second.• TCP MSS Limit: The MSS is the Maximum Segment Size (or largest amount of data) that can be sent in a TCP packetwithout being fragmented. This is usually established when two computers establish communication. However, insome occasions, the traffic goes through a router or switch that has a smaller MSS. In this case the MSS can change.This causes retransmission of the packets and the Agent/Appliance logs them as "Dropped Retransmit". In caseswhere there are large numbers of Dropped Retransmit event entries, you may wish to lower this limit and see if thevolume is reduced.• Number of Event Nodes:The maximum amount of kernel memory the driver will use to store log/event informationfor folding at any one time.
Event folding occurs when many Events of the same type occur in succession. In such cases, the
Agent/Appliance will "fold" all the events into one.

• Ignore Status Code: This option lets you ignore certain types of Events. If, for example, you are getting a lot of"Invalid Flags" you can simply ignore all instances of that Event.• Ignore Status Code: Same as above.• Ignore Status Code: Same as above.• Advanced Logging Policy:
◦ Bypass: No filtering of Events. Overrides the "Ignore Status Code" settings (above) and other advancedsettings, but does not override logging settings defined in the Deep Security Manager. For example,if Firewall Stateful Configuration logging options set from a Firewall Stateful Configuration Propertieswindow in the Deep Security Manager will not be affected.
◦ Default: Will switch to "Tap Mode" (below) if the engine is in Tap Mode, and will switch to "Normal"(above) if the engine is in Inline Mode. Normal: All Events are logged except dropped retransmits.
◦ Backwards Compatibility Mode: For support use only.
◦ Verbose Mode: Same as "Normal" but including dropped retransmits.

Note:

Note:
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◦ Stateful and Normalization Suppression: Ignores dropped retransmit, out of connection, invalid flags,invalid sequence, invalid ack, unsolicited udp, unsolicited ICMP, out of allowed policy.
◦ Stateful, Normalization, and Frag Suppression: Ignores everything that "Stateful and Normalization

Suppression" ignores as well as events related to fragmentation.
◦ Stateful, Frag, and Verifier Suppression: Ignores everything "Stateful, Normalization, and Frag

Suppression" ignores as well as verifier-related events.
◦ Tap Mode: Ignores dropped retransmit, out of connection, invalid flags, invalid sequence, invalid ack, maxack retransmit, packet on closed connection.

For a more comprehensive list of which Events are ignored in Stateful and Normalization Suppression;
Stateful, Normalization, and Frag Suppression; Stateful, Frag, and Verifier Suppression; and Tap
modes, see Advanced Logging Policy Modes in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide orthe online help in the Reference section.

• Silent TCP Connection Drop: When Silent TCP Connection Drop is on, a RST packet is only sent to the local stack.No RST packet is sent on the wire. This reduces the amount of information sent back to a potential attacker.
If you enable the Silent TCP Connection Drop you must also adjust the DISCONNECT Timeout. Possible
values for DISCONNECT Timeout range from 0 seconds to 10 minutes. This must be set high enough
that the connection is closed by the application before it is closed by the Deep Security Agent/Appliance.
Factors that will affect the DISCONNECT Timeout value include the operating system, the applications
that are creating the connections, and network topology.

• Enable Debug Mode: When in debug mode, the Agent/Appliance captures a certain number of packets (specifiedby the setting below: Number of Packets to retain in Debug Mode). When a rule is triggered and debug mode is on,the Agent/Appliance will keep a record of the last X packets that passed before the rule was triggered. It will returnthose packets to the Manager as Debug Events.
Debug mode can very easily cause excessive log generation and should only be used under Client Services
supervision.

• Number of Packets to retain in Debug Mode: The number of packets to retain and log when debug mode is on.• Log All Packet Data: Record the packet data for Events that are not associated with specific Firewall or IntrusionPrevention Rules. That is, log packet data for Events such as "Dropped Retransmit" or "Invalid ACK".
Events that have been aggregated because of Event folding cannot have their packet data saved.

• Log only one packet within period: If this option is enabled and Log All Packet Data is not, most logs will containonly the header data. A full packet will be attached periodically, as specified by the Period for Log only one packet
within period setting.• Period for Log only one packet within period: When Log only one packet within period is enabled, this settingspecifies how often the log will contain full packet data.• Maximum data size to store when packet data is captured: The maximum size of header or packet data to beattached to a log.• Generate Connection Events for TCP: Generates a Firewall Event every time a TCP connection is established.• Generate Connection Events for ICMP: Generates a Firewall Event every time an ICMP connection is established.• Generate Connection Events for UDP: Generates a Firewall Event every time a UDP connection is established.• Bypass CISCO WAAS Connections: This mode bypasses stateful analysis of TCP sequence numbers for connectionsinitiated with the proprietary CISCO WAAS TCP option selected. This protocol carries extra information in invalid

Note:

Note:

Note:

Note:
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TCP Sequence and ACK numbers that interfere with stateful firewall checks. Only enable this option if you are usingCISCO WAAS and you are seeing connections with Invalid SEQ or Invalid ACK in the firewall logs. When this option isselected, TCP stateful sequence number checks are still performed for non WAAS enabled connections.• Drop Evasive Retransmit: Incoming packets containing data that has already been processed will be dropped toavoid possible evasive retransmit attack techniques.• Verify TCP Checksum: The segment's checksum field data will be used to assess the integrity of the segment.• Minimum Fragment Offset: Defines the minimum acceptable IP fragment offset. Packets with offsets less than thiswill be dropped with reason "IP fragment offset too small". If set to 0 no limit is enforced. (default 60)• Minimum Fragment Size: Defines the minimum acceptable IP fragment size. Fragmented packets that are smallerthan this will be dropped with reason "First fragment too small" as potentially malicious. (default 120)• SSL Session Size: Sets the maximum number of SSL session entries maintained for SSL session keys.• SSL Session Time: Sets how long SSL session renewal keys are valid before they expire.• Filter IPv4 Tunnels: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Filter IPv6 Tunnels: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Strict Teredo Port Check: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Drop Teredo Anomalies: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Maximum Tunnel Depth: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Action if Maximum Tunnel Depth Exceeded: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Drop IPv6 Extension Type 0: Not used for Deep Security 9.5.• Drop IPv6 Fragments Lower Than minimum MTU: Drop IPv6 fragments that do not meet the minimum MTU sizespecified by IETF RFC 2460.• Drop IPv6 Reserved Addresses: Drop these reserved addresses:
◦ IETF reserved 0000::/8
◦ IETF reserved 0100::/8
◦ IETF reserved 0200::/7
◦ IETF reserved 0400::/6
◦ IETF reserved 0800::/5
◦ IETF reserved 1000::/4
◦ IETF reserved 4000::/2
◦ IETF reserved 8000::/2
◦ IETF reserved C000::/3
◦ IETF reserved E000::/4
◦ IETF reserved F000::/5
◦ IETF reserved F800::/6• Drop IPv6 Site Local Addresses: Drop site local addresses FEC0::/10.• Drop IPv6 Bogon Addresses: Drop these addresses:
◦ "loopback ::1
◦ "IPv4 compatible address", ::/96
◦ "IPv4 mapped address" ::FFFF:0.0.0.0/96
◦ "IPv4 mapped address", ::/8
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◦ "OSI NSAP prefix (deprecated by RFC4048)" 0200::/7
◦ "6bone (deprecated)", 3ffe::/16
◦ "Documentation prefix", 2001:db8::/32• Drop 6to4 Bogon Addresses: Drop these addresses:
◦ "6to4 IPv4 multicast", 2002:e000:: /20
◦ "6to4 IPv4 loopback", 2002:7f00:: /24
◦ "6to4 IPv4 default", 2002:0000:: /24
◦ "6to4 IPv4 invalid", 2002:ff00:: /24
◦ "6to4 IPv4 10.0.0.0/8", 2002:0a00:: /24
◦ "6to4 IPv4 172.16.0.0/12", 2002:ac10:: /28
◦ "6to4 IPv4 192.168.0.0/16", 2002:c0a8:: /32• Drop IP Packet with Zero Payload: Drop IP packets that have a zero-length payload.• Fragment Timeout: If configured to do so, the Intrusion Prevention Rules will inspect the content of a packet (orpacket fragment) if that content is considered suspicious. This setting determines how long after inspecting to waitfor the remaining packet fragments before discarding the packet.• Maximum number of fragmented IP packets to keep: Specifies the maximum number of fragmented packets thatDeep Security will keep.• Send ICMP to indicate fragmented packet timeout exceeded: When this setting is enabled and the fragmenttimeout is exceeded, an ICMP packet is sent to the remote computer.
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Scanning

Open Ports

Select a port list to be used when the Deep Security Manager performs a port scan on discovered computers. (The port lists inthe drop-down list are the same ones defined in the Port Lists page in the Shared section.)
Recommendations

Periodically, the Agents can scan their computer for common applications and then make rule recommendations based on whatis detected. This setting sets the interval between scans on computers that have been configured to allow them.
This setting is not the same as a Scheduled Task to perform Recommendation Scans. If you wish to regularly scan for
Recommendations, you should select this option or create a Scheduled Task (Administration > Scheduled Tasks),
but not both. For more information on Scheduled Tasks, see Scheduled Tasks (page 182).

Virtual Appliance Scans (Policy editor only)

The Virtual Appliance has various settings that can significantly improve the efficiency of security scans in large virtual machineenvironments where Agentless protection has been implemented.• Max Concurrent Scans: Scan requests are queued by the Virtual Appliance and carried out in the order in whichthey arrive. However, the Virtual Appliance is capable of carrying out concurrent scans on multiple VMs. Therecommended number of concurrent scans is five. Beyond 10, the performance of the Virtual Appliance may begin todecline.• Max On-Demand Malware Scan Cache Entries: This determines, for Manual (on-demand) Malware Scans, themaximum number of records that identify and describe a file or other type of scannable content to keep. One millionentries will use approximately 100MB of memory.• Max Real Time Malware Scan Cache Entries: This determines, for Real-Time Malware Scans, the maximumnumber of records that identify and describe a file or other type of scannable content to keep. One million entrieswill use approximately 100MB of memory.• Max Integrity Monitoring Scan Cache Entries: This determines, for Integrity Monitoring, the maximum number ofentities included in the baseline data for Integrity Monitoring. Two hundred thousand entities will use approximately100MB of memory.

Note:
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SIEM

Event Forwarding Frequency (From the Agent/Appliance)

Select how often events are sent from the Agent/Appliance to Alert recipients. (Enter syslog configuration in the EventForwarding areas.)
Event Forwarding

The Events from each of the protection modules can be forwarded to a remote computer via syslog. For information onconfiguring Syslog, see Syslog Integration (SIEM) in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
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Updates (Computer Editor only)

If the Relay module is enabled for this computer, the Security Updates page displays the Components (Patterns) that the Relayis currently distributing to the Agents/Appliances that rely on it for Security Updates. If the Anti-Malware module is enabledfor this computer, this page also displays the set of patterns that are in effect locally on this computer.
Download Security Updates: gets the latest Security Update available from the Deep Security Relay Group assigned to thiscomputer.
Rollback Security Updates: rolls back the current Security Update to the one previously in effect on this computer. This buttondoes not appear for Relays.
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Overrides

Policies in Deep Security are intended to be created in a hierarchical structure. As an administrator you begin with one or morebase Policies from create multiple levels of child Policies which get progressively more granular in their detail. You can assignbroadly applicable Rules and other configuration settings at the top level Policies and then get more targeted and specific as yougo down through levels of child Policies, eventually arriving at Rule and configuration assignments at the individual computerlevel.As well as assigning more granular settings as you move down through the Policy tree, you can also override settings fromhigher up the Policy tree. This Overrides page shows you whether and how many settings have been overridden at this Policyor specific computer level. To undo the Overrides at this level, click the Remove button.For more information, see Policies, Inheritance and Overrides in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help.
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Administration

The Administration section of the Deep Security Manager includes the following sections:• The System Settings (page 158) section lets you control the administration of the Deep Security system.• All currently defined tags are displayed in the Tags (page 59) page.• The Scheduled Tasks (page 182) section provides the ability to configure recurring automated tasks.• The Event-Based Tasks (page 184) section provides the ability to configure tasks that will be performed upon theoccurence of specific events.• The System Information (page 202) page contains details about the current state of the Deep Security Manager.• Use the Roles (page 196) section to define various Roles with different rights. Roles are then assigned to Users.• Use the Users (page 192) section to create and modify User accounts for Users of the Deep Security Manager.• Use the Contacts (page 200) section to create and modify contacts.• The License (page 191) page displays details about your Trend Micro product license such as which Deep Securityprotection modules are available and how many computers you are licensed to install Agent/Appliance software on.• The Updates (page 204) section is for managing Security and Software Updates.
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System Settings

The System Settings page contains the following tabbed pages:• Tenants (page 159)• Agents (page 162)• Alerts (page 164)• Contexts (page 165)• SIEM (page 166)• SNMP (page 167)• Ranking (page 168)• System Events (page 170)• Security (page 171)• Updates (page 173)• Smart Feedback (page 175)• SMTP (page 176)• Storage (page 177)• Proxies (page 178)• Advanced (page 179)
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Tenants

Multi-Tenant Options

• Multi-Tenant License Mode: The multi-Tenant license mode can be changed after multi-Tenant is setup, howeverit is important to note that switching from inherited to per-Tenant will cause existing Tenants to no longer have anylicensed module.• Allow Tenants to use the "Backup" Scheduled Task: Determines if the Backup Scheduled Task should be availableto Tenants. In most cases backups should be managed by the database administrator and this option should be leftchecked.• Allow Tenants to use the "Run Script" Scheduled Task: Scripts present a potentially dangerous level of access tothe system, however the risk can be mitigated because scripts have to be installed on the Manager using file-systemaccess.• Allow Tenants to run "Computer Discovery" (directly and as a Scheduled Task): Determines if discovery isexposed. This may not be desirable in service provider environments where network discovery has been prohibited.• Allow Tenants to run "Port Scan" (directly and as a Scheduled Task): Determines if port scans can be executed.This may not be desirable in service provider environments where network scan has been prohibited.• Allow Tenants to add VMware vCenters: Determines if vCenter connectivity should be exposed. If the deploymentis intended for a public service, this option should most likely be disabled since there will not be a route to thevCenter from a hosted service.• Allow Tenants to add Cloud Accounts: Determines if Tenants can setup cloud sync. This is generally applicable toany deployment.• Allow Tenants to synchronize with LDAP Directories: Determines if Tenants can setup both User and Computersync with Directories (LDAP or Active Directory for Computers, Active Directory only for users). If the deployment isintended for a public service, this option should most likely be disabled since there will not be a route to the directoryfrom a hosted service.• Allow Tenants to configure SNMP settings: Allow Tenants to forward System Events to a remote computer (viaSNMP)• Show Introduction to Tenants (Recommended only if all "add" and "synchronize" options are enabled):Automatically displays the introductory slide show to Tenants when they first sign in. (The slide show can beaccessed by clicking the Help link at the top right of the Deep Security Manager window and selecting Introduction.)• Show "Forgot Password?" option: Displays a link on the sign in screen which Users can access to reset theirpassword. (Note that SMTP settings must be properly configured on the Administration > System Settings > SMTPtab for this option to work.)• Show "Remember Account Name and Username" option: Deep Security will remember the User's Account Nameand Username and populate these fields when the sign in screen loads.• Allow Tenants to control access from Primary Tenant: By default, the Primary Tenant can sign in to a Tenant'saccount by using the Sign In As Tenant option on the Administration > Tenants page. When the Allow Tenants
to control access from Primary Tenant option is selected, Tenants are given the option (under Administration
> System Settings > Advanced in their ) to allow or prevent access by Primary Tenant to their Deep Securityenvironment. (When this option is enabled, the default setting in the Tenant's environment is to prevent access bythe Primary Tenant.)

Whenever the Primary Tenant accesses a Tenant's account, the access is recorded in the Tenant's System
Events.

Note:
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• Allow Tenants to use the Relays in my "Default Relay Group" (for unassigned Relays): gives Tenants automaticaccess to relays setup in the primary Tenant. This saves Tenants from having to setup dedicated Relays for SecurityUpdates.
Tenants can reject the usage of "shared" Relays by going to the Updates tab on the Administration >
System Settings page and deselecting the Use the Primary Tenant Relay Group as my Default Relay
Group (for unassigned Relays) option. If Tenants deselect this setting they must set up dedicated Relays
for themselves.

When Relays are shared, it is the responsibility of the Primary Tenant to keep the Relays up to date.
This usually involves creating Download Security Update Scheduled Tasks for all Relays at a regular
intervals.

• New Tenants automatically download the latest Security Updates: As soon as you create a new Tenant account,it will check for and download the latest available Security Updates.• Lock and hide the following (all Tenants will use the options configured for the primary Tenant):
◦ Data Privacy options on the "Agents" Tab: Allows the Primary Tenant to configure data privacy settings.(This setting only applies to "Allow Packet Data Capture on Encrypted Traffic (SSL)" in on the

Administration > System Settings > Agents tab.)
◦ All options on the "SIEM" Tab (All Tenants use the settings located on the SIEM tab for ALL event

types and syslog is relayed via the Manager): Allows the primary Tenant to configure syslog for allTenants at once. In CEF format the Tenant name is included as TrendMicroDsTenant .
◦ All options on the "SMTP" Tab: Locks all settings on the SMTP tab.
◦ All options on the "Storage" Tab: Locks all settings on the Storage tab.

Database Servers

By default all Tenants will be created on the same database server Deep Security Manager was installed with. In order toprovide additional scalability Deep Security Manager supports adding additional database servers.For SQL Server the secondary database server requires a hostname, username and password (domain and named instance areoptional). The TCP/Named Pipes setting has to be the same as the primary database (TCP is always recommended). The user(the Deep Security Manager) must have the following permissions:• create databases,• delete databases and• define schema.
This account is used not only to create the database but to authenticate to the databases that are created.Oracle Multi-Tenant uses a different model. The new database definition defines a user that is bound to a tablespace. That useris used to "bootstrap" the creation of additional users on Oracle.For information on setting up database user accounts for multi-tenancy see Multi-Tenancy in the Deep Security ManagerAdministrator's Guide or the online help.Database servers (other than the primary) can be deleted provided there are no Tenants located on the server.If the hostname, username, password or any details change the GUI can be used to change for database servers (other than theprimary). To change values for the primary the Deep Security Manager must be shutdown (all nodes) and the dsm.propertiesfile edited with the new details.

Note:

Note:
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New Tenant Template

The Tenant Template feature provides a convenient way of creating a customized "out-of-the-box" experience for new Tenants.The process involves:1. Creating a new Tenant2. Logging in as that Tenant3. Customizing the example Policies (adding/removing/modifying) and the Security Update version (applying newerversions)4. Return to the primary Tenant and run the Tenant template wizard5. Select the Tenant to snapshot
All future Tenants will have the example policies and rule update version included in the snapshot.This feature may be useful in service provider environments where some of the examples are not applicable, or specialexamples need to be created.As always the examples are meant to be a starting point. Tenants are encouraged to create policies based on their unique needs.

Creating a new template will not affect existing Tenants.

Protection Usage Monitoring

Deep Security collects information about protected computers. This information is visible on the Dashboard in the Tenantswidget and the Tenant Protection Activity widget. The information is also provide in the Tenant Report and is available viathe REST API.
In the most basic case, the monitoring can help determine the percentage usage of Deep Security Manager by hours
of protection (through the report or the API). Commonly called 'viewback' or 'chargeback' this information can be
used in a variety of ways. In more advanced cases this can be used for custom billing based on characteristics like
Tenant computer operating systems.

Use these options determine which additional additional Tenant computer details are recorded.

Note:

Note:
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Agents

Hostnames

Update the "Hostname" entry if an IP is used as a hostname and a change in IP is detected on the computer after
Agent/Appliance-initiated communication or discovery: Updates the IP address displayed in the computer's "Hostname"property field if an IP change is detected. (Deep Security Manager always identifies computers by using a unique fingerprint,not their IP addresses or hostnames.)
Update the "Hostname" entry if an IP not is used as a hostname and a change in hostname is detected on the computer
after Agent/Appliance-initiated communication or discovery: Updates the hostname displayed in the computer's"Hostname" property field if a hostname change is detected. (Deep Security Manager always identifies computers by using aunique fingerprint, not their IP addresses or hostnames.)

Agent-Initiated Activation

The standard method of installing and activating an Agent on a computer is to install the Agent on a computer and then to usethe Deep Security Manager to "activate the Agent". This activation sends a unique encrypted fingerprint from the Manager tothe Agent and the Agent will now refuse any instructions that are not identified as coming from the Manager by that fingerprint.There may be circumstances, however, where it is desirable for the activation to be initiated by the Agent rather than bythe Manager. (Large, distributed installations, for example.) In this case the Manager must be configured to allow Agents tocommunicate with it and initiate activation. Use the Agent-Initiated Activation panel to set restrictions on which computerscan initiate their own Agent activations.Agent-initiated activation is performed from the command-line. The following are the Agent's activation-related command-lineoptions:
Usage: dsa_control [-a <str>] [-g <str>] [-c <str>] [-r] Notes

-a <str> Activate Agent with Manager at specified URL. URL format must be "dsm://hostOrIp:port/" "port" is the Manager's Heartbeat port. (4120 by default.)
-g <str> Agent URL. Defaults to "https://127.0.0.1:4118/"
-c <str> Certificate file
-r Reset Agent configuration

You can instruct Deep Security Manager to send a default Policy to self-activating Agents which do not already have
a Policy assigned to them. Use the Policy to assign (if Policy not assigned by activation script) option to select a
Policy.

If you allow Agent-Initiated Activated Activation, there are several further options you can configure:
Specify on which computers you will allow Agent-Initiated Activation:• For Any Computers: Any computers, whether they are already listed on the Deep Security Manager's Computerspage or not.• For Existing Computers: Only computers already listed on the Computers page.• For Computers on the following IP List: Only computers whose IP address has a match on the specified IP List.

Note:
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Policy to assign (if Policy not assigned by activation script): The security Policy to assign to the computer if no Policy hasbeen specified in the activation script.
If an Event-Based Task exists which assigns Policies to computers where activation is agent-initiated, the Policy
specified in the Event-Based Task will override the Policy assigned here or in the activation script.

If a computer with the same name already exists: If an computer with the same hostname is already listed on the
Computers page the Deep Security Manager can take the following actions:• Do not allow activation: The Deep Security Manager will not allow the Agent to be activated.• Activate a new computer with the same name: If the listed computer is not activated, the Agent-InitiatedActivation will be allowed to proceed and the new computer will take the place of the already listed computer on theComputers page.• Reactivate the existing computer: The new computer will be activated/reactivated and take the place of the listedcomputer, whether the listed computer is activated or not.
Allow reactivation of cloned VMs: When a new VM clone which is running an already activated Deep Security Agent sendsa heartbeat to the Deep Security Manager, the Deep Security Manager will recognize it as a clone and reactivate it as a newcomputer. No Policies or Rules that may have been in place on the original VM will be assigned to the new VM. It will be just alike a newly activated computer.
Allow reactivation of unknown VMs: This setting allows previously activated VMs which have been removed from their cloudenvironment and deleted from the Deep Security Manager to be reactivated if they are added back to the inventory of VMs.Deep Security Manager will recognize a valid certificate on VM and allow it to be reactivated. No Policies or Rules that may havebeen in place on the original VM will be assigned to the new VM. It will be just a like a newly activated computer.

For more information on Agent-Initiated Activation, see Command-Line Utilities in the Deep Security ManagerAdministrator's Guide or the online help and Deployment Scripts in the Deep Security Manager Administrator'sGuide or the online help.

Data Privacy

Allow packet data capture on encrypted traffic (SSL): The Intrusion Prevention module allows you to record the packet datathat triggers Intrusion Prevention Rules. This setting lets you turn off data capture when Intrusion Prevention rules are beingapplied to encrypted traffic.
Agentless vCloud Protection

Allow Appliance protection of vCloud VMs: Allow virtual machines in a vCloud environment to be protected by a DeepSecurity Virtual Appliance and let the security of those those virtual machines be managed by Tenants in a Multi-Tenancy DeepSecurity environment.

Note:

Note:
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Alerts

Alerts

View Alert Configuration...: Configure all of Deep Security Manager's possible Alerts. For the most part, this means turningthem on or off, setting their severity levels, and configuring the Alert's email notification settings.
Length of time an Update can be pending before raising an Alert: The amount of time that can pass between an instructionto perform a Security Update being sent and the instruction being carried out before an Alert is raised.

Alert Event Forwarding (from the Manager)

Enter an email address to which all Alert emails will be sent regardless of whether any Users have been set up to receivenotifications. (Which Alerts will trigger the sending of an email can be configured in the Alerts section of the Deep SecurityManager.)
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Contexts

Use this page to configure the settings Deep Security will use to determine whether a protected computer has Internetconnectivity or not. Some Deep Security Rules can be applied conditionally depending on the computer's network connectivityconditions. This is known as "Location Awareness". The Internet connectivity condition options for a particular rule canbe configured on the Options tab of the rule's Properties window. The Internet Connectivity Test can also be used whenimplementing Interface Isolation. (See Interface Isolation (page 121) and Interfaces/Interface Types (page 141).)
Internet Connectivity Test

• URL for testing Internet Connectivity Status: The URL to which an HTTP request will be sent to test InternetConnectivity. (You must include "http://".)• Regular Expression for returned content used to confirm Internet Connectivity Status: A regular expressionwhich will be applied to the returned content to confirm that HTTP communication was successful. (If you are certainof the returned content you can use a simple string of characters.)
Deep Security uses POSIX basic regular expressions to match interface names. For information on basic
POSIX regular expressions, see http://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009695399/basedefs/
xbd_chap09.html#tag_09_03

• Test Interval: The time interval between connectivity tests.
Example

For example, to test Internet connectivity, you could use the URL "http://www.example.com", and the string "This domain is
established to be used for illustrative examples in documents" which is returned by the server at that URL.

Note:
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SIEM

System Event Notification (from the Manager)

Forward System Events to a Remote Computer (via Syslog): Notifications can be sent to a Syslog server. Type the details ofyour syslog server here.Forwarding protection module Events is configured at the Policy and computer level. To configure protection module Eventforwarding, go to Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > SIEM.For information on configuring Syslog, see Syslog Integration (SIEM) in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide orthe online help.
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SNMP

Forward System Events to a Remote Computer (via SNMP)

Deep Security supports SNMP for forwarding System Events to a computer from the Manager. The MIB file ("DeepSecurity.mib")is located in \Trend Micro\Deep Security Manager\util
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Ranking

Ranking

The Ranking system provides a way to quantify the importance of Events. By assigning "asset values" to computers, andassigning severity or risk values to Rules, the importance ("Rank") of an Event is calculated by multiplying the two valuestogether. This allows you to sort Events by Rank.
Web Reputation Event Risk Values

Risk values for Web Reputation Events are linked to the three levels of Risk used by the Web Reputation settings on the Generaltab of the Web Reputation page:• Dangerous: corresponds to "A URL that has been confirmed as fraudulent or a known source of threats."• Highly Suspicious: corresponds to "A URL that is suspected to be fraudulent or a known source of threats."• Suspicious: corresponds to "A URL that is associated with spam or possibly compromised."• Blocked by Administrator: A URL that is on the Web Reputation Service Blocked list.• Untested: A URL that does not have a risk level.
Firewall Rule Severity Values

Severity values for Firewall Rules are linked to their actions: Deny, Log Only, and Packet Rejection. (The latter refers to packetsrejected because of a Firewall Stateful Configuration setting.) Use this panel to edit the severity values which will be multipliedby a computer's asset value to determine the rank of a Firewall Event. (A Firewall Rule's actions can viewed and edited in theRule's Properties window.)
Intrusion Prevention Rule Severity Values

Intrusion Prevention Rule Severity Values are linked to their severity levels: Critical, High, Medium, Low, or Error. Use this panelto edit their values which will be multiplied by a computer's asset value to determine the rank of a Intrusion Prevention Event.A Intrusion Prevention Rule's severity setting can be viewed in the Rule's Properties window.
Integrity Monitoring Rule Severity Values

Integrity Monitoring Rule Severity Values are linked to their severity levels: Critical, High, Medium, or Low. Use this panel toedit their values which will be multiplied by a computer's asset value to determine the rank of an Integrity Monitoring Event.An Integrity Monitoring Rule's severity can be viewed in the Rule's Properties window.
Log Inspection Rule Severity Values

Log Inspection Rule Severity Values are linked to their severity levels: Critical, High, Medium, or Low. Use this panel to edit theirvalues which will be multiplied by a computer's asset value to determine the rank of a Log Inspection Event. A Log InspectionRule's severity level can be viewed and edited from the Rule's Properties window.
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Asset Values

Asset Values are not associated with any of their other properties like Intrusion Prevention Rules or Firewall Rules. Instead,Asset Values are properties in themselves. A computer's Asset Value can be viewed and edited from the computer's Detailswindow. To simplify the process of assigning asset values, you can predefine some values that will appear in the Asset
Importance drop-down list in the first page of the computer's Details window. To view existing predefined computer AssetValues, click the View Asset Values... button in this panel. The Asset Values window displays the predefined settings. Thesevalues can be changed, and new ones can be created. (New settings will appear in the drop-down list for all computers.)
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System Events

System Events

System Events include activities and changes to the configuration of an Agent/Appliance, the Deep Security Manager, or Users.They also include errors that may occur during normal operation of the Deep Security system.This page enables you configure the Record and Forward options for each type of System Event:• Record: Deep Security Manager will record this type of event and list them on the Events & Reports > Events >
System Events page.• Forward: Deep Security Manager will forward this type of event to a remote computer, if you have configured SystemEvent notifications on the Administration > System Settings > SIEM or Administration > System Settings >
SNMP pages.

For a list of all possible System Events, see System Events in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the onlinehelp in the Reference section. Events are kept for a period of time, which can be set from the Administration > System
Settings > Storage page.
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Security

User Security

• Session timeout: Specify the period of inactivity after which a User will be required to sign in again.• Number of incorrect sign-in attempts allowed (before lock out): The number of times an individual User (i.e.with a specific username) can attempt to sign in with an incorrect password before he is locked out. Only a User with"Can Edit User Properties" rights can unlock a locked-out User.• Number of concurrent sessions allowed per User: Maximum number of simultaneous sessions allowed per User.• User password expires: Number of days that passwords are valid. You can also set passwords to never expire.• User password minimum length: The minimum number of characters required in a password.• User password requires both letters and numbers: Letters (a-z, A-Z) as well as numbers (0-9) must be used aspart of the password.• User password requires both upper and lower case characters: Upper and lower case characters must be used.• User password requires non-alphanumeric characters: Passwords must include non-alphanumeric characters.
For greater security, enforce stringent password requirements: minimum 8 characters, include both numbers and
letters, use upper and lower case, include non-alphanumeric characters, and expire regularly.

A note about being signed in as two Users at once: Remember that Firefox sets session cookies on a per-process basis,
and not on a per-window basis. This means that if for some reason you want to be signed in as two Users at the
same time, you will either have to use two different browsers (if one of them is Firefox), or sign in from two separate
computers.

If a User gets locked out for a particular reason (too many failed sign-in attempts, for example), and no User remains
with the sufficient rights to unlock that account, please contact Trend Micro for assistance.

Sign In Page Message

Enter text that will be displayed on the Deep Security Manager's sign in page.
Trusted Certificates

Click View Certificate List to view a list of all security certificates accepted by Deep Security Manager.
Generate a Certificate and Key Pair for Use with Microsoft Azure

Before adding a Microsoft Azure resource to Deep Security Manager, you will need to generate a certificate and key pair. Aftergenerating the required files, you will import the certificate (.cer file) into Azure Web Services Console. You will upload the keypair (.pem file) to Deep Security Manager when you add you Microsoft Azure resources.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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To create a certificate and key pair:1. In the Deep Security Manager, go to Administration > System Settings > Security.2. Under Key Pair Generation, click Generate Key Pair.3. Click Create Key Pair.4. Save the .pem file locally.5. Click Export Certificate.6. Save the .cer file locally.7. Click Close.
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Updates

To ensure maximum protection you must keep your Software and Security Rules and Patterns up to date. The Updates tab onthe Administration > System Settings page allows you to set the location where Deep Security Manager checks for updates.To see the status of current updates, go to the Administration > Updates page.
Security Updates

Primary Security Update Source

• Trend Micro Update Server: Connect to the default Trend Micro Update Server.• Other Update Source: If you were given an alternative source for updates, enter the URL here including "http://" or"https://". (SSL connections are supported.)
Patterns

• Allow Agents/Appliances to download Pattern Updates from this source if Deep Security Relays are not
available: If an Agent/Appliance cannot communicate with the Relay, it will update directly from the Trend MicroUpdate Server (or other update source).• Allow Agents/Appliances to download Pattern Updates when Deep Security Manager is not accessible:Normally the Deep Security Manager instructs Agents/Appliances to Even though an Agent cannot communicatewith the Deep Security Manager, it will continue to receive updates from its configured source.

Rules

• Automatically Apply Rule Updates to Policies: With this option selected, newly downloaded Security Rule Updateswill automatically be applied to Deep Security Policies. If this option is not selected, you will have to manually applydownloaded Rule Updates to Policies from the Administration > Updates > Security page by clicking on the apply
Rules to Policies... button.

By default, changes to Policies are automatically applied to computers. you can change this behavior by
opening a Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Computer window and changing the Automatically
send Policy changes to computers setting in the Send Policy Changes Immediately area.

Relays

• Support 9.0 (and earlier) Agents: Deep Security 9.5 Security Update packages are in a different format than thosefrom Deep Security 9.0 and earlier. If you are not running and Deep Security 9.0 Agents or Appliances, you shoulduncheck this option so you are not downloading unnecessary content.• Import Patterns for all Regions: If this option is unchecked, a Relay will only download and distribute Patterns forthe region (locale) the Deep Security manager was installed in. If you are operating in Multi-Tenancy mode and anyof your Tenants are running their Deep Security installations in regions other than your own, you should keep thisoption checked.

Note:
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• Use the Primary Tenant Relay Group as my Default Relay Group (for unassigned Relays): By default, thePrimary Tenant gives Tenants access to the its Relays, which means that Tenants do not need to set up their ownRelays for security updates. If you do not want your Tenant environment to use those shared Relays, deselect thisoption and set up dedicated Relays for this Tenant.
If your Primary Tenant has chosen to not share their Default Relay group, when you click
Administration > Updates > Relay Groups, the Relay Group Name will be "Default Relay Group" rather
than "Primary Tenant Relay Group", and you will need to set up your own dedicated Relays.

Software Updates

Trend Micro Download Center

• Automatically download updates to imported software: Select this option to automatically download updates toany software that you have already imported to Deep Security. This setting will download the software to the DeepSecurity but will not automatically update your Agent or Appliance software.
Updating the Deep Security software on your computers must be done manually by either selecting the
computer(s) on the Computers page and selecting Upgrade Agent Software... from the Actions menu,
or by opening the computer's editor Window, going to Overview > Actions > Software and clicking
Upgrade Agent Software... .

Alternate software update distribution server(s) to replace Deep Security Relays:

Deep Security Relays are usually used to host Agent Software Updates. However, you can optionally use your own web serversto distribute Agent software packages. To use your own web servers for software distribution, enter the URL to the directoryhosting the software.
Even though you are using your own web servers to distribute software, you must still import Agent software from
the Trend Micro Download Center into the Deep Security Manager using the options on the Administration >
Updates > Software screens. Then you must ensure that your software web server contains the same software that
has been imported into Deep Security Manager, otherwise the alerts and other indicators which telling you about
available updates will not function properly. For more information on configuring your own software distribution
web servers, see Configuring a Software Web Server in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide orthe online help.

Virtual Appliance Version Control

The Deep Security Virtual Appliance uses the same Protection Module plug-in software packages as the 64-bit Red Hat agent.Upon activation fo the Virtual Appliance, Deep Security will check the inventory of imported software for the latest version ofthe Red Hat Agent to see if there are updates available. You can use this control to manage the version of the Red hat Agentsoftware that will be used to update any newly activated Virtual Appliances.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Smart Feedback

Trend Micro Smart Feedback provides continuous communication between Trend Micro products and the company's 24/7threat research centers and technologies. With Smart Feedback, products become an active part of the Trend Micro SmartProtection Network, where large amounts of threat data is shared and analyzed in real time. This interconnection enables neverbefore possible rates of analysis, identification, and prevention of new threats -- a level of responsiveness that addresses thethousands of new threats and threat variants released daily.
Smart Feedback will use the Agents, Appliances, and Relays (Security Updates) proxy specified on the
Administration > System Settings > Proxies tab.

Smart Feedback is part of the Trend Micro Smart Protection Network. The Smart Protection Network uses a global network ofthreat intelligence sensors to continually update email, web, and file reputation databases in the cloud, identifying and blockingthreats in real time.Deep Security can access the Smart Protection Service directly or you can install local Smart Protection Servers. SmartProtection Servers are designed to localize operations to the corporate network to optimize efficiency. Smart ProtectionServer software along with installation and configuration instructions are available from the Trend Micro Download Center athttp://downloadcenter.trendmicro.com.
You can enter the addresses of several Smart Protection Servers. Trend Micro recommends that you install multiple
local servers to ensure availability in case of hardware, software, or connectivity failure.

Note:

Note:
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SMTP

SMTP

Type the address of your SMTP mail server. (You only need to specify the port if it differs from the default SMTP port 25.)Enter a "From" email address from which the emails should be sent. Optionally enter a "bounce" address to which deliveryfailure notifications should be sent if the Alert emails can't be delivered to one or more Users. If your SMTP mail server requiresoutgoing authentication, enter the username and password credentials. Select STARTTLS if your SMTP server supports theprotocol.Once you've entered the necessary information, use the Test SMTP Settings to test the settings.
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Storage

Data Pruning

These settings define how long to store Event records and Counters, older Security Updates, and other stored objects beforepurging them from the database.With respect to the Event settings, your decisions should be based on the robustness of the database system you are using, theamount of available storage space, and which events you have decided to log.Some tips on Event logging:• Modify the amount of log collection for computers that are not of interest. This can be done in the Events and
Advanced Network Engine Settings areas on the Policy/Computer Editor > Settings > Network Engine tab.• Consider reducing the Event logging of Firewall Rule activity by disabling the Event logging options in the FirewallStateful Configuration. (For example, disabling the UDP logging will eliminate the unsolicited UDP log entries)• For Intrusion Prevention Rules the best practice is to log only dropped packets. Logging packet modifications mayresult in a lot of log entries.• For Intrusion Prevention Rules, only include packet data (an option in the Intrusion Prevention Rule's Propertieswindow) when you are interested in examining the source of attacks. Otherwise leaving packet data on will result inmuch larger log sizes.

Counters are data aggregated from the Event logs. They are used to generate Reports and populate the Dashboard
widgets.

Server Logs are a record of the Deep Security Manager web server activity. They do not contain information related
to the security of the computers on your network.

Note:

Note:
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Proxies

Proxy Server Use

• Agents, Appliances, and Relays (Security Updates): Select a proxy server that the Deep Security Relays will use toconnect to the Update Source specified in the Relays area on the Updates tab (either a Trend Micro Update Serveror Other Update Source).
By default, Agents/Appliances get the Anti-Malware components of their Security Updates from Deep
Security Relays. However, if Agents/Appliances cannot connect to their assigned Relays, and the Allow
Agents/Appliances to download Security Updates from this source if Deep Security Relays are not
available option (also above) is selected, Agents/Appliances will also use this proxy.

• Deep Security Manager (Software Updates, CSSS, License Notifications, connecting to Cloud Accounts): Selecta proxy that the Deep Security Manager will use to connect to Trend Micro to validate your Deep Security licenses, toconnect to the Certified Safe Software Service (a feature of the Integrity Monitoring module), and for connecting toAmazon Web Services (AWS) and VMware vCloud Cloud Accounts.
Changes to the proxy settings for CSSS will not take effect until the Deep Security Manager and all
Manager nodes are restarted. (You must restart the services manually.)

• Deep Security Manager (Cloud Accounts): Select a proxy for Deep Security Manager to use when connecting tocloud-based instances that have been added to Deep Security Manager using the "Add Cloud Account" procedure.
You can view and edit the list of available proxies on the Proxies tab on the Administration > System Settings screen.

Proxy Servers

Define the proxy servers that will be available for use by various Deep Security clients and services (for example, the proxyservers for Smart Protection in Policy/Computer Editor > Anti-Malware > Smart Protection).The following table lists the proxy protocols supported by the Deep Security services and clients:
Service Origin HTTP Support SOCKS4 Support SOCKS5 SupportSoftware Updates DSM Yes Yes YesSecurity Updates DSA/DSVA/DSR Yes Yes YesLicensing and product registration DSM Yes Yes NoCertified Safe Software Service DSM Yes No NoSmart Feedback DSA/DSR Yes Yes YesAmazon AWS Cloud Account DSM Yes No NoVmware vCloud Cloud Account DSM Yes No NoMicrosoft Azure Cloud Account DSM Yes No No

Note:

Note:
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Advanced

Primary Tenant Access

By default, the Primary Tenant is able to access your Deep Security environment. However, the Primary Tenant may haveenabled the "Primary Tenant Access" settings in your environment. These settings allow you to prevent the Primary Tenantfrom accessing your Deep Security environment or to grant access for a limited amount of time.
Load Balancers

When the Deep Security Manager and Deep Security Relays are deployed without load balancers, Agents are provided with thelist of Manager and Relay hostnames and will automatically contact these servers using a random round robin sequence.You may choose to put a load balancer in front of the Manager or Relay nodes to accommodate auto-scaling. You can do sowithout having to update the Agents' address by entering the load balancer settings here. The hostnames and ports you supplyhere will override those currently used by the Agents.
The Manager web console and Relay Ports can be deployed behind a normal terminating SSL load balancer. The
Agent's heartbeat port (defaulted to 4120) must be a non-terminating load balancer because of the mutual SSL
authentication used in the heartbeat communication.

The load balancer settings supplied here will also override the addresses generated by the Deployment Script
Generator. (The script generator writes the address of the Manager that the user is connected to.) This ensures that
the scripts continue to function even if one of the Manager nodes is removed.

Deep Security Manager Plug-ins

Plug-ins are Modules, Reports and other add-ons for the Deep Security Manager. Trend Micro occasionally produces new oradditional versions of these which are distributed as self-installing packages.
SOAP Web Service API

Much of the Deep Security Manager's functionality can be controlled via SOAP-invoked Web services. The WSDL (Web ServicesDescription Language) can be found at the URL displayed in the panel on the page. For assistance with Deep Security Manager'sWeb services API contact your support provider.
A User's ability to access Web Services in the Deep Security Manager will depend on that User being granted the
appropriate privileges. These privileges are associated with the Role the User has been assigned. The setting is found
on the General tab of the Role properties window found at Administration > User Management > Roles.

Status Monitoring API

The REST Status Monitoring API lets you query the Deep Security Manager (including individual Manager Nodes) for statusinformation such as CPU and memory usage, number of queued jobs, total and Tenant-specific database size. For assistancewith Deep Security Manager's REST Status Monitoring API contact your support provider.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Export

Export file character encoding: The encoding used when you export data files from the Deep Security Manager.
Exported Diagnostics Package Language: You support provider may ask you generate and send them a Deep Securitydiagnostics package. This setting specifies the language the package will be in. The diagnostic package is generated on the
Administration > System Information page.

Whois

The Whois lookup to be used when logging Intrusion Prevention and Firewall Events. Enter the search URL using "[IP]"as a placeholder for the IP address to look up. (For example, "http://reports.internic.net/cgi/whois?whois_nic=[IP]&type=nameserver".)
Licenses

• Hide unlicensed Protection Modules for new Users: Determines whether unlicensed modules are hidden ratherthan simply grayed out for subsequently created Users. (This setting can be overridden on a per-User basis on the
Administration > User Management > Users > Properties window).

Scan Cache Configurations

Click View Scan Cache Configurations... to display a list of saved Scan Cache Configurations. Scan Cache Configurationsare settings used by the Virtual Appliance to maximize the efficiency of Anti-Malware and Integrity Scans in a virtualizedenvironment. See Virtual Appliance Scan Caching in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help formore information.
CPU Usage During Recommendation Scans

This setting controls the amount of CPU resources dedicated to performing Recommendations Scans. If you notice that CPUusage is reaching unreasonably high levels, try changing to a lower to remedy the situation. For other performance controls, see
Administration > Manager Nodes > Properties > Performance Profiles.

NSX

If Deep Security is being used to protect virtual machines in a VMware NSX environment and if it is installed with multipleDeep Security Manager nodes, this setting will determine which Deep Security Manager node communicates with the NSXManager. (For more information on integrating Deep Security with an NSX environment, see the Trend Micro Deep Security
Installation Guide for VMware NSX. For more information on multiple Deep Security Manager Nodes, see Multi-Node
Manager in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.)

Logo

You can replace the Deep Security logo at the top-right of the Deep Security Manager with your own. (The logo also appears onthe sign-in page and at the top of Reports.) The graphic has to be a PNG image 320 pixels wide, 35 pixels high, and smaller than1MB. (A template is available in the "installfiles" directory of the Deep Security Manager.)
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Click Import Logo... to import your own graphic, or Reset Logo... to reset the log to its default.
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Scheduled Tasks

The Scheduled Tasks page lets you automate and schedule certain common tasks.From the main page you can:
• Create New Scheduled Tasks ( )• Delete a Scheduled Task ( )• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Scheduled Task ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Scheduled Tasks ( )• Run ( ) a selected Scheduled Task

Click New ( ) and select "New Scheduled Task". The wizard that appears will guide you through the steps of creating a newScheduled Task. You will be prompted for different information depending on the type of task.
Scheduled Tasks

The following Tasks can be scheduled:• Backup: Perform regular database backups. (This option is only available if you are using a Derby or Microsoft SQLServer database.)• Check for Security Updates: Regularly check for security updates and import them into Deep Security when theyare available.• Check for Software Updates: Regularly check for Deep Security software updates and download them when theyare available.• Discover Computers: Periodically check for new computers on the network by scheduling a Discovery operation.You will be prompted for an IP range to check and asked to specify which computer group the new computer will beadded to.• Generate and Send Report: Automatically generate reports and optionally have them emailed to a list of Users.• Run Script: If the Syslog options do not meet your event notification requirements, it may be possible for TrendMicro to provide a solution using custom-written scripts. Contact Trend Micro for more information.• Scan Computers for Integrity Changes: Causes the Deep Security Manager to perform an Integrity Scan to comparea computer's current state against its baseline.• Scan computers for Malware: Schedules a Malware Scan. The configuration of the scan is the same as that specifiedon the Policy/Computer Editor > Anti-Malware page for each computer.• Scan Computers for Open Ports: Schedule periodic port scans on one or more computers. You can specifyindividual computers or all computers belonging to a particular computer group. The ports that will be scanned arethose defined on the Scanning tab in the Policy/Computer Editor > Settings page.• Scan Computers for Recommendations: Causes the Deep Security Manager to scan the computer(s) for commonapplications and then make recommendations based on what is detected.• Send Outstanding Alert Summary: Generate an email listing all outstanding (unresolved) Alerts.• Send Policy: Regularly check for and send updated policies.
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• Synchronize Directory: Synchronize the Computers list with an added LDAP directory. (Only available if you haveadded an LDAP directory to the Deep Security Manager.)• Synchronize Users/Contacts: Synchronize the Users and Contacts lists with an added Active Directory. (Onlyavailable if you have added an Active Directory to the Deep Security Manager.)• Synchronize VMware vCenter: Synchronize the Computers list with an added VMware vCenter. (Only available ifyou have added a VMware vCenter to the Deep Security Manager.)
With Agent-based protection, scheduled tasks use the same time zone as the endpoint operating system. With
Agentless protection, scheduled tasks use the same time zone as the Deep Security Virtual Appliance.

Enabling or Disabling a Scheduled Task

Existing Scheduled Tasks can be enabled or disabled. For example, you may wany to temporarily disable a Scheduled Task whileyou perform certain administrative duties during which you don't want any activity to occur. The control to enable or disable aScheduled Task is on the General tab of the Task's Properties window.

Note:
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Event-Based Tasks

Event-based Tasks let you monitor protected computers for specific Events and perform Tasks based on certain conditions.From the main page you can:
• Create New Event-based Tasks ( )• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Event-based Task ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Event-based Tasks ( )• Delete a Event-based Task ( )

Click New ( ) and select New Event-based Task. The wizard that appears will guide you through the steps of creating a newTask. You will be prompted for different information depending on the type of task.
Events

The following Events can be monitored:• Computer Created (by System): A Computer being added to the Deep Security Manager during synchronizationwith an Active Directory or Cloud Provider account, or the creation of a virtual machine on a managed ESXi serverrunning a Virtual Appliance.• Computer Moved (by System): A virtual machine being moved from one vApp to another within the same ESXi, ora virtual machine on a ESXi being move from one datacenter to another or from one ESXi to another (including froman unmanaged ESXi server to a managed ESXi server running a Virtual Appliance.)• Agent-Initiated Activation: An Agent is activated using Agent-Initiated Activation.• IP Address Changed: A computer has begun using a different IP.• NSX Security Group Changed: The following situations will trigger this event (the event will be recorded on eachaffected VM):
◦ A VM is added to a Group that is (indirectly) associated with the NSX Deep Security Service Profile
◦ A VM is removed from an NSX Group that is associated with the NSX Deep Security Service Profile
◦ An NSX Policy associated with the NSX Deep Security Service Profile is applied to an NSX Group
◦ An NSX Policy associated with the NSX Deep Security Service Profile is removed from an NSX Group
◦ An NSX Policy is associated with the NSX Deep Security Service Profile
◦ An NSX Policy is removed from the NSX Deep Security Service Profile
◦ An NSX Group that is associated with an NSX Deep Security Service Profile changes name

Conditions

You can require specific match conditions to be met in order for the Task to be carried out. (Add additional conditions bypressing the "plus" button.) If you specify multiple conditions, each of the conditions must be met for the task to be carried out.(In other words, multiple conditions are "AND" conditions, not "OR".)
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Use Java regular expression syntax (http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html) to matchpatterns in the following fields:• Cloud Instance Image ID: Cloud instance Image ID.
The Cloud Instance Security Group Name match condition is only available for AWS cloud instances.

• Cloud Instance Metadata: The metadata being matched corresponds to AWS "tags" in the Amazon environment.
The Cloud Instance Metadata match condition is only available for AWS cloud instances. Metadata
currently associated with a computer is displayed on the Overview page in its editor window. To
define the conditions to match for, you must provide two pieces of information: the metadata tag key
and the metadata tag value. For example, to match a computer which has a metadata key named
"AlphaFunction" that has a value of "DServer", you would enter "AlphaFunction" and "DServer"
(without the quotes). If you wanted match more than one possible condition, you could use regular
expressions and enter "AlphaFunction" and ".*Server", or "AlphaFunction" and "D.*".

• Cloud Instance Security Group Name: The Security Group the cloud instance applies to.
The Cloud Instance Security Group Name match condition is only available for AWS cloud instances.

• Cloud Account Name: The "Name" field in the Cloud Account properties window.• Computer Name: The "Hostname" field in the computer properties window.• ESXi Name: The "Hostname" field in the of the ESXi server on which the VM computer is hosted.• Folder Name: The name of the folder or directory in which the computer is located in its local environment.• NSX Security Group Name The list of potential Groups in this condition refers only to NSX Groups associated withNSX Policies associated with the NSX Deep Security Service Profile. The VM may be a member of other NSX Groups,but for the purposes of this match condition it is not relevant.• Platform: The operating system of the computer.• vCenter name: The "Name" field of the computer's vCenter properties that was added to Deep Security Manager.
Java regular expression examples:

To match: Use this:any string (but not nothing) .+empty string (no text) ^$Folder Alpha Folder\ Alpha
FIN-1234 FIN-\d+

orFIN-.*
RD-ABCD RD-\w+

orRD-.*AB
orABC
orABCCCCCCCCCC

ABC*
Microsoft Windows 2003
orWindows XP .*Windows.*

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Red Hat 6
orSome_Linux123
orabcFreeBSD

.*Red.*|.*Linux.*|.*FreeBSD.*

These next two conditions match True or False conditions:• Appliance Protection Available: A Deep Security Virtual Appliance is available to protect VMs on the ESXi onwhichthe VM is hosted. The VM may or may not be in a "Activated" state.• Appliance Protection Activated: A Deep Security Virtual Appliance is available to protect VMs on the ESXi onwhichthe VM is hosted and the VM is "Activated".
The last condition option looks for matches to an IP in an IP list:• Last Used IP Address: The current or last known IP address of the computer.

Depending on the source of the new computer, some fields may not be available. For example, "Platform" would not
be available for computers added as a result of the synchronization with an Active Directory.

Actions

The following actions can be taken depending on which of the above events is detected:• Activate Computer: Deep Security protection is activated on the computer.
◦ Delay activation by (minutes): Activation is delayed by a specified number of minutes.

If the Event-Based Task is intended to apply protection to a VM that is being vMotioned to an ESXi
protected by a Deep Security Virtual Appliance, add a delay of two minutes before activation to allow any
pending VMware administrative tasks to complete.

Activation will only occur if the computer is not already activated. That is, activation will only occur if
the computer does not already have Agent or Virtual Appliance protection, or if the computer only has
Agent protection but Virtual Appliance protection is available.

• Deactivate Computer: Deep Security protection is deactivated on the computer.• Assign Policy: The new Computer is automatically assigned a Policy. (The Computer must be activated first.)• Assign Relay Group: The new Computer is automatically assigned a Relay Group from which to receive SecurityUpdates.• Assign to Computer Group: The Computer is placed in one of the Computer Groups on the Computers page.
Order of Execution

If multiple Event-Based Tasks are triggered by the same condition, the Tasks are executed in alphabetical order by Task name.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Enabling or Disabling an Event-Based Task

Existing Event-Based Tasks can be enabled or disabled. For example, you may want to temporarily disable an Event-Based Taskwhile you perform certain administrative duties during which you don't want any activity to occur. The control to enable ordisable an Event-Based Task is on the General tab of the Task's Properties window.
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Manager Nodes

The Manager Nodes page displays a list of all active Manager nodes. Double-click on a Manager node in the list to display its
Properties window:• Hostname: The hostname of the Deep Security Manager host computer.• Description: A description of the Manager node.• Performance Profile: A Deep Security Manager's performance can be affected by several factors including numberof CPUs, available bandwidth, and database responsiveness. The Manager's default performance settings aredesigned to be suited for most installation environments. However, if you experience performance issues yoursupport provider may suggest that you change the Performance Profile assigned to one or more of your DeepSecurity Manager nodes. (You should not change these settings without first consulting your support provider.)

The "Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs" referred to in the tables below include Anti-Malware Scans,
Integrity Monitoring Scans, Reconnaissance Scans, Sending Policy updates to computers, and
distributing Security Updates.)

◦ Aggressive: This Performance Profile is optimized for installations where the Deep Security Manager isinstalled on a dedicated server. The following table gives an indication of how some common concurrentoperations are distributed per Manager node using the Aggressive Performance Profile:
Operation 2-core system 8-core systemActivations 10 20Updates 25 50Recommendation Scans 5 12Check Status 100 Same (100)
Agent/Appliance-Initiated Heartbeats 20 Active40 Queued 50 Active40 QueuedSimultaneous Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs 50 50Simultaneous Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs per ESXi 3 3

◦ Standard: This Performance Profile is optimized for installations where the Deep Security Managerand the database share the same host. The following table gives an indication of how some commonconcurrent operations are distributed per Manager node using the Standard Performance Profile:
Operation 2-core system 8-core systemActivations 5 10Updates 16 46Recommendation Scans 3 9Check Status 65 100
Agent/Appliance-Initiated Heartbeats 20 Active40 Queued 50 Active40 QueuedSimultaneous Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs 50 50Simultaneous Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs per ESXi 3 3

◦ Unlimited Agent Disk and Network Usage: This setting is identical to Aggressive but has no limit oncomputer disk and network usage operations.
Operation 2-core system 8-core systemActivations 10 20Updates 25 25Recommendation Scans 5 12Check Status 100 Same (100)

Note:
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Operation 2-core system 8-core system

Agent/Appliance-Initiated Heartbeats 20 Active40 Queued 50 Active40 QueuedSimultaneous Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs Unlimited UnlimitedSimultaneous Endpoint Disk and Network Jobs per ESXi Unlimited Unlimited
All performance profiles limit the number of concurrent component updates to 100 per Relay Group.

• Status: Indicates whether the Deep Security Manager node whose properties you are viewing is online and activefrom the perspective of the Deep Security Manager node you are logged into.• Options: You can choose to decommission the Manager node. The node has to be offline (uninstalled or servicehalted) to be decommissioned.
For more information on multi-node Deep Security Manager installations, see Multi-Node Manager in the Deep SecurityManager Administrator's Guide or the online help.

Note:
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Tenants

The Tenants page displays the list of Tenants registered with this installation of Deep Security. From the main page you can:
• Create a New Tenant( )• Delete a Tenant ( )• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Tenant ( )• Sign In As Tenant, which enables you to use Deep Security Manager as if you are the Tenant.

If you selected the Administration > System Settings > Tenants > Allow Tenants to control access
from Primary Tenant option, the Tenant can disable your ability to sign in as the Tenant.

• If a Tenant upgrade has failed, you can use the Database Upgrade button to force the upgrade process.• Export ( ) one or more Tenants to a CSV file. (Either export them all by selecting Export to CSV... from the drop-down list or export only those that are selected by choosing Export Selected to CSV...)• Add/Remove Columns ( ) columns can be added or removed by clicking Add/Remove Columns. The order inwhich the columns are displayed can be controlled by dragging them into their new position. Listed items can besorted and searched by the contents of any column.
Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Tenant Properties window.

Note:
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Licenses

Displays details about your Trend Micro Deep Security product licenses. Deep Security consists of five module packages: Anti-Malware and Web Reputation; Firewall and Intrusion Prevention; Integrity Monitoring; Log Inspection; and Multi-Tenancy.Each module package can be licensed fully or for a trial basis. You can see an individual package's license status by clicking
View Details. Contact Trend Micro if you wish to upgrade your license. If Trend Micro has provided you with a new activationcode, click Enter New Activation Code... and enter it there. Newly licensed features will be immediately available.When a license expires, existing functionality will persist but updates will no longer be delivered.Alerts will be raised if any module is about to expire or has expired.

Licensing for AWS Marketplace

On the AWS Marketplace, there are two separate Deep Security Manager AMIs, each providing a different licensing option:"Bring your own license" or "Pay per use". The type of license you are using is displayed in the Deep Security Manager console,under Administration > Licenses.• Bring-Your-Own-License (BYOL) is for customers who have already obtained a license to use Deep Security 9.5from another source. This type of licensing works the same way as standard Deep Security licensing, describedabove.• Pay-Per-Use (PPU) enables customers to pay based on the size of the AWS instance they are running. With PPU,each EC2 instance type has an associated seat count limit (the seat count is the number of Deep Security Agentsthat you can run). You can change the size of your instance at any time. You can also run more than one instance toincrease your seat count limit. When you install Deep Security Manager on an additional instance, on the Databasetab, select "This Deep Security installation will act as an additional Manager node in an already-deployed DeepSecurity installation". This option specifies that each node will use the same database. Here are the seat count limitsfor each type of EC2 instance supported for Deep Security Manager:
◦ M3 Large (m3.large): Up to 25 Agents
◦ M3 XL (m3.xlarge): Up to 50 Agents
◦ M3 2XL (m3.2xlarge): Up to 100 Agents
◦ C3 4XL (c3.4xlarge): Up to 200 Agents

As you launch or shut down Deep Security Manager nodes, the seat-count usage for the hour is re-calculated and theremaining seat limit is displayed on the Administration > Licenses page.
Deep Security on the AWS Marketplace does not support the use of vCenter and the Deep Security Virtual Appliance
(DSVA). Additionally, the PPU license does not provide Multi-Tenant support.

Note:
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Users

"Users" refers to all Deep Security Manager account holders. Use this section to create, modify, and delete User accounts. Fromthe Users page, you can:
• Create New User accounts ( )• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing User account ( )• Set (or change) the Password for a User account ( )• Delete a User account ( )• Search ( ) for a particular User• Synchronize ( ) with a Directory list of Users• View System Events ( ) associated with this User• Set or change the Role ( ) for this User

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the User Properties window.
General

General Information

• Username: The username associated with this User's password.• Name: The name of the account holder.• Description: a description of the account holder.• Role: Use the drop-down list to assign a pre-defined Role to this User. (Assigning Roles can also be done using theright-click menu when in List View mode.)
The Deep Security Manager comes pre-configured with two Roles: Full Access and Auditor. The "Full Access" Role
grants the User all possible privileges in terms of managing the Deep Security system such as creating, editing and
deleting computers, computer groups, Policies, Rules, etc. The "Auditor" Role gives the User the ability to view all
the information in the Deep Security system but not the ability to make any modifications except to his personal
settings (password, contact information, view preferences, etc.) Roles with various levels of system access rights can
be created and modified in the Roles page or by selecting "New..." in the Roles drop-down list.• Language: The language that will be used in the interface when this User logs in.• Locked Out: Checking this will keep this User from being able to sign in to the Manager. (If a User enters the wrongpassword too many times when trying to sign in, he will be locked out automatically. Clear this if you have resolvedthis situation.) (Locking or unlocking a User can also be done from the right-click menu when in List View Mode.)

Note:
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Options

Click the Set Password button to change or assign the password for this User. Password requirements such as minimum length,upper and lower case, etc. can be set in Administration > System Settings > Security.

Contact Information

This User's contact information. Checking the Receive Notifications checkbox will include this User in the list of Users whoreceive email notifications when Alerts are triggered.
Settings

Module

• Hide Unlicensed Modules: determines whether unlicensed modules will be hidden rather than simply grayed outfor this User. (This option can be set globally on the Administration > System Settings > Advanced tab)
Refresh Rate

• Status Bar: this setting determines how often the Manager's status bar refreshes during various operations such asdiscovering or scanning computers.• Alerts List/Summary: How often to refresh the data on the Alerts page in List view or Summary view.• Menu/Computers List: How often to refresh the data on the Computers page.
The Last Successful Update column value will not be recalculated unless the page is manually reloaded.

• Computer Details window: The frequency with which an individual computer's property page refreshes itself withthe latest information (if required).
List Views

• Remember last Tag filter on each page: Events pages let you filter displayed events by Tag(s). This List Viewssetting determines if the "Tag" filter setting is retained when you navigate away from and return to an Events page.• Remember last Time filter on each page: Events pages let you filter displayed events by Time period andcomputer(s). These List Views settings determine if the "Period" and "Computer" filter settings are retained whenyou navigate away from and return to an Events page.• Remember last computer filter on each page: Events pages let you filter displayed events by Time period andcomputer(s). These List Views settings determine if the "Period" and "Computer" filter settings are retained whenyou navigate away from and return to an Events page.• Remember last Advanced Search on each page: If you have performed an "Advanced Search" on an Events page,this setting will determine if the search results are kept if you navigate away from and return to the page.• Optimal number of items to show on a single page: Screens that display lists of items will display a certainnumber of items per "Page". To view the next page, you must use the pagination controls. Use this setting to changethe number of list-items displayed per page.

Note:
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• Maximum number of items to show on a single page: Many lists on the Deep Security Manager are groupedinto categories. For example, Intrusion Prevention Rules can be grouped according to Application Type. The DeepSecurity Manager will try to avoid splitting these groups when paginating and can override the "Optimal" setting(above) to keep items in the same group together. Use this setting to set a firm maximum on the number of items todisplay per page. If the number of items in a group exceeds this number, the group will be split and the group titlewill display information that this has been done.• Maximum number of items to retrieve from database: This setting limits the number of that can retrieved fromthe database for display. This prevents the possibility of the Deep Security Manager getting bogged down trying todisplay an excessive number of results from a database query. If a query produces more than this many results, amessage will appear at the top of the display informing you that only a portion of the results are being displayed.
Increasing these values will affect Deep Security Manager performance.

Reports

• Enable PDF Encryption: Determines if Reports exported in PDF format are password protected.
Reset to Default Settings: Reset all settings on this page to their defaults.

Synchronizing with a Directory

The User list can be synchronized with an Active Directory, allowing Users to sign in with the password stored in the directory.Clicking Synchronize with Directory in the toolbar will display the Synchronize with Directory wizard. Type the name ofthe directory server and your access credentials. You will then be prompted to select which Active Directory Group of Users toimport and whether they will be Users or Contacts. Once they've been imported, you are given the option to create a ScheduledTask to periodically synchronize with the directory to keep your list up to date. The imported list of Users are locked out of theDeep Security Manager by default. You will have to modify their Properties to allow them to sign in to the Manager.
To successfully import an Active Directory user account into Deep Security as a Deep Security User or Contact,
the Active Directory user account must have a userPrincipalName attribute value. (The userPrincipalName
attribute corresponds to an Active Directory account holder's "User logon name".)

If you delete a User from Deep Security Manager who was added as a result of synchronizing with an Active
Directory and then re-synchronize with the directory, the User will reappear in your User list (if they are still in the
Active Directory).

Filtering the Active Directory

The first page of the Synchronize with Directory wizard has an area called Search Options where you can write filters tospecify a subset of Users to import into the Deep Security Manager. The filter language follows the Internet Engineering TaskForce "Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP): String Representation of Search Filters RFC 4515".The default filter, "(objectClass=group)", imports all Users.The RFC 4515 filter syntax can be used to filter for specific Users and/or Groups in a directory. For example, the followingfilter would import only Users who are members of an Active Directory group called "DeepSecurityUsers":"(&(objectClass=group)(cn=DeepSecurityUsers))".The RFC 4515 definition is available at http://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/rfc4515/.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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The new Users, although being in the "locked out" state, are given the "Full Access" User Role.Note:
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Roles

Deep Security uses Role-based access control to restrict Users' access to various parts of the Deep Security system. Once youhave installed the Deep Security Manager you should create individual accounts for each User and assign each User a Role thatwill restrict their activities to all but those necessary for the completion of their duties.Deep Security comes pre-configured with two Roles:• Full Access: The Full Access Role grants the User all possible privileges in terms of managing the Deep Securitysystem including creating, editing, and deleting computers, computer groups, Policies, Rules, Malware ScanConfigurations, and others.• Auditor: The Auditor Role gives the User the ability to view all the information in the Deep Security system butwithout the ability to make any modifications except to their own personal settings, such as password, contactinformation, dashboard layout preferences, and others.
Depending on the level of access granted, controls in the Manager interface will be either visible and changeable,
visible only but disabled, or hidden. For a list of the rights granted in the pre-configured Roles, as well as the default
rights settings when creating a new Role, see User Management in the Deep Security Manager Administrator'sGuide or the online help.

You can create new Roles which can restrict Users from editing or even seeing Deep Security objects such as specific computers,the properties of security Rules, or the System Settings.Before creating User accounts, identify the Roles that your Users will take and itemize what Deep Security objects those Roleswill require access to and what the nature of that access will be (viewing, editing, creating, etc.). Once you have created yourRoles, you can then begin creating User accounts and assigning them specific Roles.
Do not create a new Role by duplicating and then modifying the Full Access Role. To ensure that a new Role only
grants the rights you intend, create the new Role by clicking New in the toolbar. The rights for a new Role are set
at the most restrictive settings by default. You can then proceed to grant only the rights that are required. If you
duplicate the Full Access Role and then apply restrictions, you risk granting some rights that you did not intend.

From the main page you can:
• Create New Roles ( )• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing Role ( )• Duplicate (and then modify) existing Roles ( )• Delete a Role ( )

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Role properties window with six tabs (General, Computer Rights,
Policy Rights, User Rights, Other Rights, and Assigned To).

Note:

Note:
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General

General Information

The name and description of this Role.
Access Type

Select whether Users with this Role will have access to the Deep Security Manager's Web-based user interface or the DeepSecurity Manager's Web service API, or both.
To enable the Web service API, go to Administration > System Settings > Advanced > SOAP Web Service API.

Computer Rights

Computer and Group Rights

Use the Computer and Group Rights panel to confer viewing, editing, deleting, Alert-dismissal, and Event tagging rightsto Users in a Role. These rights can apply to all computers and computer groups or they can be restricted to only certaincomputers. If you wish to restrict access, select the Selected Computers radio button and put a check next to the computergroups and computers that Users in this Role will have access to.
These Rights restrictions will affect not only the user's access to computers in Deep Security Manager, but also what
information is visible, including Events and Alerts. As well, email notifications will only be sent if they relate to data
that the user has access rights to.

Four basic options are available:• Allow viewing of non-selected computers and data: If Users in this Role have restricted edit/delete/dismiss-Alerts rights, you can still allow them to view (but not change) information about other computers by checking thisbox.• Allow viewing of events and alerts not related to computers: Set this option to allow Users in this Role to viewnon-computer-related information (for example, System Events, like Users being locked out, new Firewall Rulesbeing created, IP Lists being deleted, etc.)
The previous two settings affect data Users have access to. Although Users' abilities to make changes to
computers have been restricted, these two settings control whether they can see information relating
to computers they don't otherwise have access to. This includes receiving email notifications related to
those computers.

• Allow new computers to be created in selected Groups: Set this option to allow Users in this Role to create newcomputers in the computer groups they have access to.• Allow sub-groups to be added/removed in selected Groups: Set this option to allow Users in this Role to createand delete sub-groups within the computer groups they have access to.

Note:

Note:

Note:
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Advanced Rights

• Allow computer file imports: Allow Users in this Role to import computers using files created using the DeepSecurity Manager's Computer Export option.• Allow Directories to be added, removed and synchronized: Allow Users in this Role to add/remove andsynchronize computers that are being managed using an LDAP-based directory like MS Active Directory.• Allow VMware vCenters to be added, removed and synchronized: Allow Users in this Role to add, remove andsynchronize VMware vCenters.• Allow Cloud Providers to be added, removed, and sychnonized: Allow Users in this Role to add, remove, andsynchronize Cloud Providers.
Policy Rights

Determines the rights a User in a particular Role has to create, delete, modify, or import Policies.
Policy Rights

Use the Policy Rights panel to confer viewing, editing, and deleting rights to Users in a Role. These rights can apply to allpolicies or they can be restricted to only certain policies. If you wish to restrict access, select the Selected Policies radio buttonand put a check next to the policies that Users in this Role will have access to.
When you allow rights to a policy that has "child" policies, Users automatically get rights to the child policies as
well.

Two basic options are available:• Allow viewing of non-selected Policies: If Users in this Role have restricted edit/delete rights, you can still allowthem to view (but not change) information about other policies by checking this box.• Allow new Policies to be created: Set this option to allow Users in this Role to create new policies.
Advanced Rights

• Allow Policy imports: Allow Users in this Role to import policies using files created with the Deep SecurityManager's Export option on the Policies tab.
User Rights

User Rights

The options on the User Rights tab allow you to set what kind of authority Users in this Role have over other Users.• Change own password and contact information only: Users in this Role can their own password and contactinformation only.

Note:
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• Create and manage Users with equal or less access: Users in this Role can create and manage any Users who donot have any privileges greater than theirs. If there is even a single privilege that exceeds those of the Users with thisRole, the Users with this Role will not be able to create or manage them.• Have full control over all Roles and Users: Gives Users in this Role the ability to create and edit and Users or Roleswithout restrictions.
Be careful when using this last option. If you assign this option to a Role, you may give a User with
otherwise restricted privileges the ability to create and then sign in as a User with full unrestricted access
to all aspects of the Deep Security Manager.

Custom Rights

You can further restrict Users' ability to view/create/edit/delete Users and Roles by selecting Custom and using the options inthe Custom Rights panel. Some options may be restricted for certain users if the Can only manipulare Users with equal or
lesser rights option is selected (see below).

Delegate Authority

Selecting the Can only manipulare Users with equal or lesser rights option will limit the authority of Users in this Role. Theywill only be able to effect changes to Users that have equal or lesser rights than themselves.When this option is selected, Users in this Role will not be able to create, edit, or delete Roles.Selecting this option also places restrictions on some of the options in the Custom Rights area:• Can Create New Users: Can only create Users with equal or lesser rights.• Can Edit User Properties: Can only edit a User (or set/reset password) with equal or lesser rights.• Can Delete Users: Can only delete Users with equal or lesser rights.
Other Rights

Roles can be restricted with respect to the Deep Security objects they can manipulate. Default settings for new Roles are "ViewOnly" or "Hide" for each element, but these rights can be expanded to "Full Control", or customized by choosing "Custom" fromthe drop-down list.
Assigned To

The Assigned To tab displays a list of the Users who have been assigned this Role.

Note:
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Contacts

Users can create "Contacts". Contacts cannot sign in to the Deep Security Manager but they can periodically be sent reports(using Scheduled Tasks). Contacts can be assigned a "clearance" level that maps to existing Roles. When a Contact is sent areport, the report will not contain any information not accessible to a User of the same level.From the Contacts page, you can:
• Create New Contacts ( )• Examine or modify the Properties of an existing contact ( )• Delete a contact ( )• Synchronize ( ) with an Directory list

Clicking New ( ) or Properties ( ) displays the Contact properties window.
General Information

The name, description, and preferred language of this contact.
Contact Information

The email address entered here is the email address to which reports will be sent if this contact is included in a reportdistribution list. (See the Reports page for more information.)
Clearance

The Role specified here determines the information this contact will be allowed to see. For instance, if a computer Reporthas been scheduled to be sent to this contact, only information on the computers that his Role permits him access to will beincluded in the report.
Reports

Select whether or not reports will be encrypted for this User.
Synchronizing with a Directory

The Contact list can be synchronized with an Active Directory. Clicking Synchronize with Directory in the toolbar will displaythe Synchronize with Directory wizard. Type the name of the directory server and your access credentials. You will then beprompted to select which group of Users to import and whether they will be Users or Contacts. Once they've been imported,you are given the option to create a Scheduled Task to periodically synchronize with the directory to keep your list up to date.
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To successfully import an Active Directory user account into Deep Security as a Deep Security User or Contact,
the Active Directory user account must have a userPrincipalName attribute value. (The userPrincipalName
attribute corresponds to an Active Directory account holder's "User logon name".)

Note:
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System Information

Create a Diagnostic Package...

Clicking Create Diagnostic Package... in the Toolbar displays the Diagnostic Package wizard which will create a zip filecontaining Install/Uninstall and Debug Logs, System Information, Database Contents (last hour only for time-sensitive items),File Listing, and Properties Files (Passwords Removed). This information can be given to your support provider to helptroubleshoot any problems.
The default maximum size of a diagnostic package is approximately 200MB. A command line instruction is available
to increase the size of the diagnostic package:

dsm_c -action changesetting -name configuration.diagnosticMaximumFileSize -

value ####

The following example increases the size of the package to 1GB (1000MB):

dsm_c -action changesetting -name configuration.diagnosticMaximumFileSize -

value 1000

Do not change the size of the diagnostic package unless instructed to do so by your support provider.

Extensions...

Extensions can be reports or plug-ins for the Deep Security Manager.
Demo Mode...

If you are evaluating Deep Security in a test environment and want to see what a full Deep Security installation in an enterpriseenvironment looks like, you can enable Demo Mode by clicking Demo Mode... on the System Information page toolbar.When in Demo Mode, the Manager populates its database with simulated computers, Events, Alerts, and other data. Initially,seven days worth of data is generated but new data is generated on an ongoing basis to keep the Manager's Dashboard, Reportsand Events pages populated with data.
While Demo Mode can be used with mixed real and simulated computers, it is not intended to be used in a
production environment!

Demo mode can be turned off the same way.
System Activity (Over The Last Hour)

This panel displays various graphs detailing activities carried out by the different Manager nodes. For details on the informationdisplayed in the System Activity panel, see Multi Node Manager in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or theonline help.

Note:

Note:
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System Details

This panel displays detailed system information used for troubleshooting by your support provider.
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Updates

The Updates section of the Deep Security Manager includes the following sections:• The Security (page 205) section enables you to manage your security updates.• The Software (page 210) section enables you to manage your software updates.• The Relay Groups (page 215) section enables you to create and modify groups of Deep Security Relays.
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Security Updates

The Security Updates Overview page displays the state of your Security Updates from the Trend Micro Update Server throughto your Deep Security distribution network and down to your protected computers.
Pattern Updates are used by the Anti-Malware and Web Reputation Protection Modules.
Rule Updates are used by these modules:• Firewall• Intrusion Prevention• Integrity Monitoring• Log Inspection Security

Pattern Updates

Trend Micro Update Server

Indicates whether Deep Security Relays can connect to the Trend Micro Update Server to check for the latest Pattern Updates.
Deep Security

• Last check for updates: The last time a successful check for Pattern Updates was performed.• Check for Updates and Download...: Check for available Pattern Updates. If new Updates are available, they will beautomatically downloaded.• Last Download: The last time that a new Pattern Update was downloaded after a successful check for Updates.• All Relays in Sync: Indicates whether all Relays are distributing the latest successfully downloaded Pattern Updates.Relays that are out of sync are usually in that state because they cannot communicate with Trend Update Servers.This could be because they are intentionally "air-gapped" and need to be manually updated or because of networkconnectivity problems. If any Relays are out of sync, a link to those Relays will be provided here.• Next scheduled check: The next time a Scheduled Task to check for Pattern Updates is due to run.
Computers

• All Computers are up to date/Computers out of Date: Indicates whether or not any computers are out of date with
respect to the Pattern Updates being stored in the Relays.• Send Patterns to Computers: instructs all computers to retrieve the latest Pattern Updates from their assignedRelays.

Alerts are raised if a Pattern Update has been downloaded from Trend Micro and available for more than an hour
but computers have yet to be updated.

Note:
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Rule Updates

Trend Micro Update Server

Indicates whether Deep Security Relays can connect to the Trend Micro Update Server to check for the latest Rule Updates.
Deep Security

• Last check for updates: The last time a successful check for Rule Updates was performed.• Check for Updates and Download...: Check for available Rule Updates. If new Updates are available, they will beautomatically downloaded.• Last Download: The last time that a new Rule Update was downloaded after a successful check for Updates.• Apply Rules to Policies...: Apply the latest downloaded Rule Updates to your Security Policies. (This will bedone automatically if you have the Automatically apply new Rule Updates to Policies option selected on the
Administration > System Settings > Updates tab.)• Policies are using Rule Update xx-yyy: The Rule set that is currently being applied by the Security Policies. Awarning will be displayed if you are not using the latest downloaded update.• Next scheduled check: The next time a Scheduled Task to check for Rule Updates is due to be.

Computers

• All Computers are up to date/Computers Out of Date: Indicates whether or not any computers are out of date
with respect to the Rule Updates that have been applied to the Policies stored in the Deep Security Manager.• Send Policies to Computers: click to send Policies with updated Rule sets to any Computers that do not yet havethem.

Alerts are raised if a Rule Update has been downloaded from Trend Micro and available for more than thirty
minutes but computers have yet to be updated.

Note:
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Rules

Displays a list of the most recent Intrusion Prevention, Integrity Monitoring, and Log Inspection Rules that have beendownloaded to the Deep Security Manager's database. If required you can reapply the current Rule set to computers beingprotected by Deep Security or rollback to a previous Rule set. You can configure the number of Rule Updates that are kept in theDeep Security Manager's database by going to the Administration > System Settings > Storage tab.From the Rule Updates page, you can:
• Import ( ) a Rule Update• Delete ( ) a Rule Update• View the Properties ( ) of a Rule Update• Rollback ( ) to an earlier Rule Update• Export ( ) a Rule Update

Import

Rule Updates are automatically imported into Deep Security during the "Check for Security Updates" Scheduled task, or whenyou click Check for Updates and Download... on the Administration > Updates > Security page. The only time you mighthave to manually import a Rule Update is if your installation has no connectivity to the Tend Micro Update Servers or if askedto do so by your support provider.
View Properties

The Properties window for a Rule Update displays:
General Information

• Name: the name of the Rule Update file• Version: the version number of the Rule Update• Released: the date the Rule Update was issued by Trend Micro• Imported: the date the Rule Update was imported into Deep Security• Applied: the date the Rule Update was applied Policies
Contents

Itemizes new objects included in the Rule Update.
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Rollback

If a recent Rule Update has caused problems in your environment, you may want to rollback to a previous Rule Update. If yourollback to a previous Update, all Policies affected by the rollback will be immediately updated on all computers using those
Policies.

Export

Under normal circumstances you should not have to export a Rule Update unless asked to do so by your support provider.
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Patterns

The Patterns page displays a list of the components that make up a Pattern Update. This page is displayed only when DeepSecurity has an active Relay.Indicates whether Deep Security Relays can connect to the Trend Micro Update Server to check for the latest Pattern and RuleUpdates.• Component: The type of update component.• Product Name: The Deep Security product this component is intended for.• Platform: The operating system for which the update is intended.• Current Version: The version of the component within the Update currently downloaded from Trend Micro to DeepSecurity and being distributed by the Relays and the Deep Security Manager.• Last Updated: When the currently downloaded Security Update was retrieved from Trend Micro.The version numbers of the Security Update components in effect on a specific computer can be found on the Computer Editor
> Updates page.
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Software Updates Overview

The Software Updates Overview page displays the state of your Software Updates from the Trend Micro Update Serverthrough to your Deep Security distribution network and down to your protected computers.
Trend Micro Download Center

This area of the overview page displays whether there are any updates available for the software that has already beenimported to Deep Security.
Deep Security will only inform you of updates to the minor versions of your imported software. For example, if
you have Agent version 9.5.100, and Trend Micro releases Agent version 9.5.200, Deep Security will tell you that
updates to your software are available. However, if Trend Micro then releases Agent version 9.6.xxx and you don't
have any earlier 9.6 Agents in your database inventory, you will not receive a notification that updates are available
(even though you have a 9.5.100 Agent).

Deep Security

This area of the overview page displays the last time a check for software Updates was performed and whether the check wassuccessful. The Check for updates button performs an on-demand check. The date of the next Scheduled task for a softwareupdate is displayed. There will be a warning if no Scheduled Task exists.
Computers

Displays whether any computers are running Agents for which updates available. The check is only performed against softwarethat has been downloaded to Deep Security, not against software available from the Download Center. If any computers areout of date, you can click the Upgrade Agent/Appliance software button, which takes you to the Computers page filtered todisplay out-of-date computers.
Deep Security considers computers out of date only if an update to the minor version of the Agent is available in
the Deep Security database inventory. For example, if you have a computer running Agent version 9.5.100, and you
import Agent version 9.5.200 from Trend Micro Download Center, Deep Security will tell you that the computer is
out of date. However, if you are running Agent version 9.5.200 and you then import Agent version 9.6.xxx, Deep
Security will not consider the computer out of date and you will see a green check mark indicating that your
computers are up to date.

Upgrading Agent/Appliance Software

The Agent software on Computers must be upgraded manually. To upgrade all Agents, click Upgrade Agent Software.... Toupgrade the Agent software on individual computers, go the Computers page and select Actions > Upgrade Agent from thecontext menu.

Note:

Note:
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Download Center

Displays a list of the latest software available for download from the Trend Micro Download Center. Software packages willinclude new versions of the Manager, the Agents, the Virtual Appliance, and the Filter Driver.
Only the most recent Deep Security software is listed on this page. For older versions, go directly to Download Center
web site at http://downloadcenter.trendmicro.com/ (page 1)• Name: the file name of the software package• Release Notes: a link to the release notes for the software package• Platform: the platform for the software package• Imported: a checkmark is dispayed if the software is already downloaded to your Deep Security database• Version: the software verison number• Release Date: the date the software was made available by Trend Micro• Direct Import Capable: an icon( ) is displayed if the software package can be imported to the Deep SecurityManager directly from the Download Center. Packages that cannot be imported directly must be downloaded toa local folder from the Trend Micro Download Center web site and manually imported on the Administration >

Updates > Software > Local page.
Import

Use this Import function to manually import software from the Trend Micro Download Center.

Note:
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Local Software

The Local Software page lists the software that has been imported into Deep Security.Software must be imported from the Trend Micro Download Center into the Deep Security database for it to be available to thecomputers on your network. When an Alert is raised that the software on a computer is out of date, it is because a more recentversion of the Agent or Appliance software is available locally in Deep Security. That is, the check is made against the localinventory, not against what is available on the Download Center. (There is a separate Alert for new software on the DownloadCenter.)To install a Deep Security Agent or Appliance on a computer, you first have to import the software from the Download Centerinto Deep Security and then extract the installer package.From the Local Software page, you can:
• Import ( ) a Software Update• Delete ( ) a Software Update• View the Properties ( ) of a Software Update• Export ( ) a Package or Installer• Generate Deployment Scripts ( ) for the installation of Agents on computers

Import

Under normal circumstances, software is imported from the Download Center either automatically, or manually from the
Administration > Updates > Software > Download Center page. Use this Import function to manually import software fromlocations other than the Trend Micro Download Center.

Delete

Delete a software package from the Deep Security database.The Deep Security database must contain a copy of all software currently installed on managed computers. When a DeepSecurity Agent is first activated, only those Protection Modules that are "On" in the Security Policy being applied are installedon the computer. If you turn on a Protection Module at a later time, Deep Security will retrieve the plug-in for the new SecurityModule from the Agent software package in the database to install it on the computer. If that software is missing, the SecurityModule plug-in cannot be installed.To save space, Deep Security will periodically remove unused packages from the Deep Security database. There are two typesof packages that can be deleted: Agent packages and Kernel Support packages.
The Deep Security Virtual Appliance relies on the Protection Module plug-ins found in the 64-bit Red Hat Agent
software package. If you have an activated Virtual Appliance and try to delete a 64-bit Red Hat Agent, you will get
an error message telling you the software is in use.

Deleting Agent packages in single-tenancy mode

Note:
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In single tenancy mode, Deep Security automatically deletes Agent packages (Agent-platform-version.zip) that are not currentlybeing used by Agents. The number of old software packages kept in the database is configured on the System Settings >
Storage tab. You can also manually delete unused Agent packages. If you try to delete software that is being used on one of yourmanaged computers, you will get a warning and be unable to delete the software.

For the Windows and Linux Agent packages, only the in-use package (whose version is the same as the Agent
Installer) cannot be deleted.

Deleting Agent packages in multi-tenancy modeIn multi-tenancy mode, unused Agent packages (Agent-platform-version.zip) are not deleted automatically. For privacy reasons,Deep Security cannot determine whether software is currently in use by your Tenants, even though you and your Tenants sharethe same software repository in the Deep Security database. As the Primary Tenant, Deep Security will not prevent you fromdeleting software that is not currently running on any of your own account's computers, but before deleting a software package,be very sure that no other Tenants are using it.
For Linux Kernel Support packages, only the latest one cannot be deleted.

Deleting Kernel Support packagesIn both single and multi-tenancy mode, Deep Security automatically deletes unused Kernel Support packages(KernelSupport-platform-version.zip). The number of old packages kept in the database is configured on the System Settings
> Storage tab. A Kernel Support package can be deleted if both of these conditions are true:• There is no Agent package with the same group identifier.• The is another Kernel Support package with the same group identifier and a later build number.
You can also manually delete unused Kernel Support packages.

View Properties

The Properties window for a Software Update displays:
General Information

• Name: the name of the Software Update file• Platform: the operating system the software is built for• Version: the version number of the Software Update• Fingerprint: The digital fingerprint of the file.• Imported: the date the Rule Update was imported into Deep Security• Notes: any miscellaneous notes you wish to attach to the file
Export

Export Package: This option will export the entire software package. Use this option to export software for use with anoptional Update Web Server. (Update Web Servers are web servers under your control which can be used as softwaredistribution points instead of Relays. Update Web Servers are configured on the Administration > System Settings > Updates

Note:

Note:
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tab. For more information on Update Web Servers, see Software Updates in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guideor the online help in the User's Guide.)
Export Installer: This option extracts the core Agent installer from the Agent package. The core Agent installer is used to installthe core Agent software on a computer. It is a lightweight package that does not contain any of the plug-ins required for anyof the Protection Modules. When you activate the Agent and turn on a Protection Module, Deep Security Manager retrieves therequired plug-in from the software package in the Deep Security database and sends it out to the Agent to be installed on thecomputer. For information on installing Deep Security Agents, consult the Installation Guide.

Generate Deployment Scripts

Installing an Agent, activating it, and applying protection with a Security Policy is multi-step process that can be scripted fromthe command line on the computer you want to protect. The Deployment Script Generator tool will generate a customized scriptto be run on the computer which will download the Agent software from the Deep Security Manager, install and activate it, andthen apply a Security Policy. For information on using the Deployment Script Generator, see Deployment Scripts in the DeepSecurity Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.
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Relay Groups

Deep Security Relays are part of the network that distributes Security and Software Updates from Trend Micro to yourprotected resources. You must have at least one functioning Deep Security Relay if you want keep your protection up to date.Relay functionality is included in all 64-bit Windows and Linux Deep Security 9.5 Agents.Each Relay belongs to a Relay Group (even if it's just a group with a single member). Agents/Appliances are assigned to RelayGroups, not individual Relays. This provides some redundancy in case a single Relay within a group goes offline. There is agroup called "Default Relay Group" to which all new Relays are assigned by default. You can have multiple Relay Groups, and theRelays Groups can be arranged in a hierarchy so a single top level Group gets its updates from the Trend Micro Update Serverand then passes them down through a hierarchy of sub-Groups.
A Relay can obtain security updates from another Relay Group, but not from another Relay (even if they are both
part of the same Relay Group). A Relay must obtain updates from another Relay Group further up the hierarchy
or another configured security update source. For more information on configuring security updates, see Security
Updates in the Deep Security Manager Administrator's Guide or the online help.

For information on enabling Relay functionality in an Agent, see Relay Groups in the Deep Security Manager Administrator'sGuide or the online help in the User's Guide.From the Relay Groups page, you can:
• Create a New ( ) Relay Group• Delete ( ) a Relay Group• View the Properties ( ) of a Relay Group

Relay Group Properties

General

General Information: The name and description of the Relay Group.
Security Updates: Select the source from which this Relay Group will download and distribute Security Updates. The DefaultRelay Group will always use the primary update source defined in the Administration > Updates > Relay Groups. However,any additional Relays Groups you create can use either the primary update source or another one that you have configured.
Proxies: Specify the proxy server that must be used to access the Primary Security Update Source. The Primary Security UpdateSource is usually Trend Micro Update Server, and is configured on the Administration > System Settings > Updates tab. Theproxy will be used by the Relays in this Group if this Relay Group is configured to use the Primary Security Update Source. Ifthis Relay Group is configured to get its Security Updates from another Relay Group, the proxy will only be used if connectivitywith the other Relay Group is lost and this Group from must fall back to the Primary Security Update Source.
Members: Relays that are members of the group

Assigned To

The Assigned To tab shows the computers that are using this Relay as the source of the Security and Software Updates.

Note:
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